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ABSTRACT

This thesis attempts to address certain stress-history and time dependent properties

of potash in underground mining environment that have been ignored in the existing

literature, including relaxation properties, bimodularity (the property of having diffe¡ent

Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios in tension and in compression), and progressive

deformation in potâsh yield pillars.

compared with creep properties, stress relaxation has been overlooked in ¡esearch

on salt rocks. In this thesis, potash relaxation properties were studied by multiple-stage

repeated relaxation tests along a reverse loading path. The testing results suggest that

potash has no creep limit. A uniaxial constitutive equation ! as extended to include

confining pressure and was fltted into the experimental data.

Besides relaxation, another largely ignored aspect is bimodularity. This property

was demonstrated by a new testing technique that measures deformation moduli in tension

and in compression on the same specimen and in the same compressive loading frame.

Analytical solutions and a finite element program were developed to include bimodular

effects. The practical significance of bimodularity was illustrated with regard to the

inærpretation of indi¡ect rock tensile strength tests and mine roof behavio¡.

The specific/olr property of potash is extensively used in yield pillar design for

room-and-pillar operations in potash mining. However, the deformational mechanisms

within yield pillars are still poorly understood. yield pillar deformation was investigated

in this thesis by in siru mapping of yield pillars, rock fabric analyses and finite element

simulation. Progressive pillar deformation has been interpreted by a four-stage

deformational model that involves bulk rock flattening, the development of shear zones

at pillar corners and shear wedges at pillar margins, the detachment of shear wedges into

adjacent rooms, and the development of second-gene¡ation shea¡ zones.
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8.7 Mapped cross section of Pillar 1. A-halite unit; B-flrrst clay layer; C- 165
potash; D-second clay layer; E-potâsh; F+hird clay layer; G-potash. (a)

Fabric anisotropy ellipsoids from the shape method for sylvite grains. @)
Fabric anisotropy ellipsoids from the centre-to-centre method. All the
ellipsoids are centred at sample locations. See Table 8.1 for the ellipsoid
dimensions.

8.8 Development of shea¡ zones and shear wedge in another pillar at the 167

Vanscoy Mine. (a) Photo; (b) Sketch.

8.9 The Flinn diagram for representing the shape of strain ellipsoids (after L7l
Ramsay 1983). inf=inf,inite.



8.10 Flinn diagram fo¡ strain measured in pillar 1, Most ellipsoids are located
very close to the horizontal axis, signifying apparent flattening.
inf =infinite.

8.11 Photograph of the cross section of Pillar 2, Therc is one metre between
every two black dots. Black circles are sample locations. The ¡eve¿Ied
pillar section is about two thirds of the upper part of the original pillar.

8.12 Mapped cross section of Pilla¡ 2. A - halite unit; B - first clay layer; C -
potash; D - s€cond ciay layer; E - potash; F - third clay layer; G-
potash. (a) Fabric anisotropy ellipsoids from the shape method for sylvite
grains. @) Fabric anisotropy ellipsoids from the centre-to-centre method.
All the ellipsoids are c€ntred at sample locations. See Table 8,3 for the
ellipsoid dimensions.

8.13 Flinn diagram for Pilla¡ 2, Most of the strain ellipsoids are located very
close to the horizontal axis, signifying apparent flattening. inf:infinite.

8. 14 Photograph of the cross section of Pillil 3. There is one met¡e between
every two black dots. Black ci¡cles are sample locations. The revealed
pillar section is about two thirds of the upper part of the original pillar.

8.15 Mapped cross section of Pillar 3, A - halite unit; B - first clay layer; C -
potash;D-secondclaylayer;E-potash; F - third clay layer; G-
potash. (a) Fabric anisotropy ellipsoids from the shape method for sylvite
grains. (b) Fabric anisotropy ellipsoids from tle centre-to-cent¡e method.
A1l the ellipsoids are centred at sample locations. See Table 8.5 for the
ellipsoid dimensions.

8.16 Flinn diagram for Pilla¡ 3. Most strain ellipsoids are located very close
to the horizontal axis, signifying apparent flattening of rock.
inf :infinite.

8,17 Strain partitioning results from Sample 4, from near comer ductile shear
zone in Pillar 1, (a) Tracing of grain shapes, darker grains are sylvite,
lighter grains are haliæ; O) Contour map of dimensional ratios of grains,
contour interval equals 1; (c) Relief map of dimensional ratios of grains.
Peaks correspond to are¿s of sylvite concentration, valleys correspond to
areas of halite grains.

8.18 Strain partitioning results from Sample 3, This sample is located in the
cenfal part of pillar 1. (a) Tracing of grain shapes, darker grains are
syivite, lighter grains are halite; þ) Contou¡ map of dimensional ratios
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of grains, contour interval equals 1; (c) Relief map of dimensionai ratios
of grains. Peaks correspond to areas of sylvite concentration, valleys
conespond to areås of halite grains.

8. 19 Strain partitioning results from Sample 10, locating at the centre of sheår
wedge in Pilla¡ l. (a) Tracing of grain shapes, darker grains are sylvite,
lighter grains are halite; @) Contour map of dimensionai ratios of grains,
contour interval equals 1; (c) Relief map of dimensional ratios of grains.
Peaks correspond to a¡eas of sylvite concentration, valleys correspond to
areas of halite grains.

8.20 A sample of undeformed potash collected from a fresh mining surface.
The scale is centimetres.

8.21 Samples of deformed potash collected from yield pillars after 8 years of
deformation. Sylvite is dark and flattened; halite occurs as light and
broken aggregates in the shape of augen. The sc¿le is centimetres. (a)
Deformed potash equivalent in grain size to Figure 8.20; (b) Deformed
polash coarser grained than Figure 8.20.

8.22 Proposed model of progressive pillar deformation. C ma¡ks the centre
line of the pillar and parallel vertical lines mark the position of the
original pillar width. The principal strain values are based on shape
changes in sylvite and represent interpretation of sylvite strain in the
c€ntre of the pillars.

9.1 Fundamental modes of fracture in 2D, (a) Mode I (Opening Mode), (b)
Mode II (Shearing Mode).

9.2 Crack tip coordinates, stresses, and node numbers.

9,3 Rheological analogue of elasto-plastic material.

9.4 Rheological analogue of elasto-viscoplastic material.

9.5 Axial st¡ess-axial plastic strain curve of Saskatchewan potash for
calibrating post yield hardening and softening behaviour. It is from a
conventional triaxial compression test with 0.5 MPa confrning pressure
and a strain rate of 1.75 ¡re.s-I, The specimen was cylindrical with
diameter of 5 cm and height of 10 cm (after Duncan 1990).

9.6 Finite element mesh geometry, supports and loading conditions of pillar
model for simulating corner shear zones based on the theory of linear
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elastic fracture mechanics. I¡ad was applied as distributed edge load
shown by the arrows at the top.

9,7 Principai stress distribution showing stress concentration at room comer. 213

9.8 Generation of corner diagonal crack with refined mesh and imposed 214
singularity elements (special quarter point triangular elements, their
nodes a¡e shown by black dots).

9,9 At a load of 25 MPa, the corner fracture extended to the middle height 214
of the pillar.

f.i0 Principal stress distribution after comer diagonal crack extended to the 215
middle height of the pillar.A zone was isolated by the comer fracture and
stresses in this isolated areâ were relieved.

9. 1 I Finite element model configuration for simulating viscoplastic pillar 2L7
deformation and fracturing, including dimensions, supports and loading
conditions. A - weak, elastic layer representing overlying and underlying
strata. B - weak, viscoplastic potash layer.

9,12 Finite element mesh showing opening, yield pillar, abutment pillar, and 219
surrounding stmta. Numbers and lette¡s show the locations of stress and
convergence histories in Figures 9.20 and 9.26, respectively.

9,L3 Plastic strain distribution immediately after room excavation, signifying 221
the initiation of comer ductile sha¡e zone, The size of black dots is
proportional to the magnitude of plastic strain at the Gauss points.

9 .14 l¡calizations of plastic strain along diagonal directions at pillar edges 60 222
days after room excavation, symbolizing the failure pattem of corner
ductile shear zones observed from field observations in Chapter 8.

9.15 Principal stress distribution (green lines) in the yield pillar and 223
accumulated plastic strain (red dots).

9,16 Second generation of plastic strain localization (70 days after room 224
excavation).

9.17 Third generation of plastic strain localization. Fracture pattern appea¡s 226
to be stâble in the yield pillar (110 days after room excavation).



9.18 Variation of vertical stress (or) distribution along the central height of
the potash zone, (a) 10 days after excavation, (b) 30 days after
excavation, (c) 60 days after excavation.

9.19 Variation of vertic¿l stress (or) distribution along the central height of
the potash zone, (a) 70 days after excavation, O) 110 days after
excavation, (c) 690 days after excavation.

9.20 History of vertical stress (or) at various locations shown by numbers in
Figure 9.12. I - Removai of first set of shea¡ wedges, II - Removal of
second generation of she¿r wedges.

9,21 Contour map of vertical stress prior to room excavation, showing
uniform in sir¿ stress of around 25 MPa (equals to the applied boundary
stress).

9.22 Contour map of vertical stress immediately after room excavation (after
10 days). Vertical stress increased in the pillars and dec¡eased at roof and
floo¡.

9,23 Contour map of vertical stress 30 days after room excavation. Two pea.k

stresses occurred in the yield pillar, stresses near pillar edges dropped
due to yield.

9.24 As pillar deformation increased (60 days after room excavation), the
entire pillar yielded, forming a singie p€ak sress at pillar centre.

9,25 As pillar deformation increased further (120 days after excavation), zone
of yielding ground increased, stress relieved ground over all three
openings, and the location of peak compressive stress moved away from
the openings.

9.26 History of convergence between roof and floor at various pairs of
locations shown by letters in Figure 9. 12.

9,27 Finite element mesh showing clay layers, openings, yield pillar,
abutment and surrounding rock.

9,28 l¡calization of plastic strain 60 days after room excavation in the yield
pillar model that includes clay layers at the top and bottom of the poøsh
ore zone (see Figure 9.27). Comparing to Figure 9. 14, the plastic strain
near top and bottom reduced due to the presence of clay layers.
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9.29 Distribution of plastic strain 70 days after the initial room excavation in 239
the yield pillar model that includes the effect of clay layers at the top and
bottom of the potash zone.

9.30 Plastic st¡ain distribution immediately after room excavation in the model 242
with viscoplastic roof and floor. It signifies the initiation of comer
ductile shear zones. L¡cai plastic strain also occurs in the ¡oof and floor.

9 ,31 l¡calization of plastic strain in diagonal directions at pillar edges 60 days 243
after room excavation in the model with viscoplastic roof and floor.
Failure also occurs in the roof and floor areas.

9.32 Third generation of plastic localization for the model with viscoplastic 244
roof and floor. Fracture pattem app€ars to be stable in the yield pillar
(1 10 days after initial room excavation).

9.33 Vertical stress (oy) distribution along the central height of the potash 246
zone for the model with viscoplastic roof and floor. (a) 10 days after
excavation, (b) 30 days after excavation, (c) 60 days afte¡ excavation.

9.34 Vertical stress (oy) distribution along the cenfal height of the potash 247
zone for the model with viscoplastic roof and floor. (a) 70 days after
excavation, @) 110 days afte¡ excavation, (c) 690 days after excavation.

9.35 History of vertic¿l stress at various locations shown by the numbers in 248
Figure 9.12 for the model with viscoplastic roof and floor. I - Removal
of fi¡st set of shear wedges, II - Removal of second generation of she¿r
wedges.

9,36 Modified yield pillar deformation model. Finite element simulation 250
reproduced all four stages pillar deformation proposed in Figure 8.22.
An additional deformation stage may be included (Stage 5), indicating a
final stable failure mode.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

The demand in modern society for energy and raw materials has generated an

increasing number of underground excavations in rock for the exploitation of natural

resources and for the permanent isolation of nuclear waste products. As both a raw

material and a storage medium, evaporitic rocks such as potash, gypsum and halite have

been extracted at increasing rates over the last few de¡ades, These activities have

stimulated interest in research into the deformational properties of evaporitic rocks and

their response to underground excavation.

Mining of evaporites dates back as far as the middle Neolithic Period (3500 B.C. -

2500 B.C.), while potash mining, which began some 100 years ago at Stassfurt,

Germany, is relatively new @ieniawski 1984), Since mining in salt rock started there

have been specific engineering problems associated with mining of such rock due to its

unique mechanical properties, i.e., the slow but continuous flow æound mined-out

openings which c¿uses gradual closure. Laboratory research revealed that salt rocks are

highly ductile and creep significantly. Such behavior has also been demonstra¡cÅ in situ

by salt glaciers and flowage pattems observed in salt domes (Baar 197Ð,

Although considerable resea¡ch has been conducted on salt deformation, the

complicated time and stress history dependent properties of such rock continue to cause

engineering problems in practice. The proper design of long term excavations in salt

cannot be carried out unless the material deformational characteristics can be evaluated
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for a wide range of conditions. The evaluation of such deformational characteristics for

potash, in silu and in the laboratory, is a major concem in the research program described

in this thesis.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Since 1985, a resea¡ch project on mining stability in Saskatchewan potash mines

has been carried out in the Departments of Civil and Geological Engineering at the

University of Manitoba, with the cooperation of Cominco Fertilizers Ltd, the Potash

Corporation of Saskatchewan and NSERC. The research presented in this thesis was

partly supported by this university/industry cooperative research project. Problems to be

studied in this thesis have been selected based on the requirements of the project as well

as the state-of-the-art reseffch on potash behavior. Therefore, the objectives have been

laid out based on a critical examination of the existing literature and the ¡ealistic

consideration of the specific engineering problems in potash mining in Saskatchewan.

These include three aspects: the rate dependent deformational characteristics of potash

through stress relaxation tests; rock bimodularity (the property of having different

Young's mo'duli and Poisson's ratio in tension and in compression) and its practicål

significance; and the progressive deformation of potash yield pillars at the Cominco

Mine. The work presented is basically curiosity-driven ¡esearch and does not attempt to

solve specific mining problems. Any application to mining situation must take into

account various assumptions and simplifications that have been used.



1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is subdivided into 10 chapters, Chapters 1-4 act as a preface, Chapters

5-9 form the principal part of this research, and Chapter 10 summarizes the research.

o Chapter 1 is an introduction that provides an overview of the problem being

investigated and the organizåtion of the thesis.

o Chapter 2 provides a survey of the literature relevant to the deformational properties

of salt rocks and the response of such rocks around excavations.

. Chapter 3 introduces challenges, mining methods and rock mechanics related res€arch

in potash mining in Saskatchewan.

. Chapter 4 critiques on the state-of-the-a¡t research on the mechanical properties of

evaporitic rock; summarizes the specific rock mechanics problems associated with

potash mining in Saskatchewan, and therefrom, elabotates research objectives for this

thesis.

c Chapter 5 describes the initial laboratory experimental study. The viscoplastic

properties of potâsh and salt is addresæd by reverse loading triaxial tests and by

relaxation tests at various stages before and after yielding along a reverse loading path.

The existence of a creep limit and the relaxation behavior of potash before and near

failure are discussed. A uniaxial, strain-hardening constitutive law has been extended

to incorporate the effect of confining pressure and the experimental results have been

approximated by the proposed constitutive model.

o Chapter 6 is the second experimental program of this thesis. It addresses a stress

history dependent property, namely bimodulanty - the property of having different
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deformational moduli in tension and in compression. A new testing technique is

developed that permits the direct determination of deformational moduli in

compression and in tension on the sâme specimen and in the same compressive loading

frame. The results of tests on halite, potash, granite and limestone ate presented and

compared with previously published data and data from the standard direct

compression and direct tension tests.

. Chapter 7 implements a bimodular constitutive relation for a finite element program

and derives analytical solutions that incorporate material bimodularity for simple

structures. Then, the practical significance of rock bimodularity is evaluated through

estimating its influence on roof failure and on indirect rock tensile strength tests such

as the beam bending, hydraulic extension, Brazilian and ring tests.

. Chapter 8 addresses the phenomenon of long-term deformation in pillars through the

examination of yield pillars in which eight years of deformation has taken place in the

Cominco Mine by in situ mapping of deformational structures, by determining changes

in pillar width and in thicknesses of potash and of interbedded clay layers, and by rock

fabric analyses as an indication of accumulated finite strains. Pillar deformation has

been shown to involve progressive bulk rock flattening, followed by the development

of shea¡ zones at pillar comers, by the development of shear wedges at pillar margins,

and by the detachment of these wedges into adjacent rooms. These effects appear to

be sequential and repetitive. Finally, a hypothesis of long-term potash yield pillar

deformation has been postulated.
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. Progressive deformation and failure of a three-entry potash mining panel is simulated

numerically in Chapter 9. The deformation model of potâsh yield pillar proposed in

Chapter 8 is analyzed and modified. The initiation and extension of comer ductile

shear zones are modelled in terms of na¡¡ow bands of strain localization - shear bands.

St¡ess variations and long-term stability are discussed.

o Finally, chapter 10 summarizes the research by discussing data from the previous

chapters, indicating possible directions for future research, and drawing together the

major conclusions.



2. LITERATIJRE SI,JRVEY

2.1 Introduction

underground rock excavations disturb the in situ state of stress in rock masæs and

as a result deformation and, in some cases, fracturing occur around the new openings.

This process of stress adjustment may lead to instabilities which may cause injuries and

loss of production. Better understanding of the mechanical behavior of ¡ocks around

underground openings has increasingly promoted better design, prediction and control,

and therefore, greatly benefitted both safety and productivity in rock excavation. This has

led to a relatively new field of study called rock engineering. Although the practice of

rock engineering can be traced back to the earliest days of mining and civil engineering,

the theoretical exposition of rock engineering has developed only in the last three

decades, Since the First Intemational Congress on Rock Mechanics in portugal in 1966,

the body of literature has been expanding at an accelerating pace, with an ever-increasing

numbe¡ of conferences and technical joumals devoted to this and other closely related

themes. In addition to kchnical journals and conference proceedings, there are also some

discipline monographs that expound rock engineering in a systematic fashion, e.g. Hoek

and Brown (1980), Bieniawski (1984), Brady and Brown (1985), Goodman and Shi

(1985), Brown (1987), and Franklin and Dusseaulr (1989 and 1991).

Interest in salt rock deformation and its application to underground engineering

stafed in the late 1950's after the Academy of Sciences of the Uniæd States

recommended guidelines for permanent isolation of nuclear waste products in deep bedded

salt deposits, salt domes and other sedimentary rocks. Progress in this field is recorded
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best in two conference proceedings on the mecha¡ical behavior of salt (Hardy and langer

1984 and 1988), by the proceedings of the First International conference on potash

Techniques (McKercher 1983), and by the proceedings of the lst-7th Intemational

symposium on salt. In this chapter, the releva¡t literature is reviewed briefly from two

major aspects: (1) experimental and theoretical analyses of the mechanical properties of

sait rocks; (2) responses of underground openings to excavation, rncluding in situ

documentation, theoretical analyses, and physical and numerical simulation on the

deformation and fracturing around single as well as multiple underground openings.

Saskatchewa¡r potâsh was deposited in evaporate sequences. It has many

microstructural and deformational characteristics in common with other evaporites, such

as halite, anhydrite, and gypsum. In most literature, salt has been uæd in a general sense

to represent all these evaporites and the term will be used similarly in the following

¡eview.

2.2 Stress History and Rate Dependent properties of Salt

since the beginning of the laboratory research on rock salt, it has been re¿lized

that sâlt rocks are highly ductile, easily deformed, and creep significantly. These

characteristics are reflected in the nonlinea¡, inelastic and finite deformational

characteristics evident in general stress-strain curves in both uniaxial compression and

uniaxial tension (Figure 2.1). For decades experimental and theo¡etical investigations on

the deformation of salt ¡ocks have been to define such mechanical properties, mainly by

uniaxial creep tests, and to a lesser extent, by triaxial tests with various loading paths.
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2.2.1 Experimental investigations

Therê is an extensive body of literature on the experimental investigations of salt

rock. A large volume of experimental data is contained in reports by sandia National

I¿boratories (Herrman et al. 1980; Her¡man and l¿uson 19gl) and RE/spEC Inc.

(Hanæn and Mellegard 1980; Mellegard et al. r9g1; van sambeek et al. 1992), Most

of the research has been focused on the creep and failure behavio¡ of salt (e.g., carter
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and Hans€n 1983; Lux and Heusermann 1983; Hambley et ai. 19gg; Bakhtff et al. 19gg;

senseny 1988; wawersik and Zeuch 1986; and r awersik 19gg for creep tests, and serata

et aL 1972; lajtai and Duncan 1988; Hunsche l99ra and 1991å; Hunshe and Albrecht

1990 for failure behavior).

The test specimens are usually cylindrical cores. various sizes are used because

there has been no standardization of test methods and bec¿use of the variety of testing

equipment available. The effect of specimen size on creep testing was studied by senseny

(198a). He found that during transient creep, the deformation of smaller specimens is

Iarger than that of larger specimens for the same stress state, temperature environment

and test duration. During the steady-state stage, the specimen size was found to have little

influence. He concluded that constitutive laws baæd on laboratory data may lead to an

overestimation of salt deformation in the field.

The development of equipment for salt rock creep experiments was discussed by

Bakhtar (1979). usually, because of the long duration of such tests (a minimum of a few

week), several testing machines are used instead of a single apparatus, so that several

specimens can be tested simultaneously under a strictly controlled environment (for the

effect of test duration, see Mrugala and Hardy 1988). langer (19g4) described a creep

testing facility in which a single creep unit can accommodate up to flive sp€cimens stacked

one on top of the other for simultaneous testing under the same axial load.

The behavior of salt rock is significantly affected by pressure, deviatoric stress,

time, temperature and loading path (wawersik and Hannum 1980). The relatively simple

uniaxial constant stress tests appear insufficient for a thorough understanding of the
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mechanicål behavior of salt rock. Increasingly, triaxial apparatus with temperature and

servo-controlled loading system have been used (e.g., Hansen 1977; Hansen and carter

1984; Hardikar et al, 1987; and Xiong and Hunsche 1988). A laboratory set_up for a

long-term, comprehensive creep testing program was discussed by Horseman and passaris

(1984), The testing facility includes a battery of built-in triaxial creep cells with loading

jacks and intemal dynamometers. It can monitor salt defo¡mation under in situ conditions

of stress, temperature and induced moisture content, Triaxial tests have permitted a better

understanding of the deformational mechanisms of salt in the deep mining environment

and enabled the determination of more practic¿l constitutive relations and failure criteria.

In contrast to creep properties, the relaxation cha¡acteristics of salt rock have been

largely ignored. only recently, a few attempts have been made to investigate these

properties (Balthasd et al. 1987; Haupt and Natau 1988; and Haupt 1991),

2.2.2 Theor etical investigations

Mainly baæd on cre€p tests, numerous rheological models or constitutive

equations have been published to describe salt behavior. However, the mechanical

behavior of salt is so complicated that attempts to generalize a material model to

adequately describe the rate and stress history dependent properties of salt rocks subject

to an arbitrary history of stress have so far proven unsuccessful.

Basically, two approaches have been used for establishing salt rock constitutive

relations, namely empirical and rheological. The empirical model is essentially a curve

fitting process attempting to frnd experimental constants, carter and Hansen (19g3)
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provided an excellent review paper on the existing uniaxial constitutive equations. Lindne¡

and Brady (1984) and Mrugala (1985) listed convenient tables of a number of empirical

equations. cristescu (1992) provided a state-of-the-art review on a number ofconstitutive

models, such as various models developed at the sandia National l^aboratories (wawersik

and Preece 1984; wawersik et al. 1982; wawersik and Zeuch 19g6; wawersik and

Hannum 1980), the BcR-model (knger 1982 and 1986), models fo r fracture deformatton

@awson and Munson 1983), a model developed by Hansen and carter (19g0), a triaxial

model by Desai and Coworkers (Desai et al. 1986; Desai and Zhang l9g7 etc), and

kinematic viscosity models (Lindner and Brady 1984; Aubertin et al. 19g9 and 1991).

These models are essentially simila¡ mathematical fo¡mulations containing strain rate

expressed as a function of stress, time and temperature raised to some power. For

example (Herrmann et al. 1980):

è=Aonexp(-ØRT) Q.l)

where ô is st¡ain rate in strain per hour, z is temperature in degrees Kelvin, ø is

deviatoric sfess in MPa, and A, n, Q and R are experimental constants.

The rheological approach employs mechanical analogues assembled from

fundamental rheological components such as springs, sliders and viscous dash pots. It has

been used widely as a means of characterizing the time-dependent behavior of salt rocks,

particularly for continuum stress analysis. some examples of rheological models are a

simpie Burger's model used by Passaris (1979) and a viscoelastic model used by Boucly

(1984) consisting of combined Maxwell and Bingham models. other examples are the

viscoelastic-viscoplastic models propoæd by serata (1968), winkel er aJ. (lg7z), and
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serata and cundey (1978). Horseman and passaris (19g4) examined a few existing

theoretical models and concluded that the models based on the time-hardening hypothesis

provided a very poor description of the response of salt to rapidly changing deviatoric

stress; models baæd on the strain-hardening hypothesis were likely to provide a better

repres€ntation of the data than time-hardening models but tend to underestimate the strain

rates produced by sudden increases in deviatoric stress. Viscoelastic models based on the

concept of creep as a hereditary process suffered from the major drawback that they

predicted unrealistically large time dependent strain recovery during cavity

repressurization. Horseman and Passaris (1984) further uæd the modified superposition

integral developed on the basis of Bultzmann's superposition principle from the original

model of Findtey and lftosla (1955) and claimed that a more accurate description of

creep under static o¡ increasing deviatoric stress could be obtained.

A recent tendency in constitutive modelling of salt rocks as well as other

geological materials, is the use of a synthetic method that combines a number of

combined rheological models by curve fitting methods to obtain the best f,it of

experimental results. It has been known as the generalized model theory or composite

model theory (Sobotkal 1985). A more detailed review of rheological models can be

found in Duncan (1990).

Another development in rheological rock mecha¡ics is the deformation-mechanism

map (Ashby 1972). one important reason for establishing a deformation-mechanism map

is that it provides a bette¡ way of extrapolating theoretical and experimental data.

Particularly, it provides an improved understanding on rheological deformation that
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cannot be observed on a realistic experimentål time scale. Another valuable contribution

of this method is the better understanding of the distribution and va¡iation of

deformational mechanisms in a multi-dimensional space of temperature, confining

pressure, deviatoric stress, grain size, gas a¡d fluid. However, the construction of such

a mechanism map in multi-dimensional space is very difficult. Therefore most of the

maps constructed up to now have been presented in non-dimensionalized stress and

temp€rature spaces. The construction of such a map requires enormous amounts of

information in the form of constitutive equations (models) and experimental data. It is,

however, a powerful methodology for selecting appropriate constitutive models and their

regimes of influence. The first deformation-mechanism map for salt was constructed by

ver¡al et ?J. (1977). Munson (1979) provided a more recent version baæd on

experimental creep data obtained by various ¡esearchers. Munson and Dawson (19g4)

gave a good example of constitutive models developed within the framework of the

deformation-mechanism map for salt that permitted unfolding of the rather complicated

low temperature steady-state creep behavior by three simple responses involving separate

regimes with individual cont¡olling mechanisms. Recently, senseny et al. (1992) provided

an excellent summary on the mechanical behavior of satt and various examples of

reported behavior for illustrating phenomena and micromechanics.

2.3 Rmponse of Underground Openings to Excåvation

Although the previous section provides a basis for the development of theoretical

methods, there remain questions ofapplying these laboratory and theoretical results to the
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observed deformations in underground rock excavations. In fact, it is usually difficult to

extrapolate these findings to in situ behavior because of the more complicated geometry,

loading paths and boundary conditions in situ. At this stage, it is more appropriate to

perform a synthetic approach that combines laboratory modelling, theoreticai analyses,

direct observations and numerical simulations on model openings with va¡ious degrees of

sophistication. For the sake of simplicity, such model openings are grouped into two

broad categories: single openings and multiple openings. some of the literature

conceming the mechanical behavior of each group is summarized in the following

sections.

2.3.1 Single openings

ove¡ the years, single cylindrical opening models have been studied in different

contexts in æveral disciplines. Recently this classic¿l problem has been ,'revisited" 
due

to the emergence of new challenges, especially in the petroleum industry @oegiers 1990).

It is also one of the basic models used to represent underground mine openings. Indeed,

most of the laboratory investigations and theoretical analyses have been carried out for

single cylindrical openings (winkel er. al, 1972; Rousset et ar. l9g9; Ewy and cook

1990; carter et al. 1991a; rajtai et al. r99la; carter 1992a; carter et al. 1992). A

theoretical basis for these studies is typically the classical problem of a thick-walled

cylinder under hydrostatic loading with or without extemal pressurization @aemen and

Fairhurst 1971; Daemen 1975). other theo¡etical bases include a plate with a central hole
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and uniaxially loaded; a plate with a central hole and biaxially loaded; a cube with a

central hole and tri-axially loaded.

Resea¡ch on how rock around a cylindrical opening responds to changes in st¡ess

provides an important insight into underground rock engineering problems. In fact, an

accurate prediction of the stress distribution and the ground reaction curve around a single

opening is essential to the proper design of support elements for tunnels and shafts (pan

and Dong 1991) and forms the basis fo¡ ¡esea¡ch on the behavior of multiple openings.

Investigations include stresses and deformation around openings, convergence, fracture

patterns' and failure mechanisms (Hoek and Brown 1980; pan and Dong 1991; carter et

al' 199La), Ewy and cook (1990) ¡eviewed the existing literature, and investigated elastic

and inelastic deformation as well as fracturing around cylindrical underground openings

on both an experimental and a theoretical level. Roegiers (1990) summarized the existing

analytical work on circular openings for two extreme cases, unsupported and supported

openings. More recently, lajtai and coworkers studied fracture pattems and failure

mechanisms numerically and experimentally, and mapped fracture stages around cavities

in laboratory physical models (carter and iajtai 1991; carter et al. \991a; lajtai et al.

1991a). Pan and Dong (1991) proposed a hierarchical approach to model the

excavation/construction process during tunnelling in a rock mass with rheological

properties. Most of these studies ¡evealed that hole closure is nonlinear and time-

dependent, esperially for unsupported holes and in " squeezing" ground such as salt rock,

In order to handle these non-linea¡ properties, elastoplastic, viscoelastic and viscoplastic

analyses have been used (e.g., Detoumay and Fairhurst 1987; Gumusoglu et al. l9g7;
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santarelli and Brown 1987; and Rousset et al. 1989). Numerical approaches such as finite

element and boundary element methods have been adopted to solve these nonlinea¡

theoretical equations and simulate the progressive failure processes a¡ound underground

cylindrical openings (e.g. Booker et al. 1989; Sharan 19g9).

Another important asp€ct that needs to be considered in studying the behavio¡ of

single cylindrical openings is the presence of discontinuities (sakurai and ranigawa

1989). In recent yeârs, considerable progress has been made in devising methods for

analyzing the stability of block systems (Goodman & shi 19g5). Discrete or distinct

element methods have also been developed (wiltiams 198g; cundall 1976; cundall and

Hart 1983; cundall 1987; and Ha¡t 1990). In addition, some new, statistically based

theories have also been used to describe discontinuity systems and to classify rock masses,

e.g., the fractal dimensional theory (Mandelbrot 1983; t¿ pointe lggg).

2.3.2 Multiple openings and pillar design

Most mine openings are multiple openings, although a few structures, such as

shafts and exploration drifts, may be sufficiently isolated to be treâted as single openings.

Pillars are the un-mined rock left between the ¡oof and floo¡ of an underground opening

or between openings, which together with the sidewalls (abutments) of the mined æea

support the overlying strata. The strength and deformational behavior of pilla¡s constitute

a most important part of the design of multiple openings.

The simplest method of pillar design and safety asæssment is to calculate average

vertical pillar stress (assuming a horizontal deposit) and compare this with rock (pillar)
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strength. This analysis gives a safety factor as an index of pillar ståbility. An early review

of pillar loading problem by Denkhaus (1962) showed that the only general analytical

expression for predicting pillar loading was baæd on the tributary area method suggested

by Duvall (1948). This was further confirmed in a mo¡e detailed literature suwey by

coates (1965). låter on, salamon (1967) suggested a method for designing pillar

workings based on statistically derived pillar strength formula. since then, numerous

empirical equations have been proposed to calculate the ultimate strength ofpillars. Logie

and Matheson (1983) examined the fundamental assumptions, limitations, and areas of

application of ten design formulae that had been most frequently utilized. They divided

the reviewed equations into 4 categories: acceptable, use with caution, unacceptable and

no experience. They also provided a convenient table to present their recommendations.

Nume¡ous comprehensive i¿ si¡¿ instrumentation programs were also implemented that

provided a mine wide monitoring as well as calibrations for va¡ious pillar design

approaches (e.g., Dreyer and Borchert 1965; Beek et al. l9g4; Lu 19g6; Conover et al.

1989). These include the development of data acquisition systems for achieving

automation in excavation instrumentation @e Souza, 1992 nd l99l).

when mining in soft rocks, such as salt and potåsh, stresses around underground

cavities often exceed the yield limits of the host rocks and the material therefo¡e behaves

plastically. The basic theories adopted in pillar design in plasticalty deforming ground

include general elasto-perfectly plastic theory, and elasto-plastic with strain hardening and

strain softening after yield. An example of pillar design in plastically deforming rocks

was given by Mraz and Eng (198a). The design equations were derived on the basis of
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a concept of a generaiized perfectly plastic substance and the design procedures were

based on both in situ meåsurements and laboratory tests. Mroz and Nawrocki (19g9)

conducted a theoretical analysis of soft pillar deformation between strong roof and floor

based on an elasto-plastic model with strain softening after maximum strength.

Pietruszczåk and Mroz (1980 and 1981) provided a numericai solution for a similar

problem in which strain hardening was also conside¡ed, A recent research on the design

of pillars in soft rock was given by Hambley (1989). In this paper, the literature on pillar

design was systematically examined, starting from a brief review of pillar design methods

in hard ¡ock and coal, since these methods are often borrowed for use in salt rock

mining. Pillar design methods in salt were reviewed in detail by grouping them inro 4

categories: simplistic approaches, confined-core pillar design approaches, approaches

involving numerical modelling, and the approach of Mraz and associated rese¿¡chers. The

methods run the gamut from simplistic approaches, using rules of thumb for width/height

mtios that result in stable conditions, to sophisticated viscoelastic-viscoplastic computer

based numerical analyses. The effects of pillar size and shape on pillar strength were also

discusæd. A method for designing pillars based on the stress distribution at steâdy-state

conditions was develo@ with examples provided to demonst¡ate its application.

General elasto-plastic theory has been found insufficient because of the significant

time dependent properties of soft rocks. pilla¡s in such a medium exhibit conspicuous

time-dependent behavio¡ which must be taken into consideration in mine design. Although

there has been a wealth of published information on the time-dependent behavior of

evaporitic rocls, most of the information has been deduced from laboratory tests on small
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sp€cimens. The application of such information to mine practice has usually been

hindered due to size effects and the complexity of stress conditions prevailing in situ.

Because of these problems, the concept of utilizing model pillars for design purposes has

attracted considerabie attention since its initiation in the middle 1960's (obert 1964 and

1965; Bradshaw et aL. l9&; l¡menick and Bradshaw 1969; King and Acar 1971; King

1973; Russel and l¡menick 1984; Hunsche et al. 1985), such experiments intend to

simulate, to a fair degree of approximation, the behavior or in situ pillas considering the

effects of constraints supplied by roof and floor. For soft materials like salt, this

simulation is of prime importance since the mechanical behavior of roof, pillar and floor

is inægral.

Today, one of the most important concepts in pillar design in potash and salt

mining is yield pillar. over a period of more than 15 years, Mraz and his associates

have developed and demonstrated a method that combines laboratory testing, underground

observations and theoretical calculations (Mraz and Eng 1984; Mraz and Dusseault

1986a). The design philosophy is baæd on a stress-relief concept and the use of yield

pillars, similar to that of Baar (1977) and Serata (1983). The method is well known as

the stress control rnethod (senta 1983). Although the¡e are advant¿ges and disadvantages

with this method (see Hambley 1989 for a summary), its application has expanded to a

wide variety of underground mine openings in weak and complex ground through more

than a decade of field experience, Thus, yield pillars are becoming widely used in

underground exc¿vations in a variety of geological conditions.
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Yìeld pillars are pillars in the mined panels which are designed to yield at

appropriate, designed rates during their service life. over a period of time, yield pillars

t¡ansfer load to the adjacent stiff pillars or surrounding rocks so that the entry-pitlar

system remains stable (though still deforming). As the principal tool of stress control

methods, yield pillars are uæd to induce and control the redistribution of stresses a¡ound

mine openings. For example, the parallel room te¿hnique provides the stress control

necessary for room stabilization through the use of yield pillars (Figure 2.2), where a

secondary stress
envelope

gtress relieved
ground

protected
room

(room 2)

failure by
excavation
of room 2

ore
body

preliminary
room

(room 1)

Figure 2.2 Pa¡allel-room technique for stabilizing protected room separated from
preliminary room by a yield pillar. Deformation of yield pillar permits development of
the secondary stress envelope (after Serata 1983).

primary stres s
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stable second room is achieved by excavating it parallel to a first room excavated efflier,

with a narrow yield pillar separating the two. The first room will be damaged by the

excavation of the second ¡oom close by. The second room, via sacrifice of the first room

and the formation of a secondary stress envelope sunounding both rooms, is protected

(Serata 1983). Most attention conceming the application of this method has been on the

effect of yield pillars on stress redistribution and on the opening itself (Kripakov l9g1;

chen and Karmis 1988; and rsang at el. 1989). Hardly any atremprs have been made to

study the progressive deformational mechanisms of yield pillars. In the author's opinion,

lack of knowledge on yield pillar deformational mechanisms is a deficiency in the

¡esearch of the stress control methods, because yield pillars play a critical rule in the

application of these methods. A more detailed review of the development of various stress

control techniques will be given in chapter 3, where the mining methods used in

Saskatchewan potâsh mines are int¡oduced.
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3. POTASH IN SASKATCHEWAN - Mechanical Behavior and Mining Methods

3.1 Introduction

Potash was first discovered in Saskatchewan in i943 during oil exptoration drilling

in the southern part of the province, The first attempt to sink a shaft to the deposit was

made in 1952 in Unity, west of the city of Saskatoon. Since then, 11 companies have

been involved in Saskatchewan potash mining. A detailed history of company

involvements can be found in Fuzesy (1982).

The potash bearing units in Saskatchewan occur in the Prairie Evaporite Formation

that extends ove¡ 1000 miles f¡om northernmost Alberta to North Dakota (Figure 3.1).

trïgure 3.1 Isopach map of the Prairie Evaporite Fo¡mation (after Holter 1969). The unit
of the isopachs is feet.
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The Formation rests c¡nformably on the older winnipegosis Formation, is overlain

disconformably by the Dawson Bay Formation, and is of middle Devonian age (Figure

3.2). The potash deposit that is currently mined occurs at a depth around 11@ meters.

saskatchewan potâsh is composed predominantly of medium to course grained sylvite

(potassium chloride, KCI) and halite (sodium chloride, Nacl) crystals with some

carnallite (potassium magnesium chloride, I(Mgcl3, óH2o) and interstitial clay, A detailed

geological background can be found in vy'orsley and Fuzesy (1979), Dunn (19g2), and

Dunn (1983). In addition, Mackintosh et al (19g3) discussed some geological anomalies

observed in the mines and Mollard (1988) introduced the regional tectonic framework in

southem Saskatchewan.

Figure 3.2 Columna¡ section showing Middle Devonian Evaporite cycles
Saskatchewan. Potash layer occurs at a depth of 1100 meters (after I¿ne 1959),
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Figure 3.3 provides a detailed stratigraphic column for the immediate mining areâs

in cominco Mine at vanscoy, Saskatchewan. The immediate roof is a salt layer that is

usually known as salt back. The immediate floor comprises potash layers. clay seams

often present in potash and satt, and in overlying and underlying strata.

3.2 Challenges Facing the Potash Industry in Saskatchewan

In the early years of mining, the most important problem was room stability and

convergence, changes in mining layout and room sequencing are deviæd to have

amelio¡ated these problems (Serata 1983).

other critical challenges facing the potash industry in saskatchewan are water

inflow and mining induced seismicity. Ever since potash mining began, the hazard of

wate¡ inflows has been a major concern. one of the most difficult tasla has been the

sinking of shafts due to the presence of water-bearing formations, especially the

Blairmore Formation (a poorly consolidated unit of sand and shale), The water pressures

in the Blairmore Formarion are as high as 5500 Kpa (Fuzesy l9g2). of the 17 poash

shafts sunk in Saskatchewan, five had major water inflows during shaft sinking. one

mine was abandoned completely during production because of water problems @rugger

and Prugger 1991). Another concem is the ever-present hazard of potential brine inflows

into mine openings from permeable units in both the hanging wall (carbonates of the

Dawson Bay Formation, 15 m to 50 m above the mining level) and the footwall

(carbonates of the winnipegosis Formation, 50 m to 150 m below). The awareness of this

haza¡d has been reflected in conservative overall extraction ratios (35 to 40 percent).
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Figure 3.3 Detailed columnar section of mining area in cominco Mine at vanscoy,
Saskatchewan (edited according to borehole #16-6-35-g from Vanscoy).
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Another challenge, mining induced seismicity, has surfaced in more recent years

as the area of mining increased. Mining induced seismicity has been well investigated

(Gendzwill 1978, 1984 and 1989; Gendzwill etal. l9g2; Gendzwill and prugger 19g7

and 1988; Gendzwill and Lundberg 1989; Sepehr 19gg; and Ahmed 1990).

3.3 Mining Methods

saskatchewan potash mining started with a conventional room and pillar mining

technique adopted from New Mexico and west Ge¡man potash mines. However, potash

producers in saskatchewan soon found that this technique was not suitable due to the

complicated stratigraphic conditions such as the presence ofclay seams, thin saltback, the

great mining depth, and the apparent viscoplastic properties of potash. Eventually, the

method was abandoned and replaced by various sress-control techniques based on the

stress-relief concept and the formation of an ffictive opening (serata l9g3). These

methods can be grouped into 6 categories - stress relief, pæallel room, time-control,

compounded time-control, multiple-level, and large room techniques. The theoretical

principles of mine design based on laboratory testing of elastic materials, including photo-

elastic experiments, postulated vertical normal stress peâks neâr the walls a¡rd horizontat

normal stress peaks near the roof and the floor of underground openings (Hoek and

Brown 1980). connecting these peaks tangentially results in a stress envelope a¡ound

mine openings (Baar 1971). According to serata (196g), creep would be rest¡icted to the

interio¡ of such theoretical sÍess envelopes with the envelope bounding the effective

opening, outside this envelope, rock would remain elastic and would provide stable



conditions. This concept, k¡own as stess relief theory, states that wider r*,nr r.n"i;
a larger stress envelope around the opening compared to naÍower rooms. consequently,

the wider room creates a greater stress relieved zone in the roof and floor and the room

will be more stable even without the use of yield pillars, provided that the ground is

comp€tent and there are no planes of weakness above and below. This is the stress relief

technique and is shown in Figure 3.4. The method has been successfully used at the

IMC's (the Intemational Minerals and chemical corp.) mines at Esterhazy, and in the

Roc¿nville Div. of PCS @oush Corp. of Saskatchewan).

one step beyond the st¡ess relief technique is the parallel room technique using

yield pillars, which has been briefly introduced in chapter 2 and illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The process shown in Figure 2,2 can be repeated a number of times, forming a multiple-

parallel-room entry with the protection of the st¡ess-relieved zone pasæd in relay fashion

to the opening most rec€ntly excavated, This method has been frequently applied by

Cominco, the Cory Div., Rocanville Div. pCS, and hnigan of pCS.

In extremely weak ground, often characterized by complex roof strata with clay

seams, the parallel room method is insufficient for securing long-term stability. In such

cases, the time-control technl4re of stress control has been adopted, which, as the name

signifies, requires sequential excavation ofparallel openings. Figure 3.5 illustrates a basic

application of this method. Two openings are c¡eated at some distance apart to form their

own stress envelopes with a strain hardened wide pillar in between. After a certain period

of time, a third room is excavated through the strain hardened ground. once the inner

opening is created, the pillars yield, forming a larger stress envelope and thus generating
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a stable centrai entry. This method is used in sequential cutting of three, four and five

entry systems. Generally, in successful use of this technique, the outside entries are cut

first, yield pillars are left in between, and finally the middle entry, or entries, are

excavated. The technique has been applied successfully at Cominco, pCS Cory, pCS

Allan, and Central Canada Potash in Saskatchewan.

Figure 3.6 analyzes the mining sequences and development of stress envelopes of

a S-entry mining system used at the cominco Mine, where the yield pillar study described

in this thesis was conducted. It ii actually a combination of the parallel room technique

and the time-control. technique. The control rooms are two pairs of rooms each excavated

by utilizing the parallel room technique illustrated in Figure 2.2, in which two secondary

stress envelops are formed by yielding of the first yield pillar pair (Figure 3.6a). These

fwo secondnry stress envelopes are separated by a strain hardened wide pillar. After a

certatn delay time, a f,rfth room is excavated through the strain hardened wide pillæ. The

second yield pillar pair is designed to yield immediately upon its formation via the

excavation of the inner, protected room. In the pillar yielding proc€ss, the separated two

secondnry stress envelopes sunounding the ea¡lier room pairs and a new primn¡? sfess

envelope surrounding the new room a¡e transformed into a single rerriary sress envelope,

as shown in Figure 3.6å. This rcniary stress envelope shields the entire 5-room system,

resulting in a stable condition.

Other stress control techniques have also been practiced in Saskatchewan potash

mining, including some new techniques which are still at an experimental stage, such as

bi-level mining (two potash s€ams at different depths),
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The process of improving mining methods is essential for increasing 
"-o..rr:t"

ratios commensurate with safety. various theoretical and experimental rock mechanics

resea¡ch projects have made and will continue to make numerous contributions to this

process to improve Saskatchewan potash industry. In the following section, the related

research is briefly discussed.

3.4 Rock Mechanics Related Research in Saskatchewan potash Mining

Resea¡ch projects on rock mechanics related probrems in potash mining in

saskatchewan have been pursued at various levels. one of the examples is a two-year

program funded under srART (short Term Assistance in Rese¿rch and rechnology) by

the Government of canada during 1983-1985. The progr¿rm addressed several topics:

regional mine stability, a review of mining options baæd on potash mining around the

world, the development of a two-dimensional finite element model, testing of waste salt

as mine bacldill, assistance to establish a creep testing facility in saskatoon, assessment

of underground dust levels at work headings, and the evaluation of excavation

performance in the field, As summarized by Herget et al. (19g5), no frnal solutions were

obtained for all the concems of the potash industry, relating to ground control and

alternatives to present mining methods. However, progress has been made in sharing

i¡formation on ground control and mining experiences amongst operators.

During 198ó to 1988, a project entitled "identification of input parameters for

numerical modelling of potash strata at IMC" was ca¡ried out by IMC and Mraz project

consultants Ltd (MPc), The objective of this project was nto install rock mechanics
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instrumentation in selected mining panels and reco¡d the pressure changes in the pillars,

roof and floor as mining progressed through these panels". As reported in Mpc (19gg),

these results, combined with laboratory testing of core samples from the mining panels,

were used to calibrate numericai models. once the numerical model has been c¿librated

with this field data, existing mining panel geometries could be characterized and other

mining geometries could b€ tested with an objective to optimize ore recovery under

diffe¡ent mining conditions. Instrumented openings have also been implemented in other

potash mines.

An earlier example of resea¡ch on the mechanical properties of Saskatchewan

potash can be found in se¡ata (1968), in which the time-dependent behavior of potash

was examined baæd on tensor analysis and the development ofan absolute triaxial testing

machine. Material properties, such as octahedral shearing strength, poisson's ratio, visco-

elasticity and visco-plasticity, were identified as fundamental to potash behavior. since

then, a few other laboratory as well as lz slru investigations have been ca¡ried out on

potash deformational properties. They yielded quite different values for specific properties

which made comparison impossible (e.g. coolbaugh 1967; Baar Lg7l, Lg72 and 1973;

King 1973; ladanyi and Gill 1983).

Recently, a sysæmatic laboratory investigation on rock mechanics related problems

in potash mining in sækatchewan was carried out in the Depafments of civil and

Geological Engineering, university of Manitoba. A three year project entitled "Mine

Siability in Potash Mining", was performed under NSERC's university/Industry

cooperative Research Program from 1985 to 1988. The two major components of this



p¡oject were the assembly of a finite element computer code to simulate *. o"ror,nurrll

of mine workings in highly deformable salt rocks and laboratory investigations into the

mechanical properties of both the Dawson Bay Formation and potash. Detailed research

¡esults were well recorded in the project report (l^ajtai et al. lggg), relevant publications

(l¿jtai and Duncan 1988; sepehr and srimpson 19gg¿; sepehr and stimpson 19ggå), and

graduate theses (Kroll 1987; sepehr 1988; chaudler 19g9; and Ahmed 1990). A second

phase of the program was op€rated from 1988 to 1991, with the overall goal of

improving the understanding of mining-induced deformation and fracturing around deep

underground potash openings. A detailed record of the progress and the initial results can

be found in project reports (kjtai 1989, 1990, and l99l), publications (Lajtai et al 199la

and 1991b; carter et al. 1991a and l99rb; cuter l9g2ai cater et ai. 1992; stimpson and

Ahmed 1992; Stimpson and chen 1993; chen et al. 1993; chen and srimpson 1993a and

1993b) and graduate theses (Duncan 1990; carter r992fi.'rhe research reported in this

thesis is also part of the project. In the following paragraphs, the related results are

reviewed in more detail.

A laboratory investigation was conducted to establish the mechanical properties

of the Dawson Bay limestone (Kroll 1982) and its potential mode of failure due to mining

of the potash beneath. Brittle failure of intact ca¡bonate limestone involving the formation

of a dame'shaped fracrure surface was affirmed as a possible mode of failure which

would also produce seismicity (sepehr and stimpson 19gg¿ and lgggå; Ahmed 1990;

stimpson and Almed 1992). Recently, Morgensrern and sepehr (1991) published an
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extension of sepehr's ea¡lier finite-element modeling (sepehr and stimpson l9gga) to

include the effect of ground water pressure on the Dawson Bay carbonates.

As regards the deformation of saskatchewan potash, a data base has been

developed through years of exp€riments at the university of Manitoba. potash has a

uniaxial compressive strength around 25 Mpa, a uniaxial tensile strength 1-2 Mpa, a

Young's modulus in compression around 20 Gpa, and a poisson's ratio varies from 0. i

to about 0,3 (carter et al. 1991å). A general potash stress-strain curye under compression

was subdivided into three parts: a low stress, quasi-elastic region, an intermediate stress,

ductile region, and a high stress, brittle (microfracture) region. possible deformational

and fracturing states a¡ound c¿vities were classified as: pre-fracture (pre-microfracfure

initiation), yielding, microfractu¡e propagation (initiation to the onset of dilatancy),

dilatancy (onset of dilahncy to failure) and post-failure (I¡jtai and Duncan 19gg). These

states are separated by the crack initiation stress (c), the yield stress (cr), the c¡ack

damage stress (c)' and the failu¡e stress (peak strength), respectively (Figure 3.7),

Variation of these states with confining pressure was also examined (Figure 3,g) and the

maximum principal stress (o1) at crack initiation, yielding, crack damage and failu¡e were

found to be functions of the minimum principal stress (or). Through a curve fitting

exercise, a new strength criterion was deveioped known as the Rocker function (carter

et al, l99tb). This criterion was uæd in a finite element program, originally develo@

by Ayari (1991) for the slmulation of Mining EXcavarion (SIMEX), ro invesrigate the

stability and fracturing of potash openings (yuan and Iåjtai 1991). The viability of the

Rocker function, fracture propagation criteria, and the finite element program was tested
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inby reproducing stress dependent cracking simila¡ to that obtained a¡ound cavities

physical models (Carter and taj tai l99i).

other testing programs on potash in the Department of Geological Engineering,

university of Manitoba, included rate dep€ndent investigations and cre€p tests. The effect

of strain rate on potash strength has been evaluated and incorporated in general strength

criteria, including the aforementioneÁ Rocker function (I-ajtai et aL l99lå). It was found

that a potash rock specimen may go through all three stâges of creep: primary or transient

stage, s€condary or steady state stage, and tertiary or accelerating strain stage, depending

on the uniaxial stress level (hjtai and Duncan 1988). In the usual 3 to 5 month tests,

both the axial and the lateral creep strains attenuate at the transient stage. At a uniaxial

stress above about 13 MPa, the dominant mechanism of deformation is microcracking

because lateral and volumetric strain dominates over axial st¡ain. The lateral creep strain

curve may then display the transient and the steady-state, or all three stages of creep,

while the axial strain usually attenuates or enters tertiary creep directly from the transient

stage. Attempts have been made to model a full series of creep curves through a closed-

form expression and by a unimodular model for the axial strain and a bimodular model

for the late¡al strain @uncan 1990; Duncan and lajtai 1991).
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4. CRTTTQUE AND OB.IECTTVES OF TTTESTS

4.1 Critique

As reviewed in previous sections, there exists an extensive body of literatu¡e on

the mechanic¿l prope¡ties of salt ¡ocks as well as the behavior of mine structures in these

rocks. Numerous comprehensive uniaxial and triaxial rock tests have been conducted,

various viscoelastic, viscoplastic and superposition integral theoretical models have been

established, and multi-dimensional deformation-mechanism maps constructed. As regards

mine structure responses to underground excavation, emphasis has been placed on

laboratory and theoretical analysis of simplified opening models such as single cylindrical

openings and model pillars. Numerical approaches have been adapted for solving non-

linear theoretical models, handling complicated opening geometries, and simulating

progressive failure processes. various comprehensive l¿ si¡u meâsurement programs have

also been implemented for the calibration of experimental, theoretical and numerical

models. However, there are some problems which have received relatively limited study,

Some of these a¡e add¡esæd in this thesis,

Most existing tests involve uniaxial or triaxial creep (change in st¡ain under

constant stress, i.e. z€ro stress ratÐ and most material models are creep equations. stress

relaxation phenorenon (decrease in stress unde¡ constant strain, i.e. zero strain rate) is

an altemative reflection of time dependent properties, Relaxation trests might provide

another means for understanding rock deformational mechanisms, especially when

performed along a reveræd loading path (Duncan 1990) similar to the ¡r, sÍrrz loading.

Moreover, certain aspects of time-dependent properties, such as the possible existence of
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a creep limit (a stress-strain curye on which both stress rate and strain rate are zero), can

be proved more easily by relaxation tests than by creæp tests (Haupt and Natau lggg).

The relaxation phenomenon has not been well addresæd in the existing research, although

remarkable stress relaxation effects have been observed in rock salt mines (Balthasar et

al, 1987),

Another important aspect that has been largely ignored is the possible va¡iation

of material constants with the dire¡tion and magnitude of the principal stresses. one

example of such variation is material bimodularity. Bimodulaity refers to the property

of a material with different young's moduli and poisson's ratios in tension and in

compression. The bimodula¡ behavior of rock is of practical significance because it

influences stress, deformation and fracturing, especially a¡ound mine openings and in

certain indirect rock tensile tests where there exist bi-axial tension-compression stress

states.

Research on the s¿l¡ back (ræf) in saskatchewan potash mining is overlooked,

although the roof plays a critical ¡ole in overall room stability, salt bimodularity should

be taken into account when analyzing roof behavior.

Although almost all operating potash mines in saskatchewan use stress-control

excavating techniques that involve multiple openings, most of the research has been

limited to single excavations, The most important design feature of multiple openings in

salt rocks is yield pillar, However, the actual nature of deformation within yield pillars

is poorly understood. Efforts to address yield pillar deformational mechanisms have been

limited to numerical and physical simulations, sometimes with limited and sometimes
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inadequate field observations fo¡ calibrations, This is because most of the observations

are of measured room closure at the initial stage of pillar deformation during mining

excavation. lrng term pillar deformation has not been documented.

Model pillars made of rock materials from the mines provide simulation of the

effects of constraints supplied by roof a¡d floor. However, they do not provide

reasonable simulation of the highly time-dependent ductile defo¡mation in potash yield

pillars becauæ of the limited laboratory time scale. physical modelling that meets the

similitude requirements using simulated materials a¡e usually costly and troublesome, and

have poor repeatability. A computational approa ch using nwnerical experimews (Fakhurst

1991) would provide much valuable information on progressive pillar deformation, is

easier to perform, and will probably be more reliable.

Finally, a systematic analysis that synthesizes experimental investigation,

laboratory modelling, theoretical analyses as well as in sir¿ observations is desi¡able for

the comprehensive understanding of the response of mine openings to the mechanical

properties of their host salt rocks.

4.2 Research Objectives

Based on the identification of resea¡ch deficiencies through the critical examination

of the existing lite¡ature and the realistic consideration of specific problems in potash

mining in saskatchewan, five major objectives were identified for this study. Each

objective defines a specific problem concerning either laboratory or in situ deformational
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characteristics of saskatchewan potash and sa.lt rocla. Altogether, they contribute to a

greater understanding of the behavior of salt rocks. The objectives are as follows:

1. A laboratory study of the mechanical behavior ofpotash, especially the general stress

¡elaxation behavior, leading to more incisive understanding of the time dependent

properties of potash;

2. Development of a new testing technique for direct determination of the moduli of

deformation in compression ard in tension and the measu¡ement of rock bimodularity;

3. Evaluation of the practical significance of rock bimodularity, including theoretical

analysis on simple structures, the development of a finite element program with

bimodular capability for complex geometry and loading conditions, and the influence

of bimodularity on the behavio¡ of the salt back in saskatchewan potash mines and

on indirect rock tensile strength tests;

4. Documentation and interpretation of mesoscopic and microscopic deformational

features observed wittrin potash yield pillars at the cominco Mine, including in sira

mapping, rock fabric analyses, and the development of a hypothesis of progressive

pillar deformation;

5' Numerical simulation based on va¡ious laboratory and in situ results of potash

mechanical characteristics to model the progressive potash deformation and failure

around underground openings.
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5. VßCOPLASTICITY OF POTASH - Experimental program I

5.1 Introduction

As reviewed in chapters 2 and 3, salt rocla show very complex rate and stress-

history dependent properties. Although many theoretical and experimental investigations

have been performed to describe these properties, the emphasis has been placed only on

creep behavior. stress relaxation has been largely neglected although it has significant

influence on the in sir, stress-sfain behavior. As a result, most of the existing

constitutive models are based on cre€p tests. They show considerable imperfections and

rest on substantial restrictions. In particular, they are not able to describe relaxation

behavior adequately because relaxation behavior in these models is completely determined

by creep behavio¡.

Relaxation and creep are the two aspects of material viscosity. They hold, at least,

the same importance in practice. The idea of using constitutive models based on creep

tests to describe relaxation is baæd on the assumption that relaxation and creep are

cont¡olled by the same mechanism. This assumption is insufficient because it is not

proved by experiments nor by field me.asurements. Recently, Haupt (1991) proposed a

uniaxial constitutive law based on both relaxation and creep tests that was found to be

able to describe the viscous behavio¡ of rock salt more realistically compared to

conventional equations.

The practical significance of relaxation tests lay in their ability to reveal certain

material properties that could not be determined by creep tests. For example, the
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existence of a creep limit can be proved much easier by relaxation tests than by creep

tests (Haupt a¡d Natau i988). Figure 5.1 shows an idealized stress-strain diagram with

an assumed creep limit and with curves of relaxation and creep tests. The creep limit

represents a st¡ess-strain curve along which both stress rate and strain rate are zero. As

the relaxation curve is given by a zero strain rate and a continuously decreasing stress

rate' it will always terminate on the creep limit. on the confary, a creep test has a zero

stress mte but not always a decreasing strain rate and therefore it may not reach the creep

limit' with the cre€p test, at the best, only the existence of a creep limit cân be proved,

but never the non-existence. Another physical property that can be studied more readily

by relaxation tests is the post-failure behavior and the comparison of viscous behavior at

various stages of rock deformation in a single test,

Figure 5.1 IdeâlizÊd s[ess-strain diagram with an assumed creep limit (ö=0, ô=0) and
with curves of relaxation and creep tests. A relaxation test will always t€rminate on the
creep limit, but a creep test may not ¡each the creep limit (after Haupt and Natau 1988).
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In this chapter, the general characteristics of time dependent behavior of potash

before and near failure are investigated by performing reverse loading triaxial tests that

simulate the i¿-siru loading path around underground cavities and by stress relaxation tests

at various stages before and after yielding along the reveræd loading path. Although, the

obtained experimental ¡esults a¡e insufficient to estabiish any explicit constitutive

equations and to conduct precise quantitative anaìysis, it is possible to qualitatively

discuss the existence of a creep limit and the relaxation behavior of potash befo¡e and

near failure. In addition, attempts are made to extend Haupt's uniaxial constitutive model

(Haupt 1991) to incorporate confining pressure and to fit the experimental data into the

extended constitutive equation.

5.2 Testing Equipment, Data Acquisition and Sample preparation

5.2.1 Testing equipment

The loading system was an Engineering raboratory Equipment Ltd. (ELE) 100

kN constant displacement rate loading frame with 42 displacement rate settings. This

system behaved as a Jtiltest frame compared to the relatively s ofi potashand enabled the

investigation of the full stress-strain curves. The load cell was externally positioned (c92-

20K-10P3 90 kN manufactured by Transducers Inc. of cerritos, califomia). A standa¡d

NX co¡e size Hoek cell was used with a pressure transducer for the measurement of

confining pressure (GP-59F- 10000 z0 Mpa pressure ransducer from Transducers Inc. of

cerritos, california), The hydraulic unit uæd to supply the confining pressure was a

model 8P3308 (Power Qube) manufactured by Enerpac of Toronto, Ontario.
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5.2.2 Da|ø acquisition

In all the triaxial tests, 3 typ€s of strain measuring devices were utilized: elect¡ical

resistance strain gauges, a Linear variable Differential rransformer (LVDT) and

calibrated resistance wires.

The strain gauges were r0 mm length foil (type pA06-50oBA-350) manufactured

by Micro Engineering II of upland, califomia, with a resistance of 350+0.5 ohm and

a strain limit of *5vo. The strain gauges and other electrical equipments were wired in

a wheatstone quarter bridge circuit similar to the one described by Duncan (1990). six

strain gauges were used for each specimen, 3 oriented to measure the axial strain and the

other 3 oriented to measure the lateral strain. All the gauges were positioned at the

middle height of the specimen. The strain gauges were bonded to the potash specimen

surface using M-Bond 415, a high strength epoxy adhesive manufactured by Micro

Measurements, Measurement Group Ins. of Raleigh, North carolina. strain gauges were

the principal srain meâsuring device in this study.

A Hewlett Packard model TDCDT-250 LVDT was oriented to measure axial

displacement between the loading platen and the load cell. The LVDT was used mainly

as a backup system to keep track of total axial deformation in the specimen, especially

when the axial gauges failed as specimen deformation inc¡eaæd.

A supplemental method fo¡ lateral strain meâsurement employed Evanohm

resistance wires manufactured by pelican wire company of Naples, Florida. The wire

was of 0'0508 mm diameter, 671,92 ohm.m-l resistance, and was insulated with an

enamel lacquer. Four wraps of wire were placed around the specimen right above or
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below the strain gauges, one wrap parallel to the other without any crisscross. The two

ends of the wire were soldered to two terminals bonded to the specimen, roughly 2 cm

apart. A voltage can pass through the wire in the same manner as if it were a strain

gauge. During a test, voltage changes cross the wire were recorded and calibrated to a

strain measurement. More details of the wire application and c¿libration were described

by Duncan (1990).

The data acquisition and servo-control systems used in this study included a

Hewlett Packard (HP) 75 portable computer with an extended memory and I/o interface

card' HP 91148 floppy drive, Hp rhink Jet printer, Hp 922913A monitor, Amdek 300A

monitor with video interface model MC00701A manufactured by Mountain computer

Inc., a HP 342LA 20 channel data acquisition/control unit with the interface of the

Enerpac hydraulic unit, and 2 skinner electrically operated air valves model v52LB2l00

manufactu¡ed by Honeywell Ltd. for the adjustment ofconfining pressure, The compuûer

program that was fully integrated with the stress and strain datâ collection was originally

developed by Duncan (1990). The prog¡am was also modified to control the application

and maintenance of the confining pressure and axial stress so as to achieve the designed

stress paths,

5.2.3 Specimen preparation

All potash rocks used in this chapter were from the pcs ranigan Mine,

saskatchewan, The test specimens were cylindrical with standard NX core size (53.5 mm

diameter), and were cored from potash blocks with the long axis normal to the
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stratigraphic bedding. Kerosene was uæd as lubricating fluid for the diamond drill bit

because potash is highly soluble in water. The cores were subæquently trimmed using a

standard cutting saw with ke¡osene as the lubricating fluid and the ends were ground

using a machinist's lap grinder. The finished specimen length was around 106 mm.

5.3 Reverce Loading Triaxial Tests

5.3.1 Test procedure

Reverse loading triaxial tests conducted in this study a¡e different from

conventional triaxial tests in the way in which the deviatoric stress is applied to the

specimens. In a conventional triaxial test, an isotropic stress state is applied to a specimen

first to a value equal to the desired confining pressure, and then, a deviatoric stress (ø1 -

ør) is applied to the specimen by increasing the axial stress (øj) while maintaining the

lateral stress (or) constant. In a reverse loading triaxial test, the specimen is loaded fi¡st

under an isotropic compressive stress state to a desi¡ed reference stress (e.g. hydrostatic

i¿ slrø sress in the deep underground environment), and then, a deviatoric stress (ør-ør)

is applied to the specimen by reducing ø.l at a desired stress rate, while maintaining o,

constant. Therefore, as its name implies, this is a reverse loading procedure compared

to the conventional loading path. Reverse loading triaxial tests provide a loading path

similar to that induc€d by underground ¡ock excavations. Therefore, it is superior to the

conventional triaxial tests for the investigation of mining induced deformation around

underground openings and the response ofdrift wa s to the passage ofa mining machine.

In this study, each test specimen was loaded hydrostaticafly to an isotropic
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compressive shess state of 30 Mpa, a value slightly higher than the in situ stress in

saskatchewan potash mines. The specimens were then isotropically compressed for a

period of 24 hours to retum the potash specimens to a stress state similar to in situ,

Finaily, the deviatoric stress, 4, was appried by unloading the confining pressure at a

constant rate through time while keeping the axial stress at the original level (30 Mpa).

5.3.2 Testing results

As described by r,aj tai et al. (199ra) and illust¡ated in Figure 3.7, a general

potash stress-s[ain curve under compression can be divided into seve¡al stages of

deformation and fracturing: pre-fractured þre-microfracture initiation), yielding,

microfracture propagation (initiation to the onset of dilahncy), dilatancy (onset of

dilatancy to failure), and the post failure stage. These stages are sepamted by the crack

initiation stress, the yield stress, the c¡ack damage stress, and the failure stress (peak

srength),. respectively. The c¡ack initiation stress is marked on the stress-strain diagram

by the point where the initial linearity of the lateral and volumetric strain curves ends;

the yield stress is marked by the fi¡st deflection point on the axial stress-axial stmin

curve; the crack damage stress is close to the axial stress at which dilatancy begins (the

point where the axial stress-volumetric strain curve reverses); and the failure st¡ess is the

axial st¡ess corresponding to the highest point on the axiat stress-axial strain curve. The

general nature of the deformational processes in triaxial compression tests, at the

relatively low o, values used, is similar to that obtained in uniaxial compression tests,

except that the component of volumetric deformation is much smaller and the ons€t of
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dilatant volumetric defo¡mation is ea¡lier. The effect of confining pressure on the crack

initiation, yield, crack damage, and failure stresses was discussed by lajtai et al. (1991a)

and is illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Four specimens were tested unde¡ the reverse loading stress path. Table 5.1 lists

the specimen number, time over which the confining pressure was unloaded to zero, and

constant rate at which the deviatoric stress was loaded to the specimen. Three similar tests

by Duncan (1990) are also listed for comparison. These tests cover the loading rate of

deviatoric stress from 0.06 MPa/h to 60 MPa/h, corresponding to an unloading time of

confining pressure from 500 hours to 0.5 hours, respertively.

The deviatoric stress versus axial, lateral and volumetric strain at 6 different

loading rates a¡e shown in Figure 5.2. The general characteristics of the stress-strain

curyes in reverse loading lests are similar to those obtained in conventional compression

Table 5.1 Reverse loading triaxial tests

Specimen
number

ø, unloading
time (h)

q loading rate
(MPa/h)

Eì
(GPa)

cr"
(MPa)

REV4 120 0.25 n.72 2.3

REV3 48 0.63 13.03 2.7

REVl .A l.25 19.89 3.2

REV2 30.0 29.08 7.6

REV26. 500 0.06 24.70 8.8

REV27. 24 t.25 31.10 9.0

REV24. 0.5 60.0 40.01 9.0

' Tests by Duncan (1990) on Patience lake potash.
" Yield point, see Figure 3.7,
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tests (Figure 3.f . For all applied stress rates, the behavior of pohsh is dominated by a

quasi-elastic response up to the ductile yield point, with an initial linear elastic modulus

(Er) 
' 

a strain hardening, ductile behavior with decreasing deformational moduli above the

yield point, and a st¡ain softening response with a gradual failure process after the pea.k

stress. The behavior is usually affected by the rate at which the deviatoric stress is applied

to the specimen.

As noticed by Duncan (1990), the initial axiat deformational moduli were found

to have a strong dep€ndence on the constant stress rate. Fo¡ th¡ee different rates, Duncan

found that the initial deformational moduli ranged f¡om 40.1 Gpa at the fastest stress

rate, to 31 . I GPa at the intermediate stress rate, and to 24.7 Gpa at the slowest stress

¡ate. A similar effect was observed in this study at four different constant stress rates.

The initial defo¡mational moduli ranged from 29.08 Gpa at the fastest sEess rate, to

11.72 GPa at theslowest stiess rate. However, the initial defo¡mational moduli measured

by Duncan are higher than those from this study (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1), thus

demonstrating significant specimen va¡iation,

The conclusion by Duncan (1990) that the deviatoric stress at the ductile yield

point remains unaffected by stress rate was not demonstrated in this study. Indeed, the

initial linearity of the axial stress-axial strain curve is largely affected by stress rate. As

a result, the deviatoric stress at the ductile yield point (ÇJ rangea from 7,6 Mpa at the

fastest stress ratn to 2.3 MPa at the slowest st¡ess rate (Figure 5.4).

The ductile behavio¡ of potash after yield appears to be affected by sress rate as

well' By comparing the stress-s[ain curves in Figure 5.2, one may conclude that at lower
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stress rates, the specimens undergo larger ductile defo¡mation before reaching the peak

stress than at higher stress rates.

5.4 Multiple,Stage Repeated Relaxation Test

5.4.1 Test procedure

Multiple-stage repeated relaxation tests were carried out in anothe¡ series of

reveræ loading triaxial tests. Instead of unloading to zero at a constånt rate through time,

the confining pressu¡e was reduced in increments (at a constant rate). After each

increment of unloading of the confining pressure, a few axial stress relaxation cycles were

performed.

In this study, eåch test specimen was loaded hydrostaticalry to an isotropic

compressive stress state of 30 Mpa. The specimens were then isotropically compresæd

for 24 hours. Finally, the deviatoric stress was appried to the specimen in a stepwise

fashion by reducing the confining pressure incrementally. For each specimen, several

relaxation cycles were performed at the deviatoric stress of0 (i.e. the original hydrostatic

s[ess state after isotropic compression), 6, 12, lg, 24 and 29 Mpa. When a

predetermined deviatoric stress level was reached, the conhning p¡essure was held

constant at that level, while the axial loading machine was turned off to allow the axial

stress to relax. The axial st¡ess drop óør, together with the strain we¡e ¡ecorded. After

a certain relaxation period, ¡, the axial stress was reloaded to the original axial stress level

oo (oo=30 MPa in all the tests) and relaxation was repeated. Several relaxation cycles

were performed at each stfess level. A set of such repeâted relaxation cycles at a
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particulã deviatoric stress stage is illustrated in Figure 5.5, where 5 relaxation cycles

were performed over a period of 9 days. The first four cycles lasted for one day each,

and the last one was prolonged for 5 days. After a numbe¡ of reloading cycles, the axial

stress was held constant again at the initial stress level of 30 Mpa, while the deviatoric

stress was increaæd at a constant rate to the next ¡elaxation step by decreasing the

confining pressure, and a new set of repeated relaxation cycles performed at the new level

of deviatoric stress. similar test procedures were uæd by pushkarev and Afanesev (1923)

and by Kaiser (1979) in conventional triaxial tests. The test was referred to as multiple-

stage repeated relaxation test with the wo¡d multipte indicating stepwise loading, stage

referring to a sp€cific stress level and repeaed relaxaion indicating more than one

¡elaxation cycles at eåch stage (IGiser 1979). such a testing procedure is unique in that

it ensures the collection of the maximum amount of info¡mation and enables the

comparison of relaxation characteristics at va¡ious stages of deformation from a single

test,

Three multiple-stage repeated relaxation tests were performed. Table 5.2 lists the

specimen number, constant rate at which the stepwise deviatoric stress was applied to the

specimen, and number of relaxation cycles at each deviatoric stress level (4,/. The time

Table 5.2 Multiple-stage repeated relaxation tests

Specimen
number (MPa/h)

Number of relaxation cycles at each stage

e=0 a:6 s=12 q:18 s:24 e=29
RLX3 l.25 3 J 3 J 3

RLX4 15.0 5 5 5 5 5 5

RLX5 30.0 5 5 5 5 5 5
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period of each relaxation cycle was usuaily 24 hours, except the last cycle in tests RLX4

and RLX5, where it was prolonged for 5 days.

5.4.2 Test results

To facilitate the discussion, the following notations are used:

oa axial st¡ess at the beginning of a relaxation cycle.

or axial stress at any time during relaxation (for creep tests, dj:d).

oe

p

q

4
ea

effective stress.

confining pressure.

deviatoric stress.

sequence number of relaxation cycles at each stage.

total vertical strain during relaxation. For the analysis of testing results from

multiple-stage repeated relaxation tests, the vertical strain measured by LVDT was

used because it provided a complete stress-stnin curve, while strain gauges

usually failed at earlier stages of the tests.

total vertic¿l strain at anytime (for stress ¡elaxation tests, sjÊeJ,¿1

e¿ effective strain.

4,* currently available strength, when, regardless of history, the rock is taken directly

to failure by fast loading. In this stud], 4,* had not been re¿ched after the

confining pressure was completely unloaded from 30 MPa to zæro, q^* for

lanigan potåsh in a reversed loading path is, therefore, larger than 30 Mpa.

qnn; Cwrcnt long-term strength, when regardless of history, the ¡ock is taken directly
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to failure by infinitely slow loading. According to Bingham model, 4,, is

identical with the yield stress for a viscoplastic material (Kaiser 1979), which is

a¡ound 2.3 MPa in the slowest reverse loading test, REV4. Therefote, qnìn is

lower than 2,3 MPa for Lanigan potash.

Test RLX3

Testing of potash specimen RLX3 lasted for 9 days. The specimen was first loaded

to an isotropic sfess state of 30 MPa and left for isotropic compression at this sfess state

for 24 hours. Then, deviatoric stress was applied to the specimen by unloading o, from

30 MPa to zero in a stepwise fashion, at a constant rate of 1.25 Mpa/h. Repeated

relaxation tests were performed at deviatoric stress levels of 0, 6, 12, l8 and 24 MPa.

At eåch stage, there were 3 relaxation cycles, each lasted fo¡ 24 hours. Figure 5.6 shows

the deviatoric stress and axial strain curve with the axial shain determined by LVDT.

Stage numbers of the inserted relaxation tests are also indicated. The general

characteristics of this curve are simila¡ to that of reveræ loading triaxial tests without

relaxation. The inserted relaxation phases do not have any effects on the stress-strain

curve. Similar phenomena were observed by Haupt (1991) in conventional triaxial

relaxation tests on salt. Figure 5.7 shows total vertical strain and normalized stress drop

(orloo, wherc ø¡ is the axial stress at any time during relaxation and o, is the initial axial

stress at the beginning of a relaxation cycle) versus time for Test RLX3. The stress

relaxation of potash increases significantly near failure and the deformation shows a

transient stage with decreasing mte and a steady-state stage before failure, Figure 5,8
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Figure 5.6 Deviatoric stress versus axial st¡ain curve for Test RLX3. The inseræd
relaxation tests are indicated by stage numbers. The axial strain was measured by LVDT.
The inserted ¡elaxation phases have no significant influence on the stress-strain curve.

shows that the normalized stress drop (o,/o) and, logarithm of time have a linear

relationship:

o / a a=a+b(logt) (5.1)

The slope, å, increases with increasing deviatoric sress and has an approximately

constånt value at the same deviatoric stress level. At the sâme stress level, the interc€pt,

4, decreases with increasing numbe¡ of relaxation cycles (N"). As discussed in the

introduction of this chapter and shown in Figure 5.1, relaxation tests allow a more

def,rnitive conclusion about the existence of a creep limit (defined by ¿=g and ê=0)than

cre€p tests. Since a relaxation test is defined by zero strain rate (é=0), the creep limit
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is reached when the stress drop becomes zero (i.e. when ô=0). The linear relationship

between normalized stress drop and the logarithm of time suggests that the stress rate will

not become zero before the stress becomes zero. This might suggest that the potash

investigated has no creep limit, i.e. it will creep at any load.

Tests RLX5 and RLX4

Test on potash specimens RLX5 and RLX4 lasted for 56 days each. The

specimens were first loaded to an isotropic sÍess state of 30 MPa and left for isotropic

compression at this stress state for 24 hours. Then, deviatoric stress was applied to the

specimen by unloading o3 from 30 MPa to zero in a stepwise fashion, The stress rate at

which deviatoric stfess was applied to the specimen was 15 MPa,/h for specimen RLX5

and 30 MPa/h for specimen RLX4. Repeated relaxation tests were performed at

deviatoric stress levels of 0, 6, 12, 18,24 and 29 MPa. At eåch stage, there were 5

¡elaxation cycles. The first 4 cycles lasted for 24 hours e¿ch and the last one was

prolonged fo¡ 120 hours, Figure 5.9 shows the deviatoric stress and axial st¡ain curve for

Test RLX5, Stage numbers of the relaxation cycles are also indicated. The general

characteristics of the curves are similar to those of reverse loading triaxial tests and of

Test RLX3. Again, the inserted relaxation phases do not seem to influence the stress-

strain curve. Figure 5.10 shows the total vertical strain (e) and normalized stress drop

(ørløo) versus time. The stress relaxation increases significantly near failure and the

deformation shows a transient stage with decreasing rate and a steâdy-state stage before

failure. Figure 5.11 shows, once again, the approximately linear relationship between
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Figure 5.9 Deviatoric sftess versus axial strain curve for Test RLX5. The inserted
relaxation tests are indic¿ted by stage numbers. They have no significant influence on the
stress-strain curve.

normalized stress drop (ot/o) and logarithm of time. The slope increases with increasing

deviatoric stress and it is about a constant value for different relaxation cycles at the same

stress level, The total stress drop after 24 hours of relaxation decreases with the

increasing number of relaxation cycles at the same st¡ess level and increases with

increasing deviatoric stress.

5.4.3 Discussion on potash behavior in multiple,stage repeated relaxation tests

The ¡elaxation properties of potash are influenced by the stress rate at which the

deviatoric stress is applied to the specimen. Figure 5.12 shows the relationship between

normalized axial stress (or/o) and logarithm of time for the elongated relaxation cycles

(5 dayÐ at the deviatoric stress levels of 0, 12, 18,24,29 MPa respectively for poAsh

specimens RLX4 and RLX5. The stress rate is 30 MPa/h for specimen RLX4 and 15

Ê.
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MPa./h fo¡ specimen RLX5. The figure indicates that a lineff relationship between stress

drop and logarithm of time exists, with the slope of the relaxation curves increasing with

increasing deviato¡ic stress. The figure also shows that at the same deviatoric stress level,

the slope of the relaxation curve increaæs with the increasing shess rate. Figure 5.13

demonstrates that a higher stress rate induces a larger stress drop after a period of 5 days

at all deviatoric stress levels.

At the same deviatoric stress level, the stress drop after a period of 24 hours

decreases with the increasing number of relaxation cycles or the increasing total axial

strain at low deviatoric stress. However, the stress drop is approximately the same for all

the relaxation cycles at higher stress levels (4>15 MPa, Figure 5.14).

The general cha¡acteristics of relaxation curves at all deformational stages are

identical. Potash rocks exhibit stress relaxation as soon as the deviatoric stess is

developed, This may indicaæ that no long-term strength exists for potash in a reversed

loading path. Since the ¡elaxation phases gave no indication of reaching a constânt stress

level, it is assumed that the creep limit of the lanigan potash might be zero. This means

that the behavior is rate dependent even at very low stresses and consequently a relaxation

test would terminate in a stress free state if continued for a sufficient length of time.

Relaxation curves are, therefore, influenced by the deviatoric stress (4), stress rate

(¿), and total or accumulated axial strain (eo) at which the relaxation test is conducted.

The coefflicients a and b in Equation (5.1) are, therefore, functions of 4, s and e,..

a--Í{q,,û,e.), b--fr(q,ö,e,) (5.2)

where the explicit form of function f,( ) and fr( ) can be obtained by a curve fitting
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Figure 5.13 The effect of stress rate on stress drop after 5 days of relaxation at various
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exercis€ from sufficient multiple-stage repeated relaxation tests.

5.5 Discussion on Stress-Strain Relationship and Material Parameters

5.5.1 Constitutive model based on Haupt (1991)

Haupt proposed the following uniaxial constitutive equation for salt, in which the

¡elaxation function is independent of the creep function:

ó,, J¡; J,,' =---:- + -
c(o",e") oo t\a",e,)

(5.3)

(5.4)

where

,f",,",1=f rr;t[;]

is the creep function and

(',,,.)=á,;{ä] (5'5)

is the relaxation function. ø, is a reference value which is chosen as øo: I lùa. a, þ and

ó are creep parameters and A, B and D are relaxation parameters. They can be

determined by appropriate creep and relaxation tests. The effective stress (o"), the

effective strain (e,) and the stress deviato¡ (s,y' are defined by:

",=@,..=@,
^lùij=atj--okkoü

This constitutive law can be extended to include the confining pressure, p. In this

caseo,=(o,-p), s¡213(arÐ, tf2l3öt and s,=s,, and the constitutive law becomes:
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{l1zl',,=,.$lrq]'u, (5 6)

'1.%J"'-''7[ %J

Creep behavior with ór=0 under confining pressure, p, is described by

t\ô
èr=ce;rl 

or-P 
¡ (5.7)

( ooJ

Using creep time

'l+*[+J'] (58,

integration of (5.7) with respect to time and the initial condition, c1ft):e., yields the

time dependent creep

r r t (5.9)
I (,+") .læit'=t{ t".'J

and the time dependent creep rate

[. ]- p

e,= e" 
l(t-¡o) *r¡ r't (5.10)

' (p+l)r"[ r" I

Conespondingly, relaxation behavior with ¿,=6 and the initial condition o1ft)=oois

described by (from Equation 5.6)

',=-,,,{#] 
(5.11)

with relaxation time
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The time dependent relaxation is obtained as

70

(s.r2)

''=" [?.']'-'
(5.13)

and the relaxation rate becomes

(5. i4)

where D > 1,

Since the relaxation rate as well as the stress decfeâse monotonously against time,

a completely relaxing material without creep limit and with srain hardening is described

by the constitutive law.

5.5.2 Determination of material parameters

To determine the relaxation parameters, Equation 5. 11 is rewritten as

log( ó,)=log(z{,Itl.r,"e[:' Z] (5.15)

This represents a straight line in a bilogarithmic (-or)-((o, -p)/o¿ diagram, from which

paÉmeter D can be derived as the gradient. Figure 5.15 shows the corresponding test

results of 5 relaxation cycles at the confining pressure p=f l\alPa, from potash specimen
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RLX5. It can be ascertained that the gradients of the experimental curves behave rather

homogeneously, whereas their position differs clearly depending on the number of

relaxation cycles, ¡ü¡, or on the magnitude of the accumulated strain, e.. Hence, at the

Mme confining pressure level, D can be given fairly exactly. For the determination of z{

and B, first the intercepts of the coordinate at ((ofp)/oa):0 a¡e determined for each

relaxation curve depending on the totål accumulated axial strain, eo, Subæquently, these

values are equated to.4er-'and plotted in dependency upon ¿a. This relation, again, can

be approximated by a straight line in a bilogarithmic graph (Figure 5.16), with B as the

gradient and á as the intercept of the coordinate. For lå¡igan potash ,4=1.59 kpa/h,

B=0,028L22 and D-- 10.13 at a confining pressure of 6 MPa. By taking the same curve

fitting procedures for relaxation curves at different stages, the dependence of A, B and

D on confining pressure, p, can be established.

The creep parameters d, p and ô can be determined in a similar manner.

5.6 Chapter Summary

Results f¡om the reverse loading triaxial tests and the multiple-stage repeated

relaxation tests along the reverse loading path c¿n be summarized as follows:

(1) The general nature of potash deformation reflected by axial stress vs. axial, lateral

and volumetric strain curves in a reve¡se loading tests is similar to that of

conventional compression tests obtained by lajtai et al. (1991a), i.e., composed of

pre-fractured, yielding, microfracture propagation, dilatancy and post failure stages.

(2) Potash behavior under a reverse loading path is strongly rate dependent, reflected by
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Figure 5.15 St¡ess rate versus stress for determining relaxation parameters in Equation
(5.15).
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Figure 5.16 Diagram for the determination of relaxation parameters A and B,
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the dependence of the initial deformational moduli, the ductile yield point, and post-

peak behavior on the ¡ate at which the deviatoric stress was loaded to the specimen.

The initial axial deformational moduli ranged from 29 GPa at the fastest stress rate

to 12 GPa at the lowest stress rate. The deviatoric stress at the ductile yield point

ranged from 7.6 MPa at the fastest stress rate to 2.3 MPa at the slowest stress rate.

The lowest stress rate induces the latgest amount of ductile deformation after yield,

while the highest stress rate induces the smallest amount of ductile deformation

before the ultimat€ failure þint, In short, lower st¡ess rate conesponds to higher

ductility and higher stress rate corresponds to lower ductility and greater brittleness.

(3) The general nature of the axial stress-axial strain curve from multiple-stage rep€ât€d

relaxation tests is similar to those obtained f¡om direct reverse loading tests. The

inserted relaxation phases do not have significant effects on the stress-strain curves.

This phenomenon provides a potential advantâge in using inserted relaxation tests to

investigate time dependent behavio¡ at various stages of deformation during a single

test. The same task by creep tests would be extremely time consuming and several

tests would be required instead of one.

(4) The relationship between normalized sress drop (o,/o") and, logarithm of time is

line*ir (or/oo:a+blogt), suggesting that stress rate will not become zero before stress

becomes zero. This might suggest that potâsh has no creep limit; and therefore its

long-term strength, q*n, might be zero. If this is the case, then the Bingham model

that has been well-accepted for salt rock analysis is not valid for Lanigan potash,

since in this model the value of the long+erm strength is equivalent to the yield sfess.
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(5) The relaxation behavio¡ of lanigan potash before failure ca¡r be approximaæd by a

strain-hardening constitutive law postulated by Haupt, with the effect of confining

pressure incorporated.
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6. BIMODTILARITY OF EVAPORITES - Experimentat Program tr

6.1 Introduction

It is commonly assumed for the purpose of stress analysis and interpretation of

certain rock tests (e.9. indirect tension tests) that the moduli of defo¡mation are equal in

tension and in compression. This assumption has been questioned at va¡ious times.

Haimson and Tharp (1974) collected data for sandstone, marble, limestone and granite.

They showed that these ¡ocks are bimodular materials in which the elastic properties in

tension are different from those in compression; the tensile modulus c¿n be as little as 5%

of the compressive modulus (Table 6. l). Wawersik (1968), tabuz (1985), and Khan and

Irani (1988) further confirmed the bimodular behavior of granite. Simila¡ behavior has

also been found in other materials, such as bone (Simkin and Robin 19?3), composites

(Jeness and Kline i974) and conc¡ete (Guo and Zharrg 1987).

Although the assumption of equal moduli in tension and in compression has been

questioned, it is still commonly used in design and analysis in rock engineering. As long

as the state of stress remains compressive, the assumption does not lead to enoneous

results. However, in situations where the state of stress is tension or mixed tension and

compression (i,e. at least one principal stress is of opposite sign to the others), the effects

of different moduli in tension and in compression should be conside¡ed. Some examples

of such situations are underground openings in massive rock (depending on shape,

principal stress ratio, and the presence of adjacent openings), mine roofs in layered

strata, hydraulic fracturing, rock cutting, and various indirect rock tensile tests. This
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Table 6.1 Young's moduli in tension and compression collected by Haimson and
Thatp (1974)

requires the testing of rock specimens in tension and in compression. So far, both

defo¡mational properties are still unavailable for most ¡ocks due to lack of proper

measuring techniques.

In this chapter, a new testing technique is described that permits the direct

dete¡mination of moduli of defo¡mation both in compression and in tension at the same

location on the same specimen and in the same compressive loading frame. The newly

developed technique is uæd to meâsure moduli of halite, potash, granite and limestone,

The standa¡d direct tension and uniaxial compression tests are performed on halite and

rock types E,
(GPa)

E"
(GPa)

E,/8"

Westerly granite t7.24 72.39 0.24

Austin limestone tt.72 15.86 0.74

Carthage limestone 35.16 64,43 0.55

Indiana limestone 1 1.03 26.89 0.41

Georgia marble 23.44 42.06 0.56

Tennessee marble s3.09 76.53 0.69

Russian ma¡ble 8.96 20.68 0.43

Star Mine quafizite 75.84 75.84 r,00

Arizona sandstone 11.72 45.51 0.26

B€reå sandstone 4.14 23.44 0.18

Millsåp sandstone 0.69 r4.00 0.05

Tennessee sandstone 1.38 r6.55 0.08

Russian sandstone tl.72 57,23 0.21
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potåsh to examine the validity of the new, combined compression-tension testing

technique. Finally, the practical implications of rock bimodular property are discussed.

6.2 Development of Testing Technique

Traditionally, rock strength and moduli in tension and compression are measured

by loading a right circular cylinder to failure in direct uniaxial tension and compression

respectively and then determining the resulting axial stress, axial strain and failure load.

B€cause of the difficulty in achieving true uniaxial tension in a direct tension test, this test

is often avoided and various indirect tension tests such as the Brazilian t€st or the ring test

are substituted (I-ama and Vutukuri 1978). However, these indirect tension tests do not

provide a state of uniaxial tensile stress throughout the specimen. Also, the interpretation

of these tests is typically baæd on the assumption of linear elasticity and equal

deformational moduli in tension and compression. Consequently, these methods cannot

be used to measure deformational moduli o¡ tensile strength without cor¡ections being

made for unequal moduli (Chen and Stimpson 1993a).

The new testing technique, described in this chapter, permits the direct

determination of moduli of defo¡mation in compression and in tension at the same

location on the same specimen and in the same compressive loading frame. Therefore it

is not necessary to have a machine with a tensile loading capabitity. This method also

avoids the diff,iculties of interpreting the results of tensile properties determined on one

specimen and the compressive properties determined on a different specimen. Also, the

tensile and compressive strains required to derive the moduli of deformation are meåsured
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at preciseiy the same point on the same rock specimen. This is a particularly important

characteristic of the test when the rock specimens are highly heterogeneous.

6.2.1 Testing equipment and data acquisition

The testing equipment and data acquisition for the new combined compression-

tension tests and fo¡ the standard uniaxial compression tests were the same as the ones

described in Chapter 5.for the triaxial tests. For the direct tension tests, the loading

system was a 30,000# PTE Testihg Machine with cabte grips, manufactured by the A.H.

Emery Company of New Canaan, Conneticut. The specimen was glued to steel loading

grips with flexible cables attâched. The data acquisition system for direct tension tests

consisted of a Hewlett Packard (HP) 9816 Computer with a HP 9121 floppy drive, a HP

829058 printer and aHP 34379A 31 channel data acquisition/control unit. The computer

code that managed this system \.vas the one developed by HP, called Data Logger.

6.2.2 Specimen geometry and preparation

The experimental technique is a modif,rcation of the method developed by Luong

(1988) for the measurement of rock tensile strength on cylindrical specimens (Figure

6.1). It was found that Luong's method is unsuitable for measuring tensile strength due

to stress concentrations ¿uound the notches at the ends of the drill slots which cause

anomalous fractures. However, with a simple modification, the method can be applied

to determine the defo¡mational modulus. Figure 6.2 shows the modihed specimen

geometry that permits the attachment of electrical resistance strain gauges for the
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Location fo¡
electrical
resistance
strain ga uge s

Figure 6.2 Modified specimen geometry for the new, combined compression-tension
test. The exposed surface of the middle rock annulus permits the attachment of axial and
lateral electrical resistance strain gauges to meâsute deformation moduli.
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measurement of axial and lateral strains and the determination of both the tensile and

compressive moduli at the same point on the specimen.

The specimen was prepared by carefully drilling two coaxial annula¡ slots f¡om

both ends with a water-flushed, thin walled, impregnated diamond bit, followed by

removal of a s€ction of the annulus between the outer cylindrical surface and the outer

drill slot by cutting with a circular rock saw. This latter procedure expoæd a surface

(Figure 6.2) to which electrical resistance strain gauges were attached axially and laterally

for the determination of the moduli of deformation and Poisson's ratios. Standard strain

gauges used in regular uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression tests can be used in this

new testing technique, Strain gauge selection is mainly based on sp€cimen conditions,

such as the type of material to be tested, grain size, homogeneity etc. The stmin gauges

used in this study were 350 ohm, 10 mm length bonded foil strain gauges manufactured

by Micro Engineering II of Upland, Califomia.

The optimum depths of the drill slots were determined using a line¿r elastic finite

element program, SIMEX (Ayari 1991). The design objective was to select a specimen

geometry that would provide a uniform stress distribution along the strain-gauged portion

of the specimen and would keep stress concentrations around the notches at the ends of

the drill slots to a minimum. The optimal drill bit diameters we¡e dete¡mined from

consideration of the results of stress analys€s and the availability of diamond bits in

certain standard diameters.

Development of tensile or compreSsive axial stresses in the strain-gauged portion

of the sp€cimen was achieved in the same compressive loading frame by a simple change
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in the location and shape of metal loading platens. Figure 6.3 gives the specimen

configuration for the tension test. A ring metal platen was used to support the outside

rock annulus and a circula¡ platen was used to transmit a compressive load to the inside

core. With this arrangement, a tensile stress was induced in the middle rock annulus.

Figure 6.4 shows the specimen configuration for the compression test, where the

compressive load was applied directly to the middle ¡ock annulus. Figures 6.5 and 6,6

show the set-up of tension and compression tests in the sâme compressive loading

machine (ELE) by using appropriate loading platens, Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the

principal stress trajectories from finite element analyses and the uniform uniaxial tensile

and compressive stress fields beneath the strain-gauged areas.

6.2.3 Experimental procedure

The new testing technique was used to measure tensile and compressive moduli

of deformation of halite and potash from the Cominco Mine, Iac du Bonnet granite

(Manitoba) and Tyndall limestone (Manitoba).

The experimental procedure was posited on two observations, Firstly, a rock

specimen is much weaker in tension than in compression, Secondly, for most rock types

damage leading to plastic deformation does not generally occur until after 25Vo of the

ultimate load (e.g., 29Vo for Saskatchewan potash, 55 % for Tyndall limestone, and 44Vo

for I¿c du Bonnet granite according to låjtai et al. l99la). Therefore, the f,irst loading

of the specimen was in compression to a point within the elastic range, followed by

complete unloading, substitution of the compressive test platens with those for tensile
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Electrical
resistance
strain gauges

Support
platen

Figure 6.3 Platen and
compression-tension test.

Loading pl aten

loading conf,rguration for tensive loading in the combined
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Platen

Electrical
resistance
strain gauges

Figure ó.4 Platen and loading configuration for compressive loading in the combined
compression-tension test.
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Figure 6.5 Set-up of tension test in a compressive loading frame.



Figur.e 6.6 Set-up of compression test in the same compressive loading frame as in
tension test.
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tensile I oading

Figure 6.7 Principal stress trajectories for tensile loading in the combined compression-
tension test. The specimen configuration converts the applied compressive loaì on the
specimen into a stâte of uniform tensile stress beneath the strain-gauged area.
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co mpres sive loading

Figure 6.8 Principal stress trajectories for compressive loading in the combined
compression-tension test, showing a uniform compressive stress state beneåth the strain-
gauged area,

strain
gauges

compression
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testing, and reloading in tension to about one third of the estimated uniaxial tensile

strèngth. This loading sequence was repeated through increasing stress levels until the

specimen fails, usually, in tension.

The uniform axial stress in the specimen was given by: o-p/A, where p is the

axial load and,{ is the c¡oss sectional area of the rock annulus between the inner and

outer drill slots normal to the axis of the cylindrical specimen. Axiat and lateral strains

for a given applied load were calculated from the change in resistance of the electrical

resistance strain gauges and the gauge factor supplied by the manufacturer.

The potash and halite were obtained from the Middle Devonian prairie Evaporite

Formation (Holter 19ó9) at the Cominco Mine, 50 km southeast of Saskatoon, at a depth

around 1100 metres, where potash has been mined extensively for the potassium content

used as fertilizer. The potash is compoæd predominantly of medium to coarse grained

sylvite (potassium chloride) and halite (sodium chloride), with some camallite and

interstitial clay. The grain size is 2 mm to 20 mm in diameter, Its mechanical properties

depend on the loading rate and confining pressure (Lajtai et aJ. L991b), The average

uniaxial tensile strength is between 1-2 MPa and the average uniaxial compressive

strength is around 25 MPa (cafier 1992b). The haliæ is composed mainly of pure halite

crystals (sodium chloride) with grain size similar to that of potash. Its average uniaxial

tensile strength is also 1-2 MPa and the average compressive strength is about 30 Mpa.

The l¿c du Bonnet þink) granite was obûained from the Cold Spring euarry near

lac du Bonnet, 90 km northeast of Winnipeg. It is part of the l¿c du Bonnet batholith

located on the edge of the canadian shield and consists of oligoclase, microcline feldspar,
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quartz and biotite. It is relatively homogeneous with grain size from 0.5 mm to 20 mm

(låj tai 1982). The average uniaxial tensile strength is close to 14 Mpa from Brazilian test

data, around 10 MPa from uniaxial tension test data (l^aj tai 1992), nd the uniaxial

compressive strength is 226 }lPa (Carter 1992b).

The Tyndall limestone was obtained in the Ordovician Red River Formation from

a local quarry near Garson, 40 km northeast of Winnipeg. It is partly dolomitized,

conlains numerous fossils and is much used for facing stone. The mechanical properties

are highly variable throughout the quarry. Generally, the average uniaxial tensile strength

is close to 4 MPa and the average uniaxial compressive strength is about 52 Mpa (Carter

1992b; Carter et al. 1991a).

For potash and halite, both the new combined compression-tension test and the

standard uniaxial compression and direct tension tests (lama and Vutukuri 1978) on

cylindrical specimens were performed. Specimens were carefully prepared for comparison

of the new technique with the standard methods. Three halite blocks and three potash

blocks were collected from the Cominco Mine. From each block, a combined

compression-tension specimen with the dimensions indicated in Figure 6.3 was prepared

and 2 corc specimens of 2.03 cm diameter were drilled for each of the standard

compression and tension tests. The axes of all the specimens were oriented perpendicular

to the bedding. A displacement rate of 0.05 mm/minute was applied for the new

combined compression-tension tests and for the uniaxial compression tests. For di¡ect

tension tests, the displacement rate was manually controlled to about 0.05 mm/minute,
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For the new method, loading was cycled between compression and tension as noted

above.

For all the tests, three axial and three laterai strain gauges were used to obtain

Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios which were calculated from the initial linear portion

of the sttess-strain curves. The stress range of this initial linea¡ portion of the stress-strain

curve varies for different rock types, depending on the yield stress of each rock.

6.3 Experimental Results

6.3.1 ResulJs on Cominco halite

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 tâbulate the results from the standatd direct tension and

uniaxial compression tests, resp€ctively, including moduli of deformation in tension (E)

and in compression (d), Poisson's ratio in compression (v"), the ultimate tensile strength

(.f) and cornpressive strength (S¿). The average Young's moduli are 25.8 Gpa from the

standard uniaxial compression tests and 14.6 GPa from the standard tension tests, which

gives a ratio of Young's modulus in tension to that in compression of E/4=0.56. The

average Poisson's ratio is 0.32 from the standard compression tests, Accurate estimation

of Poisson's ratio in tension were not possible because lateral strain in tension is very

small. The average compressive strength is 30 MPa and the average tensile strength is 1.4

MPa.

Table 6.4 presents the results from the combined compression-tension tests. The

load-unload-reload cycles comprised an initial compressive loading to 3,5 Mpa (load step

1), followed by complete unloading and reloading to 0.5 MPa in tension (load step 2).



specimen
number

test
number

E,
(GPa)

s,
(MPa)

sl
MODTO5 13.8 t.2

MODTO6 14.7 1,3

S2
MODTOT 12.5 1.6

MODTOS 11.9 1.7

s3
MODTO9 17.2 t.2

MODTlO t7.4 1,3

Average 14.6 1.4

Table 6.2 Results on halite in the uniaxial tension tests

Table 6.3 Results on halite in the uniaxial compression tests

sp@rmen
number

test
number

E"
(GPa)

vc s"
(MPa)

sl
MODC05 27.6 0.26 27.0

MODC06 26.1 0.33 26.2

s2
MODC07 25.0 0.35 36.0

MODC08 25.2 0.24 35.0

s3
MODC09 26,1 0.37 29.0

MODCl0 24.6 0.35 26.5

Average 25,8 0.32 29.9



Table 6.4 Results on halite from the new technique

After unloading again, the specimen was loaded in compression to Z Mpa (toad step 3)

befo¡e a final unloading and reloading in tension until failure (load step 4), The average

Young's moduli are 28,8 GPa in compression and 14.0 Gpa in tension, which gives a

ratio of Young's modulus in tension to that in compression of E¡2"=9.49. These data

are comparable with those obrained from the standard uniaxial compression and uniaxiat

tension tests. The arithmetic mean of moduli ratio combining data from both tests is 0.5.

Figure 6.9 shows the axial stress-axial strain curves from the standard uniaxial

compression and direct tension tests, where the specimens were loaded directly to failure.

Figure 6, 10 shows the axial stress-axial strain curves of the second compression cycle and

the final tension test in the new technique, where the specimen was tested by two load-

speci men
number

stress
stâte

load step P^^
(MPa)

E
(GPa)

S1

Compression I
J

3.5
7.0

32,2
31.7

0.30
0.32

Tension 2
4

0.5
1.1.

18.3
17.1

S2
Compression 1

3

3.5
7.0

31.7
29.6

0.27
0.24

Tension 2
4

0.5
1.0-

13.4
12.7

s3
Compression I

3
3.5
7.0

22.4
25.0

0.25
0.32

Tension 2
4

0.5
1.0'

12.7
10.0

' Final failure
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unload-reload cycles as noted before. The compression curve, therefore, reflects only the

initial portion of the whole stress-strain curve a¡d shows an initial linear response up to

7.5 MPa' The elastic moduli in tension (E) and compression (e) are tangential moduli

measured from the initial lineã portion on the axial stress-axial sÍain curves from both

the standard and the new tests. The initial linear portion usually covers a stress range of

0-0.3 MPa in tension and 0-7 MPa in compression.

35

axial tensile strain ( pe)

20 40 60 80 100 120
1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
510 152026

axial compressive strain (103 p€)

Figure 6.9 Halite axial stress-axial st¡ain curves from the standard tension and
compression tests. The specimen was loaded under tension or compression continuously
to the final failure. E, and E" are Young's moduli in tension and in compression,
respectively, measured as the slope of the linear portion of the stress strain curves.
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Figure 6.10 Halite axial stress-axial strain curves from the combined compression-
tension test, E, and E" are Young's moduli in tension and in compression, respectively,
measured as the slope of the linear portion of the stress strain curves,

6.3.2 Results on Cominco potash

Tables 6.5 and 6.6 tabulate the results f¡om the standard uniaxial tension and

compression tests, respectively, including moduli of deformation in tension (4) and in

compression (Q), Poisson's ratio in compression (v") and the ultimate tensile strength (S)

and compressive strength (S"). The average Young's moduli a¡e 21.5 Gpa in compression

and 25,4 GPa in tension, which gives a ratio of Young's modulus in tension to that in

compression of E/EC=L|9. The average Poisson's mtio is 0.3i in compression. The

average compressive strength is 22.7 MPa and the average tensile strength is 1,6 Mpa,
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Table 6.5 Results on potash from uniaxial tension tests

Table 6.6 Results on potash from uniaxial compression tests

sp€crmen
number

test
number

Et
(GPa)

s,
(MPa)

s1
MODTOl 20.8 t.4

MODTO2 24.5 1.8

s2
MODTO3 26.9 t.3

MODTO4 27.4 t.6

s3
MODT1I 28.t 1.9

MODTl2 24.9 1.8

Average 25.4 1.6

specrmen
number

test
number

E"
(GPa)

s"
¡¡ana)

P1

MODC0t 20.0 0.31 20.5

MODC02 20.4 0.44 2t.2

Y2
MODC03 20.8 21,5

MODC04 25.2 0.37 23.0

P3
MODC11 2t.7 0.2r 24.5

MODC12 20.9 0.20 25.5

average 2t.5 0.31 22.7
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Table 6.7 presents the ¡esults from the new combined compression-tension tests

conducted in an identical fashion to the halite testing program. The average young's

moduli are 19.8 GPa in compression and 17.9 Gpa in tension, which gives a ratio of

Young's modulus in tension to that in compression of E/Eê=0.90, These data are

comparable with those obtained by the standard uniaxiai compression and uniaxial tension

tests, The adthmetic mean of moduli ratio combining data from both tests is 1.0.

Figures 6. 1 I and 6.12 are the stress-strain curves from the standard tests and the

new method respectively. Again, the compressive sfess-strain curve from the new test

(Figure 6.12) reflects only the initial portion of the whole stress-strain curve and shows

a linear response up to 7.5 MPa. The elastic moduli in compression are tangential moduli

Table 6.7 Results on potash from the new technique

speclmen
number

stIess
state

load step P^*
(MPa)

E
(GPa)

v

P1
Compression 1

J
3.5
7,0

t8.2
20.7

0.20
0.21

Tension 2
4

0.5
1. 1'

t9.7
16.5

Y2
Compression 1

J
3.5
7.0

27.3
28.3

0.30
0.31

Tension 2
4

0.5
1.0'

27.3
29.2

P3
Compression 1

J
3.5
7.0

t4.2
10.1

0.25
0.32

Tension 2
4

0.5
1.0'

7.2

' Final failure.
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Figure 6.11 Potash axial stress-axial strain curves from the standard tension and
compression tests, 4 and E" Ne Young's moduli in tension and in compression,
respectively, measured as the slope of the lineâr portion of the stress shain curves.
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measured at the initial linear portion in the stress range of 0-7 Mpa. The tensile shess-

strain curves of potåsh show an approximately linear response up to failure and its slope

is taken as the tensile modulus.

6.3.3 Results on I¿c du Bonnet granite

For comparison purposes, one combined compression-tension specimen was

prepared from a block of l¿c du Bonnet (pink) granite. The specimen was cycled in step

loads as indicated in Table 6.8. The axial stress-axial strain curves in both tension and

compression tests on the låc du Bonnet granite show a short initial non-linear response,

followed by an approximately linear portion that covers a sffess mnge of 0.5-4 Mpa in

tension and 10-60 MPa in compression. The Young's modulus was measured as the slope

of this linear portion of the stress-strain curves. The Young's modulus was not c¿lculated

Table 6.8 Step loads and Young's moduli fo¡ lac du Bonnet granite

sÍess state load
step

D

(MPa)
E

(cPa)
v Eo

(GPa)
va avg E/8"

compresslon

I
J
5

7

20,0
30.0
40.0
50.0

@.4
4.5
il.3
66.7

,;. i;
0.22

63,5 0.2

0.7

tension

2
4

6
8

1.0
2.0
4.0
4.4'

,xì
43.6
46.2

0.17
0.21
0,23

44.3 0.2

Frnal larlure
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from the first tensile test due to the fact that the ultimate tensile stress is low and a large

portion of the stress-strain curve is still in the initial non-linear portion. The average

Young's moduli a¡e 44.3 GPa in tension and 63.5 Gpa in compression, respectively,

giving a moduli ratio of 0.7. The Poisson's ratio in tension appears to be simila¡ to that

in compression for this specimen.

6.3.4 Results on Tyndall limstone

Three combined compression-tension specimens were tested. The loading steps are

shown in Table 6.9. specimen Ll failed in the third tensile cycle at a tensile stress of 0.7

MPa. The other two specimens, L2 and L3, failed at the first tensile cycle at tensile

stresses of 0.66 MPa and 0.34 MPa, respectively. Results from Tyndall limestone appear

Table 6.9 Step loads and Young's moduli for Tyndall limestone

specrmen
number

stress
stâte

load step P^*
(MPa)

E
(GPa)

v

Ll

Compression
1

J
5

10.0
20.0
30.0

26.2
36.5
39.0

0.2r
0.28
0.24

Tension
2
4
6

0.5
1.0

0.'1'

16.1
12.7
16.8

0.18
0.16
0.13

L2
Compression 1 10.0 32.8

Tension 2 0.66' 12.2

L3
Compression 1 10.0 .t1 1

Tension 2 0.34' 7.5

t lnal larlure.
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to show some degree of variability between specimens. The young's modulus in

compression from th¡ee specimens ranges from 33.9 GPa (average of specimen Ll) to

27.2 GPa, Young's modulus in tension ranges from 15.2 Mpa (average of specimen Ll)

to 7.5 MPa. The ratio of tensile to compressive moduli is 0.3 to 0.4.

6.4 Discussion of Experimental Results

For potash and halite direct comparisons were made between defo¡mational moduli

determined from the standard uniaxial compression and tension tests and those from the

new procedure. In comparing the moduli ratios calculated from the two techniques, it

must be recognized that different specimens were used fo¡ the standa¡d uniaxial

compression and uniaxial tension tests. Specimen variability may, therefore, have played

a roie in the results. However, the results from the two different tests are regarded as

comparable and provide reasonable evidence for the validity of the new testing technique

because the potash and halite blocks were quite uniform (crystal size and mineralogy).

Testing results are also comparable with data from previous testing programs (Cafler

1992b; Cafier etal. l99lb; Duncan 1990).

A testing program on I¿c du Bonnet granite yielded Young's moduli of 44 Gpa

in tension and 59 GPa in compression from a single cylindrical specimen that was tested

in di¡ect compression in a compressive loading machine first and then tested in direct

tension in a tensile loading machine (I-.aj¡ar 1992), giving a moduli ratio of 0.7. The

average Young's modulus in tension from a group ofdirect tension tests is 38 Gpa (I-ajtai

1992). The average Young's modulus in compression from various previous studies is 65-
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70 GPa (lajtai 1992; Caner 1992b; Martin and Christianson 1991; Katsube and Hume

1987). The moduli of l¿c du Bonnet granite from the new combined compression-tension

tests in this study are comparable with the above mentioned results.

Baæd on these comparisons, it can be suggested that the new technique is superior

because it eliminates problems arising from specimen to specimen variability. For

particularly non-uniform and/or heterogeneous materials, the specimen to specimen

variation is considerable and makes any comparison of tensile and compressive moduli

obtained from two different specimens by the conventional tests difficult.

Apart from potash, which has a moduli ratio of about 1,0, halite, granite and

limestone have moduli ratios well below 1.0 (rable 6.10). poisson's ratios in tension and

in compression appear similar fo¡ all the rocks tested.

Luong's specimen conhguration (Luong 1988) provided an excellent starting point

for the development of the new testing technique presented in this chapter. However,

Luong's idea of using the specimen configuration for measuring rock tensile strength

appeårs to be flawed. stress analyses by the finite element method indicåted high stress

Table 6.10 Summary of Young's moduli in tension and in compression

rock type Et
(GPa)

E"
(GPa)

E/8"

Cominco halite 14.3 27.3 0.5

Cominco potash 22.7 20.7 t.l
Lac du Bonnet granite 44.3 63.5 0.7

Tyndall limestone 11.9 28.7 0.4
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concentrations around the notches at the ends of the drilling slots (Figure 6. 13),

Moreover, all the specimens taken to failure invariably ruptured at or close to the blind

end of the inner slot (Figures 6. 14), instead of in the a¡ea where uniform tensile stress

is induced. This method is, therefore, unsuitable for the measurement of tensile strength,

since it yields a strength much lower than the actual rock tensile strength.

In the final section of this chapter, some practical implications of bimodular

behavior of rock are briefly discussed.

6.5 Implications of Bimodular Behavior of Rock

Bimodula¡ behavior is of significance in situations where the state of stress is

tension o¡ mixed compression and tension. These conditions arise in a numbe¡ of

situations in rock engineering (underground openings in massive and layered strata,

fragmentation or cutting by blasting, drilling, TBM's and roadheaders, allowable mud

pressures in well bores, well bore stability, hydraulic fracturing, intemally pressurized

openings (hydro-power tunnels, underground gas/compressed air storage)), and in rock

testing (Brazilian, hydraulic extension, ring, and beam bending tests for tensile strength).

states of mixed stress may also arise in weathering of rock surfaces, thermal stressing of

rock, and from residual stresses.

Bimodularity is of practical significance because it influences stress distribution,

strains, displacements, and fracture propagation. For example, a simply supported,

uniformly loaded beam with a moduli ratio of 0.5 will suffer maximum deflections some

50vo larger than a beam with a moduli ratio of 1.0 (chen et al. 1991). The analysis of
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Figure 6.13 Contour map of the maximum tensile principal stress in tensile loading test
by the combined compression-tension technique, indicating high stress concentrations
around the notches at the ends of the drilling slots,

- 1.0

-2.0
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Figure 6.14 Photo of specimen G1 after testing. The specimen was taken to failure by
rupturing at the blind end of the inner slot,
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¡oof behavior and fracture in rock should therefore take into account any bimodular

behavior, e.g. in the potash mines in Saskatchewan, the roof or back of underground

excavations is typically a layer of halite whose moduli ratio was determined to be about

0.5.

Hydraulic fracturing from boreholes for in situ stress determination and reservoir

stimulation (for production of oil/hydrothermal power) places the rock in a state of mixed

stress. Haimson and rharp (1974) examined the stresses a¡ound a borehole in bimodular

rock and found the hydraulic prêssures required for fracturing to be higher than thos€

predicted from the assumption of equal moduli in tension and compression.

Wilson (1988) obtained a moduli ratio of 0.4 for Athabasca oil sands and

concluded that the propagation of hydraulic f¡actures to provide paths for steam injection

and oil flow would require more energy than if the material was unimodula¡.

The three-point beam bending, hydraulic extension, Brazilian and ring tests are

the most commonly utilized indirect tension tests and for their interpretation it is

generally assumed that the moduli in tension and in compression are equal. A recent

investigation (chen and stimpson 1993a and 1993å) shows that this assumption le¿ds to

erroneously high estimates of tensile strength. For example, for a material with a moduli

ratio of 0.5, the tensile strength is overestimated by 25% for a hydraulic extension test,

andby 15% fo¡ the beam bending, Brazilian and ring tests. The influence of bimodularity

on indirect tension tests is t¡eated in greater detail in the following chapter.
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6.6 Chapter Summary

The new testing technique allows the measurement of deformational moduli in

tension and in compression of rock from one spcimen in a single compression frame.

Using this test, bimodularity has been demonstrated in halite, granite, and limestone.

The bimodularity of rock should be taken into account when the state of stress is

mixed (tension and compression). Failure to do so may lead to signif,icånt errors in design

and interpretation of indirect tensile strength test data.
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7. IMPLICATIONS OF ROCK BMODULAR BEHÄVIOR

7.1 Introduction

Chapter 6 provided evidence for the bimodular properties of several rocks.

Although recognition of marerial bimodularity dates back as fa¡ as saint-venant (1g64),

the determination of the constitutive relations for bimodular maærials has been undertaken

only within the last few decades, starting with Ambartsumyan (1966). Since the 1970's,

numefous attempts have been made to estâblish bimodula¡ elastic sress-stfain

relationships and their analytical solutions for simple engineering structures. one of the

leading contributions, which brought out an extensive body of literature, is the work of

Bert and coworkers (Bert 1985), For more than 10 years, they have been investigating

bimodular composite structures, such as beams @ert and Tran 1982; Bert 1983¿ and

1983å; Gordaninejad and Berr 1989), plates @ert et al. 1981; Gordaninejad 19g9),

cylindrical shells (Bert and Reddy 1980; Bert and Kume¡ i981) and columns (Bert and

Ko 1985).

In rock mechanics, research on material bimodularity has been sporadic. Fairhurst

(1961) and Burshtein (1967) derived stress formulae for rectangular beams in flexure,

while Adler (1970) developed formulae for beams of circular, as well as, more general

cross-sections, These studies were based on the transþrmed section concepl of mechanics

of materials. l:ter works were mainly baæd on a simplihed bilinear, elastic constitutive

relation originally developed by Ambartsumyan (1966), e.g., Haimson and Tharp, and

Passaris' st¡ess solutions around boreholes (Haimson and rharp 1974; passa¡is 1977),
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sundaram and corrales' discussion on the Brazilian test (sundaram and corrales 19g0),

and Khan and Yuan's attempt to develop a three-dimensional finite element program for

brittle, bimodular, rock{ike materials (Iftan and yuan lggg). Ambafsumyan,s relation

utilizes the assumption that v/8,=v"/8, where v, and E, are the poisson's ratio and

Young's modulus in tension, and v" and E" are the poisson's ratio and young's modulus

in compression, respectively. since this assumption has no experimental verification, the

validity of Ambartsumyan's model has been questioned (Jones 1977; El-Tahan et al.

1989).

In rock tensile testing and rock excavation, bimodularity has been ignored largely

although its influence may be significant due to the occurrence of mixed compression and

tension stress states in various situations as discussed in the final section of chapter 6.

In this chapter, the practical implications of rock bimodularity are discussed

further and the existing constitutive models for bimodular materials for plane problems

are reviewed briefly. The anatyticat solutions for simple structures such as beams and

thick-walled cylinders are derived and a finite element program is developed to

incorporate a bimodular constitutive model proposed by El-Tahan et al. (19g9). Finally,

the effects of bimodularity on four of the commonly utilized indirect rock tensile tests

(three-point beam bending, hydraulic extension, Brazilian and ring tests) and on roof

failure in a simulated rectangular underground opening in potash are investigated either

anatytically or numerically.
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7.2 Review of Constitutive F4uations for Bimodular Materials

7.2.1 General constitutive relationships in ptane problems

From the following general constitutive equations:

ll +vl v ^e ij= :--------:- o ij- - O 
üa kh

One can obtain the matrix form of the constitutive relation in plane problems as:

fiifi, î' 
j]l-}

wherc C22=C11, Cs=2(Cr¡Cp). For general linear, elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic

materials, the elastic compliances in this stress-strain relation are cons t^îtsi Crt=I/E autd

Ctz=-v/Eforplanestress, C,,=jtf -"rl *d C,r=-åu(1+v¡ forplanesrrain, whereE

is Young's modulus and v is Poison's ratio.

7.2.2 Conslitutive relation for bimodular materials

For bimodular materials, constitutive e4uations have to be established according

to the sign of the principal stresses. Throughout this study, a negative sress value denotes

compression and a positive stress value denotes tension. Thefe afe two stress regions:

Region of the fîrst kind All the principal st¡esses are either positive or negative

(or>0, o2>0 or ør(0, ø2<0). The material can be trearcd as isotropic. The general

constitutive relation is described by Equation 7, 1, with the conesponding elastic constants

equal to E,, v,for ør)0 and ar)O and 8", v" for o110 and o210.

(7.r)
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Region of the second kind one of the principal stresses has a different sign than

the other two (ø¡ )0, or(0 or o,10, o2)0). The material behavio¡ is simila¡ to that

of an orthotropic medium. The general constitutive relation can still be described by

Equation 7. 1. However, the elastic compliances (Cu, Ctz, Cn and Cu) are not constants

but depend on the signs of the principal stresses. Their determination hinges on a prop€r

material bimodular model.

7.2.3 Review of material bimodular models

Several material bimodula¡ models exist in the literature, all using Equation 7.1

as a basic constitutive ¡elation. The primary difference among these models is in the way

in which the symmetry of compliances is irnposed. An earlier model, introduced by

Ambartsumyan (1966), is known as the biline¿r model. The model imposes symmetry of

the compliance matrix by forcing an a¡tificial reciprocal relation between the elastic

constants in tension and compression (i.e., vr/E,= v¿8"¡. This assumption was questioned

for real materials experimentally (lortner L972; Neelamegan et al. 1984; Novak and Bert

1968). The mo'del yields a cross compliancÆ,, C12, that is not continuous in the principal

stress space @igure 7.la). Jones (1977) proposed the lryeighted Compliance Matrix

material model (WCM) to impose symmetry of compliances by introducing weighting

factors that are functions of the principal stresses. However, the slope of the cross

compliance in the WCM model is not continuous, indeed, it changes dramatically at the

ø, principal st¡ess axis (Figure 7.lb). Recently, El-Tahan et al (1989) proposed MWCM

model which is a modification of the wcM model by eliminating the slope discontinuity
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by connecting the circular a¡cs in quadrants I and III (each having a different radius) with

an ellipse as indicated in Figure 7 ,2. The parametric representation of the ellipse is:

t-
.r=acoso, )=åsin6, ¡=ttx2 +y2

(7.2)

In principal stress space, these parameters are identified as:

(7.3)

a=c¡rr, b=c[r, r=cn

ranø=oz , sine =--:?-. coso= 
ot

a, ra- r-T--=vor*o2 u ol+ a,

Substituting (7,3) into (7,2) nd performing the same exercise in the or-o, and o¡o,

planes, equations for Crr, C,, and C, are obtained (El-Tahan et al l9g9):

Figure 7.1 Compliances of bimodular constitutive relation (after El-Tahan et al. 1989).
(a) Ambartsumyan model, the cross compliance, C1r, is not continuous in the principat
stress space; (b) WCM model, the cross compliance is continuous, but its slope is not
continuous.
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where

clr=x¡!y.x,ç!y
Lt L"

clr=xrç!¡'z*xoç!:¡z
"t uc

ilr=xrq!¡',.x¡!y
Et Ec

_222
x,= l' ,,, xr= l' , ",= -"i ,(oi+o) (ai+oi) (of+oi)

-. o! -- o? ,. olK"=-îj-=. Kr= .j---. &=---1-=-(oi+o) (oi+oi) @i+ai)

(7.4)

(7.5)

with these cross compliances, all the coefficients in the constitutive relations for plane

problems @quation 7.1) can then be expresæd explicitly.

Figure 7.2 Cross compliance in MWCM bimodular material model, both the cross
compliance and its slope are continuous (after El-Tahan et al, 1989).

ton 0=oz /o r
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Plane stress: Assuming that ø1 is the maximum principal stress and o,) or, all

the stress states lie beiow the o2-or=0 line as shown in Figure 7.3a. There a¡e three

cases associated with a plane stress problem:

Case 1: ør>4 or>0, rcgion of the f,irst kind

Crr=Crr=1, qr=-:
E¡ Ll

Case 2: or>0, or10, region of the second kind

",, 
= i,, "rr= ä, 

c,r, = x ¡!¡t * xrlþr¡'

Case 3: or<.0, or10, region of the first kind

c,,=cu=à,c,r=-l

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7,8)

cose 2

cose 3

(o) (b)

Fis,u19 7.3 The principal stress-space representation of various cases of (a) plane stress,
and @) plane strain. There are three cases for a plane stress problem -à ioì. cases for
a plane strain problem according to the signs of the principai sresses,

/7
tó\
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Plane strain: using Ó replaces corresponding c in Equation 7. 1. There are four

distinct cases for plane strain problem (Figure 7.3b)

Case 1: ø¡>0, or>0, region of the first kind

where C,,t = Crr' = l /Eu Czz" = 1/8", C 1r=-vr/8, C,r and C* are defìned in Equation 7.4.

Case 3: o1>0, or10, o1* o210, region of the s€cond kind

A A l-11-u,'), ó,r=-lv,(l*v,¡"tt-v22-E¡ D,

Case 2: o,>0, o210, o1* or>0, region of the second kind

e,=ri,-\, e,,=c;,-í, c,,=c,.,-9ÉZ" " ci, "" " ci, cl,

ô, = ri, - *, ô,,= 
";,- *, e,,=r,- ",t

er=ôr= 
ào -ul¡, ô,r= -1u"11 *u"¡

(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.t1)

whercC,,t=l¡8,, Crrc=Çuc=1¡8", Crr=-v"/E" C,rand C,, ue defined in Equation 7.4.

Case 4: o110, or<0, region of the fi¡st kind

(7.r2)

By applying stress and st¡ain transformations and after algebraic and trigonometric

manipulations, the strain-stress relationship in cartesian coordinates (x-y) can be written

as:

fîl'
where

(7.r3)
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(7.t4)

where m:cosd, n=sin4, d is the angle between the x-axis and the maximum principal

stress axis and A=czz-cr. The magnitude of á reduces to zero in regions of the first

kind. The stiffness matrix is then:

Þl=[s]-'
Due to the nonlinearity and dependency of [D] on the sign and the magnitude of

the principal sfesses, an iterative technique is usually necessary for solving any

bimodulæ constitutive relations. However, for very simple problems, an analytical

solution is possible based on certain assumptions. usually, these simple problems are

plane stress problems where the principal axes are identical with the reference coo¡dinates

and the sign of a specific principal stress remains unchanged throughout the region, or

the problem has well defined compression and tension areås and their boundary conditions

can be easily deflrned.

7.3 Analytical Solutions for Simple Structures

Whenever available, analytical solutions a¡e essential for investigating the practical

significance of bimodularity. In addition, analytical solutions on simple structures can be

used to check the validity of numerical solutions. Therefore, in this section analytical

solutions are derived incorporating bimodularity for two simple structures: a prismatic

beam and a thick-walled cylinder, The beam is an elastic, simply supporæd beam with

a uniformly distributed load, 4, rectangular c¡oss section (height å and width å), span /,

lC,, 
C,, 0 I [ ,o m2n2 _znú]

[s]=|c,, c,, o l*zl ^znz m4 -2ñnl

I o o c,,l f-zrr, -2^,, t*,n l
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and Young's moduli E, in tension and E" in compression (Figure 7.4). The equations for

the calculation of the neutral axis, beam deflection and stress components a¡e derived

based on the classical beam theory. The cylinder is a thick-wailed cylinder with an

internal radius ri, an extemal radius r,, and an intemal pressure p, and an extemal

pÍessure P, (Figure 7.5). Stresses are analyzed based on the solution proposed by

I ' ' t ît* #\
I

L- neutral axis

Figure 7.4 Simply supported beam with uniformly distributed load 4, a rectangular cross
section (height ¿, width å), and span tr.

Haimson and Tharp (1974). Both

problems have significant bearing in

underground rock engineering. The beam

problem is an approximation to the

behavior of roof and floo¡ and the

cylinder is typically uæd for predicting

the shess distribution around deep

underground circular openings.

Figure 7.5 Cross section of the thick-walled
cylinder.
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7.3.1 Solution of bimodular beam

In a simple beam bending problem, the principal stresses act along the x and y

axes and o. is positive below the neutral axis (in tension) and negative above the neutral

axis (in compression). Bimodular solution can be obtained using classicai beam theory,

provided that similar basic assumptions are maintained (Beer and Johnston 19g1).

Normal stress d,: The longitudinal strain for a be¿m under pure bending is:

e,= -l
p

(7.15)

where y is the vertical coordinate starting from the neutral axis and p is the curvature of

a deformed neutral axis (Figure 7.6). The absolute values of the maximum compressive

strain (on the top of the beam, y=¿'¡ and the maximum tensile sfain (on the bottom of

the beam, y:-(h-c)) ue:

c h-cer"=-;' 2.t=- (7.16)

where å is the beam height and c is the distance of the neutral axis from the top of the

beam. Solving (7.16) for p for y>0 and y<0, respectively and substituting the results

into (7.i5) yields:

y>0

y<0

In the elastic range, Hook's law for uniaxial stress applies, i.e. o=Ee, therefore:

"=l:2".



I-I.^" v> o

".=t-¿"' v<o
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(7.17)

whefe o^"=E"e,n and o*=E,e^, are the absolute values of the maximum compressive

stress and the maximum tensile stress.

At this moment the location of the neutral axis (c), the maximum stresses ø," and

o,, are unknown. Three equations are required to solve these three unknowns. From the

following static equilibrium equations:

ta,dA=0
IGtod.t)=u

Y

I

\rë+Il
neutrol oxis

Figure 7.6 A beam under pure bending: (a) longitudinal, vertical section (plane of
symmetry), and @) transverse section. c is the distance of the neutral axis from the top
of the beam, p is the curvature of the deformed neutral axis, and y is the vertical
coordinate starting from the neutral axis.
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and that

o* L* o., 
l^=Mc ' (h-c)'

where ,4 is the cross sectional a¡ea of the b€2'm, M is the total moment applied to the

section, and It and I, are the moments of inertia of the s€ction area above and below the

neutral axis respectively. For the case of a rectangular cross section shown in Figure 2.4,

4=!tê, 4=!t<n-cf . The lasr equation becomes:

it can be shown that

Recalling Equation (7. 16)

Therefore

,=( o* 
)h

a a"*a ^,

lur'o,..!t<n-c)za ^=y

o,"=8"1, o.,=E,T

o* 
-E: (h-c)=k(h-c)a-,E,cc

(7. 18)

(7.1e)

(7.20)

where ft is the moduli ratto (k:E/E"). By solving equations (7. l8), (7.19) nd (7.20)

simultaneously, we obtain the location of the neutral axis, c, and the absolute values of

the maximum stresses ø,, and or":

h

(l +k-rrz¡
(7.21)
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(7.22)o,"=1t *k-tt\ffi, o,,={t *kt'2 )ffi
For &< 1, c<0.5h and the neutral axis lies above the centre line of the beam; for *> 1,

c>0.5h and the neutral axis lies below the centre line of the beam; and for É=1,

c=0.5h, the neutral axis and the c€ntre line coincide. Substituting (7 .22) nd (7.2i) back

into (7.17) yields:

(7.23)

Shearing stress ro: The shearing sFess can be derived by considering a

cantileve¡ beam, AB, subjecæd to a load, B at its free end (Figure 7,7). We detach a

portton ACC'A' from the beam by passing a horizontal section z{'c' at a distance y above

the neukal axis, and a vertical section cc'at a distance x f¡om free end. The forces

acting on the free bcdy ACC'A'a¡e shown in Figure 7.8. Recalling equation 7.23 and

c

neutral axis

(b)
Figure 7.7 Portion ACC'A'in a cantilever beam for deriving shearing stress ,)r.

^ -l 
-<'.0"''a' Y> o

-' 
| 

-.l*t,n)zMt y<o

(o)
Figure 7.8 Forces acting on the free body ACC'A' for deriving ,,{3ì ,o.r, 

'o,
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bec¿use 14=0:

!üt

lüz

where

t'* fie,=Q,

!''t-" r*r=n,
are the first moment with respect to the neutral axis of the a¡e¿ located above y for y>0

and of the a¡ea located below y for y < 0 respectively. Considering the moment M= Z¡

(x coordinate stârts from the left end of the beam as shown in Figure 7.4), where V is

the vertical shear in a section, we get shear flow:

y>0

y<0
(7.24)

"{

!6*¡,,,¡'¡t*
bht JY=Y

!6*¡r,r¡t¡'=t
bh" r)¡=h-"

y>0

y<0

Hq=-=
x

S'ncþ 
^H=qì,,c 

(Figure 7.9), the

average shear stress is:

tH a¿x o-o" 
^A b^x b

For a nar¡ow rectangular beam

(b<0.25h) (Figure 7.4), the

variation of the shea¡ stress, r¡),

across the width of the beam is

less than 0.8% of eo,, @eer and
Figure 7.9 The shear force ¡H exerts on a portion
of length ¡X of the horizontal cut through C'.
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Johnston 1981), therefore:

""tou=I
For a beam with a rectangular cross section

o,= *u 
( c2-y2 ), ez=|bpn-c¡'-yz1

substituting Qt, Q2 into (7.24), substituting the obtained results into r*r, and recalling

(7.2t):

(7.2s)

so fa¡ we have derived the equations for calculating the normal stresses d'. (equation

7.23) nd the shear stresses rry (equation 7.25), rt should also be noted that in portions

of the be¿m located under â concentrated or distributed load, the normal stress, ør, will

be exerted on the horizontal faces of a cubic element in addition to eo, In this case,

equations (7 '23) and (7,25) may still be used to determine the values of o, and ro, since

the er¡or involved is small for the values of the span-depth ratio encountered in practice

(i.e. L/h>10, Beer and Johnston 1981).

No¡rnal stress ør: For the case of a simply supported beam subject to a distributed

load, 4, along the upper surface, ø, varies from o!:-q aT the upper surface to or=0 at

the lower surface. considering the equilibrium condition of a cubic element above and

below the neutral axis respertively and recalling V=q(O.st-x) nd M=0.5q(k-f¡, we

obtain:

tçrr'-rr,o-*rr', y> o

'"=l#ro., -(t+krrz¡zrz1 y<o
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{t
" =l 

n 

^* 
!9Øz{c-t)-!o,k-',r)r{c'-t3)l y> 0 

e.26)
' 

l-#ro".n-c¡-!g*il/2¡203+(h-c)3)r 
y<0

Deflection of beam by integration: According to Equation (7.15), considering

Hook's law, substitute o^,and o^, from equation (7.22). Recatling M=0.sq(tx-f), will

yieid:

(7.27)

The curvature of a curve at a point Q@,y) may be expressed as (elementary calculus):

d,
!= d*'
o ,l',, 2 312. tt.(ä)t

where dj/df and dy/dx are the second and the first derivatives of the function y(.r) of

that curve. In the case ofa deformed beam, dy/dx (tbe slope) is very small, and its square

is negligible compared to unity, hence:

* = # à,. r - r rz¡z 
çu -xI = ffi ly * k''')' {t' -,')

1 *d,
P dx2

b, P=à<t.t -rtz¡z= !,{L*ktt2)2, substitute f back into equation (7.27), then equate it

with equation (7.28). This yields:

4= 3ok tt*-rtl
dx" 2bh"

Solving this equation with the boundary conditions, we obtain:

(7.28)

(7.29)
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w = ffir!ra'-!,'- !-r't
where y(-r) is the defle¡tion of elastic curve and (x) is the angle of deflected beam.

For k=Er/8"=1, the beam equations derived in this study reduce to the ones in

the classic beam theory @eer and Johnston, i98i). Figures 7.lo-7,13 illustrate the

influence of the moduli ratio, ,t, on beam deflection and stress distribution. To simplify

plotting, the origin of the x and y coordinates in these figures is at the bottom left comer

of the beam. The beam deflection and x, y coordinates are normalized by the
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(7.30)

left end right end

X
à

H

6)

o€
E
cd
q)p
€
q)
N

(n

Êr

0.00

-0.01

-0.02

-0.03

- 0.04
0.0 1.00.80.2 0.4 0.6

normalized x coordinate (x/l )

Figure 7.10 Analytical results showing the influence of moduli ratio, &, on beam
deflection, y(.r) (normalized by beam height, å). Negative sign denotes downward
displacement, Beam deflection increaæs signiflrcantly as & decreases.

k=Et/Ec
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corresponding beam dimension and the stresses are normalized by the applied load, 4.

The beam deflection, y(.r), along the beam cenral line increases significantly as moduli

ratio, É, decreases. Such effects are significant when ,t< 1, which is the case for most

rocks (Figure 7.10). For É=1, the neutral axis of the beåm is at the beam central line

therefore the horizonlal normal stress, or, along the beam central line is zero. Fo¡

bimodular materials, the be¿m central line is in tension (positive stress) for &<1, in

compression (negative stress) for &) 1, and the magnitude of ø, increases as the deviation

ofÉ f¡om unity increases (Figurè 7.11). For a unimodular material (k=l), o* shows a

Ieft end right end
0.00

-0.01

-0.02

-0.03

-0.04
0.0 0.2 0.6 0.8

normalized x coordinate (x/l)

Figure 7.11 Analytical solution showing the distribution of ø, at the central height of
the beam along the beam span with various deformation moduli :ctlto, k. L is beam span,
å is beam height, 4 is applied load/unit length on the top surface, The origin of .r and y
is at the left bottom comer of the beam.
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linear distribution over beam height at cent¡al beam span. For bimodutar materials, o¡

is bilinear with the change in gradient at the neutral axis. The maximum tensile stless at

the bottom surface decre¿ses as ,t decreases and the maximum compressive stress at the

top surface increases as & decreases (Figure 7. l2). For ,t= I , the shear stress, oo, along

the beam height at the right end of the beam shows a parabolic distribution with the axis

of symmetry coinciding with the neutral axis at the be3m central line and the maximum

shear stress locates at the middle height of the beam. For a bimodula¡ material, the

maximum she¿r stress is not at the middle height of the beam, but depends on the

location of the neutral axis (Figure 7, 13).
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Figure 7.12 Analytical solution showing the distribution of ø¡ at the cæntre span of the
beam along the beam height as moduli ratio, *, varies, å is beam height and Z is beam
span.
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Figure 7.13 Analytical solution showing the distriburion of ø¡, at the right end of the
beam along the beam height as moduli ratio, É, varies.

7.3.2 Hydraulic extension of bimodular, thick-walled cylinder

Haimson and rharp (1974) analyz.d st¡esses around bo¡eholes in a bimodular

elastic rock medium, using the simplified bllinear elastic constitutive relation introduced

by Ambartsumyan (1966). The effect of bimodularity on the stresses, especially on the

tangential stesses, was found to be significånt. As an example, Figure 7.14 shows the

distribution of stresses for both line¿r and bimodular cases in a cylinder of finite thickness

(roht=5¡. At r=ri the bimodula¡ tangential stress is lower than the value predicted by

linear theory. Figure 7.15 is fo¡ a circular hole in an infinite medium, The drop in ø¿

at r=ri as a result of rock bimodularity is most severe. In the particulæ case shown
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linea.r
bimodula¡

Figure 7.14 Radial and tangential stress distribution in a thick hollow cylinder. ø, is
the tangential stress, or is the normal stress, P¡ is the intemal pressure, p, is the external
pressure, r, is the internal radius, ro is the extemal radius, and ft is moduli ratio.
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Figure 7.15 Radial and tangential stress around a wellbore. d, is the tangential stress,
ø" is the normal stress, P, is the internal pressure, p, is the external pres¡ure, rí is the
intemal radius, ro is the extemal radius, and Í is moduli ratio.
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(þ=ll4), the tangential stress is only one quafrer of that expected from linear theory.

In Haimson and Tharp's solution, the condition of vr/E,: v./8" was assumed,

which, as mentioned before, has been questioned experimentally for re¿l materials.

However, it is only under this assumption that the analytical solution for a thick-walled

cylinder is obtainable. For both Jones' and El-Tahan's models, an iterative scheme is

required to solve the problem due to nolinearity. Actually, even under certain simplified

assumptions, there are only a few simple cases where analytical solutions a¡e obtainable.

Therefore, a numerical scheme needs to be develop€d.

7.4 Finite Element Implementation of Bimodularity

TheModified weighted compliance Matrix (MWCM) material constitutive model

(El-Tahan et al. 1989, described in section 7,2) has been incorporated into a user-

friendly, menu-driven, finite element program, SIMEX (Ayari 1991). The MWCM

model is superior to the bilinear (Ambartsumyan 1966) and WCM models (Jones 1977)

because it ensures the continuity of both cross-compliance in the elastic matrix and the

slope of the cross-compliance while the signs of the principal stresses va¡y. In this

model:

{e} =t,s(oo)J{o} (7.3t)

where {e} is the strain tensor, {ø} is the stress tensor, and [s(oo)] is the elasticity matrix

defined by Equation 7.14 which is a function of the principal stresses and thei¡

orientation, This fo¡mulation leads to a set of non{ine¿r e4uilibrium equations:



tr(oo)J{c} ={R}
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(7.32)

where {a} is the node displacement vector, {R} is the total load vector, and [K(ø)] is the

global stiffness matrix.

The analysis stafs in the principal stress coordinate system and then uses a

transformation f¡om the principal to the Cartesian coordinates. Since the global stiffness

matrix, ffiøo)J, is a function of the principal stresses, the non-lineùity of the problem

is resolved through an iterative scheme which predicts fictitious equilibrium states as the

basis for a ¡eliable solution prócess. Moreover, having a problem of stress-induced

anisotopy in nature, the numerical algorithm stffts by assuming a common isotropic

continuum and subæquently adjusts the material properties in a gradual fashion,

eliminating spurious solutions commonly found for such problems. Figure 7. 16 illustrates

the flow-chart of this numerical scheme.

Figure 7,17 compares the analytical results with the FEM solutions for the

deflection of a beam with 4=49 ¡ 196 KPa, &=0.67 and a distributed load 4=469 ¡¡pu

at the upper surface. The influence of moduli ratio ,*, on the maximum deflection of the

same beam is presented in Figure 7.18 for both analytical and FEM solutions. The

maximum deflection increases as & increases. These two figures demonstrate that the

frnite element results are in a good agreement with the analytical solutions.

In the following sections, analytical solutions and the finite eiement program will

be utiliz€d to discuss the effects of bimodularity on the interpretation of indirect rock

tensile strength tests and roof behavior in a simulated underground opening.
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Figure 7.16 Flow-chart of the finite element program for bimodular materials, Names
in capiøl form a¡e names of subroutines in the FEM code.
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7.5 Effect of Bimodularity on Indirect Measurement of Rock rensile strength

Tensile failure is an important a¡d common asp€ct in many rock engineering

problems and therefore the tensile strength of rock has long been of interest. Its

meâsurement is important in hydraulic fracturing, underground stability, machine cutting

of rock, drilling and blasting, borehole stability, core discing and comminution.

The direct tension test is widely accepted to be the most accurate of available

techniques for determining the tensile strength of rock (Hardy and Jayaraman 1970).

However, when brittle ¡ocks are tested in direct tension, there are difficulties associated

with loading the specimen to avoid the introduction of bending and torsion-related

stresses, and local stress concentrations. As a result, a number of indirect methods have

been developed whereby the tensile strength is measured by inducing a tensile principat

stress in specially shaped and loaded specimens (see section 7.5.1). Because they are

usually easier to perform, indirect tension tests have been widely adopæd as altematives

to the direct tension test. However, the results from indirect tension tests have been

shown to vary within wide limits and to yield higher values than those derived from

direct tension testing (Hardy and Jayaraman 1970; vutukuri etaJ. 1974). The validity of

these methods for measuring uniaxial rock tensile strength is therefore debatable.

Assumptions about st¡ess-strain behavior that are required to interpret results from these

tests must also be questioned, including anisotropy and material bimodularity.

In this section, the effects of bimodularity on fou¡ of the most commonly utilized

indirect rock tensile tests - three-point beam bending, hydraulic extension, Brazilian, and

ring - æe investigated. The specimen configuration and stress analysis for each method
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are briefly reviewed for the case of equal moduli in tension and compression. The effects

of bimodularity on the simple beam bending and hydraulic extension tests are discussed

according to the analytical solutions obtained in section 7.3. The Brazilian and ring tests

are investigated by the finiæ element program developed in section 7.4. Finally, the

applicability of these indirect tensile tests to brittle rocks with bimodular properties is

discussed and corrections to tensile strength to accommodate the influence of bimodularity

are presented for each test method.

7.5.1 Indirect dete¡rnination of rock tensile strength

According to Vutukuri et al, (1974), the indirect methods for determining the

tensile sfength of rock can be grouped into bending tests (bending of prismatic or

cylindrical specimens and bending of discs), hydraulic extension tests, diametrical

compression of discs @razilian test and ring test), and miscellaneous methods, e.g.

diametrical compression of cylinders, diametrical compression of spheres, compression

of square plates and centrifugal tension.

Bending of prismatic specimens

When a homogeneous and isotropic beam is subjected to three-point bending,

tensile stresses develop on the convex side of the beam (Figure 7.19). The maximum

tensile stress is at the extreme-most fibre and is given by (Vutukuri et ú., 1974):
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Figure 7.19 Three point bending test of a beam with rectangular cross section. The
maximum tensile sfess, ø,, is developed at the extreme-most fibre on the convex side of
the beam. Dashed lines show deformed shape of the beam.
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or=--T

where q at failure is taken as the material t€nsile strength (or modulus of rupture), M is

bending moment, c is distance from the neutral axis, and / is the moment of inertia of

the cross-section of the beåm about the neutral axis.

Hydraulic extension test

when a thick-walled cylinder or a ring is subjected to an intemal hydrostatic

pressure, failure occurs due to an induced tangential tensile stress, ø,, whoæ value is

maximum at the inner surface (Figure 7 .20) nd is given by (Vutukuri et al. L974):

(7.34)

where ø, at failure is taken as the material tensile strength, p, is the applied hydrostatic

pressure at the inner surface, and r, and. ro a¡e the intemal and external radii of the

cylinder, respectively.

o __r. (ú*t)
(rí-rí)



Brazilian test

The Brazilian test was introduced

by Carneiro (1947). The test makes use of

a circula¡ solid disc which is loaded in

compression to failure across a diameter.

Frocet (1948) analyzed the stress

distribution in a thin disc under the action

of two diametrically opposite concenkated

loads (Figure 7.21). For linear elasticity,

the stresses along the loaded diameter

(x=0) are (Iaeger and Cook 1979):
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Figure 7.20 Hydraulic extension of a ring.
Tensile stress, q, is developed in the
tangential direction and is the maximum at
the inner surface.

",= 
- :;, o,= aten, *t\/ (n, -y')l (7.35)

whele o, and o, are the no¡mal stress

components along the.r and y directions,

resp€ctively, P is the applied force, t is

the thickness of the disc, and R is the

radius of the disc. The normal stress, o¡,

is tensile. This stress is equated to the

uniaxial tensile strength, providing failure

of the disc is by the development of a

vertical crack that initiates at the centre of

the specimen and propagates towards the

Figure 7.21 Brazilian test. A constânt
tensile stress, o,, is developed in the central
portion of the disc along the loaded
diameter.

,t
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loading points. However, the specimen does not actually fail in uniaxial tension. The

compressive stress, dr, varies along the loaded diameter from (3p)/(rlR) at the centre of

the disc to infinity (theoretically) at the loading points, and therefore, failu¡e at the centre

of the disc is actually under bi-axial stress conditions. For hard, brittle rocks obeying the

Griffith f¡acture criterion, the Brazilian test is considered widely as a good measure of

uniaxial tensile strength. This criterion ståtes that failure occurs when ør=ø, if

3o1* oj>o, where o, is the uniaxial tensile strength and ø, and ø, are the tensile and

compressive principal stresses at the point of fracture. This criterion is satisfied at the

central point of a solid Brazilian disc where o, and o, are identical with ø¡ and o3,

resp€ctively, and therefore ø* at failure is taken as the uniaxial tensile strength (Mellor

and Hawkes 1971),

Ring test

The Brazilian test suffers from the disadvantage that not only tensile stresses are

developed in the disc but comptessive stresses as well. The latter may induce failure

around the loading platens. The ring test has been developed to reduce the possibility of

such extraneous failures. In this procedure, a disc with a cent¡al hole is subjected to

diametric¿l compression (Figure 7.22). The tangential tensile stress, q, at the inner

surface along the loaded diameter is given by (Hobbs 1964):

(7.36)
2Dr,o,=- [6+38(])l' ßtro ri

where o, at failure is taken as the material tensile strength, p is the applied force, r, and
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Figure 7.22 Ring test. A maximum tensile stress is developed at the inte¡section of the
central hole and the loaded diameter.

r, are the internal and extemal radii respectively, and t is the specimen thickness. It can

be shown by comparing Equations 7.35 a¡¡,d7.36 that the maximum tensile sress in a disc

with a centrai hole is at least 6 times larger than the maximum tensile stress in a solid

disc when subjected to the same load. This condition ensures that tensile failure will

occur rather than compressive failure at the loading points. Furthermore, the stress state

at which failure occurs is uniaxial tension at the point of fracture. Therefore , the ring

test should give a tensile strength value that is closer to the uniaxial tensile strength as

determined by the direct pull tensile test than the Brazilian test (neglecting possible size

and stress gradient effects).

One of the basic assumptions in deriving Equations 7,33 to 7.36 is that the
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material is homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic, and unimodular. However, brittle rocks

usually show a bimodula¡ property. For example, the new test p¡ocedure described in

chapter 6 has demonstrated that the moduli in compression and tension are different for

at least three of the four materials tested. Moduli ratios, Ë, varied from 0.3 to 1

(k:E/Ec, where E, is Young's modulus in tension and E" is young's modulus in

compression). Specifically, the moduli ratio is 0.5 fo¡ halite from the Cominco Mine, 0.7

for l¿c du Bonnet granite, and 0.3-0.4 for Tyndall limestone.

The effect of this bimodula-rity on the interpretation of indire¿t tension tests yvill

be considered in the following section.

7.5.2 Influence of rock bimodularity

Bending of a prismatic beâm

Stress equations that incorporate the effect of the moduli ratio, ft, for a prismatic

beam have been derived using the classic¿l beam theory in Section 7.3. Fo¡ a bimodulæ

beam in pure bending, the location of the neutral axis is no longer at the centre line of

the beam, but depends on the ratio of Young's moduli in tension and compression and

is given by Equation 7.21, 'fhe maximum tensile sfess, ør, at the extreme-most fibre is

given by Equation 7,22 (o^,). This stress at failure is equated to the tensile strength. For

a beam with a a¡bitrary cross section, q is given by:

or=- ll
7k 

1 +k-t¡I r+1k2 +1¡1"
(7.37)

where 1, and /, are the moment of inertia of the portions of the beam above and below
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the neut¡al axis, respectively.

Figure 7.23 illustrates the relationship between the normalized maximum tensile

sftess, of o,,¡=¡1, and the moduli ratio, /<, for a beam of recNangular cross section,. where

o,o=,, is the tensile stress for ¿= 1. It may be noted that the maximum tensile stress in

a beam increases as È increases. For many rocks k< 1 and, therefore, for these materials

the tensile strength computed using the normal assumption of k= 1 is overestimated. For

bimodular materials, test results should be interpreted according to Equation 7.22 (o,)

instead of Equation 7.33,

Ilydraulic extersion test

Haimson and Tharp (1974) analyzeÀ stresses around boreholes in a bimodular,

elastic rock, using a simpiified bi-linear, elastic constitutive relation. For the thick-walled

cylinder in a hydraulic extension test, the maximum tensile st¡ess is given by:

o,= - ¡rà p,(' ou' *''u'.)
(7,38)

1rox2 _r!.)

where ft is the moduli ratio, P, is the applied hydraulic pressure at the inner surface, and

ro Nrd r,are the extemal and intemal radii, respectively. At failure, o, is equated to the

material tensile strength. Figure 7.24 shows the influence of É on the normalized

maximum tensile stress, Again, ignoring the bimodularity of rock ¡esults in an

overestimation of tensile strength, which increases in magnitude as the ratio of external

and intemal radä, m=rJr,, increaæs.
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Brazilian test

The effect of the moduli ratio, É, on the results of the Brazilian test was examined

numerically using the finite element program developed in Section 7.4. The f,rnite element

mesh (Figure 7.25) was constructed so that the edges of each element coincided with the

trajectories of the principal stresses (Frocet 1948), except in the area ne¿r the applied load

where a set of finer elements was designed to obtain better dimensional ratios. Eight-

noded isoparametric serendipity elements were utilized. One quarter of a B¡azilian disc

r¡/as analyzed using symmetry about the horizontal and vertical axes. Roller supports were

used along symmetric axes and a pin support was used in the centre of the disc. Figure

7.26 shows the influence offt on the normalized maximum tensile stress at the centre of

the disc. The solid line was derived from data obtained during this study using a curve-

fitting technique. For,k<1, the tensile stress is less than predicted by the standard

e4uation @quation 7.35). The conect tensile stfess can be approximated by the following

power function obtained from a curve-fitting procedure:

o-=-l,o23ko2s2 P
' ¡ttR

This stress at failure is assumed to be the material tensile strength.

(7.39)

As mentioned previously, the MWCM model is more rigorous mathematically

than othe¡ bimodular constitutive models because it ensu¡es the continuity of both cross-

compliance and the slope of the cross-compliance. However, similar to other models, a

high degree of nonJinearity related to sudden changes in material constants (fuom 8,, v,

to Ec, vc or vicÆ versa) leads to algorithmic diff,rculties numericaily (numerical instability)

and ¡esults in spurious stresses for low t values (e.g. É<0.3). This can be remedied by
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Figure 7.25 Finite element mesh for the Brazilian test.
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adjusting material properties in a gradual fashion. However, incorporating such

adjustments in the model is not efficient. In any case, the M\ryCM model and the finite

element code developed during this study provide a good estimation for most rock,

because most rocks have & values between 0.4 and 1.0. Also, extrapolation to the lower

& values using Equation 7.39 agrees reasonably well with Sundaram and Cor¡ales' data

(Sundaram and Corrales 1980) (Figure 7.26) (Note: the curve has been firted through data

points from this study only).

Ring test

The effect of the moduli ratio on the no¡malized maximum tensile stress calculated

for a ring test is similar to that for the Brazilian test. Finite element analyses provided

the points in Figure 7 .27 which were used to develop the following conected stress

relation:

(7.40)

where ø, at failure is assumed to be the material tensile strength.

The absence of data for ¿<0,35 in Figure 7.27 is, again, due to numerical

instabilities associated with the constitutive model, However, considering the similarity

of trend to those for the Brazilian and the beåm tests, the effect of bimodularity at low

Í values can be estimated with some confidence using Equation 7.40.

7.5.3 Äpplication of indirect tensile tests

Analytical and numerical analyses indicate that material bimodularity significantly

o,=-1.0056¿02ro | ¡6*381 
t'¡,¡

' ßtro lo
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influences the interpretation of indirect tensile strength tests. For materials with a moduli

ratio ¿ larger than 1, cunent formulae unde¡estimate the material tensile strength. For

materials with moduli ratio less than 1, which includes most rocks, thb uniaxial tensile

strength is overestimated. For l=0.5, the error is t5% lor the Brazilian, ring and beam

bending tests and 25vo for the hydraulic extension test with a ratio of external and

internal radii of 10. The eÍor grows as the deviation of * from unity increases.

For the four tests, the conected tensile strengths, o, (ø* for the Brazilian test), can

be estimated from:

a ,=a(I + bk") o ,rr-r, Q.4L)

where a, b and c a¡e constants for the specific test. The constants can be obtained either

analytically for simple conhgurations o¡ numerically for more complicated geometric and

loading conditions, The * value can be determined in a single test using the newly

developed testing technique in Chapær 6.

7.ó Influence of Material Bimodularity on Roof Behavior

Influence of material bimodularity on the roof behavior of a wide, rectangular

opening is investigated by the hnite element program for varying boundary sfesses.

Figure 7.28 shows model configuration and finite element mesh. Eight noded

isoparametric serendipity elements were used. one quarter of the model was calculated

using symmetry, Roller supports were placed on the symmetric axes. Stresses were

applied as distributed edge load on the far-field boundaries. Figure 7.29 shows that the

maximum roof deflection increases with decreasing & value. solid lines in this f,rgure are
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obtained from a curye fitting approach. The effect is most pronounced at low values of

m (oo/o) and is negligible for the hydrostatic stress condition (n=1.0), For example,

when m= on/ou=0, the maximum roof deflection for a material with a å value of 0.5 is

at least 30% larger than that of a material with equal moduli in tension and in

compression. Maximum ¡oof deflection can be determined from the following equation:

lny=(a+bm+cm2)lnk (7.42)

where y is the maximum roof deflection, k=Er/E", is the moduli tatto, tn is the ratio of

far field horizontal principat stress and vertical principal stress, ønd a, b, and c a¡e

Figure 7.28 Finite element mesh of a single rectangulæ opening (25 x 5 m2¡. Arrows
represent applied load.
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constants depending on the opening geometry @, b and c a¡e _0.3g, i.l9 and _0.g1

respectively for the particular geometry pres€nted in this paper).

The influence of bimodularity on ¡oof failure was evaiuated by assessing the

influences of É on the maximum tensile stress at the middle span and the load required

to initiate cracks. only a particular case of m:0 (uniaxial load) was analyzed, Figure

7.30 shows that the maximum tensile st¡ess at middle spar decreases slightly as ,k

decreases. For a material with k=0.5, the maximum tensile stress is about 95vo of t},e

stress when È= l. For a material with È:2.0, the maximum tensile stress is about 110%

of the stress when &= 1,

For crack initiation, a recently developed criterion, USR, was utilized (Iåjtai et

aL. 1991a; Yuan and Iåjtai 1991). USR is simply a new form of saferyfactor. ALSR

value of unity represents the equilibrium condition and usR less than unity signifies the

initiation of cracks. An increasing load was applied to the finite element model shown in

Figure 7'28. The usR values were checked after each loading step by plotting usR

contours. once usR < 1 at a point, crack would initiate. The applied loads at which crack

initiation was predicted were recorded and plotted in Figure 7,30 for various & values.

This figure shows that a low * value implies a higher applied load to initiate cracks.

These analyses indicate that, as a result of bimodularity and for a given geometry

and loading, the maximum roof deflection and the factor of safety against crack initiation

increase. The effect of bimodularity is most significant under low horizontal stress states

and negligible for a hydrostatic stress condition (z- 1).
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7.7 Chapter Summary

The bimodular constitutive model, lvfWCM (Modified Weighted Compliance

Matrix material model), has been incorporated into the hnite element program SIMEX.

The program's accuracy has been validated against analytical solutions. The program also

incorporates fracture mechanics capabilities that enable the investigation of the effect of

material bimodularity on fracturing a¡ound mine openings.

It has been shown that for ¡ocks in which Young's modulus in tension is less than

that in compression, the tensile strengths derived from beam bending, hydraulic

extension' Brazilian and ring tests are overestimated if bimodularity is ignored, The actual

tensile strength can be estimated only if the ratio of deformational moduli in tension and

in compression is know. Rock bimodularity also has significant influence on roof

deflection under low horizontal stresses.
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8. DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE OF POTASH YIELD PILLARS

8.1 Introduction

As reviewed in chapters 2 and, 3, due to the complex time and stress history

dependent deformational properties of potash and salt, mining in such rocks usually

utilizes the stress-control techniques, in which the yield pillar is one of the principal tools

for stmta cont¡ol. Differing from traditional pillar design that is based on the ultimate

strength theory, yield pillar design uses the rock material's progressive deformational

properties during and after yield, As a result, a yield pillar deforms progressively at a

designed rate during its service life and transfers its load to adjacent stiff pillars or

abutments and controls the stress redistribution around openings. serata (1983) iltust¡ated

the applications of yield pillars in various stress-cont¡ol mining techniques (e.g,, Figures

2,2,3.4,3.5 and 3.6), Yietd pillar techniques have been used successfulty in potash

mining in saskatchewan and have proven to be the most suitable methods for stabilizing

backs, minimizing floor heave, prolonging mine life and maximizing extraction.

Yield pillar design derives from calculations of stress distribution baæd upon

various simplifying assumptions for material properties and mechanic¿l models. euestions

have been raised about these methods with respect to proper failure criteria, strength,

stain rate, and transient stresses and strains (Hambley 1989). Moreover, the actual nature

of deformation within yield pillars is still poorly understood. Efforts to address yield

pillar deformational mechanisms have been limited to numerical and physical model

simulations, without or with only poor, field observations fo¡ calibration (IGipakov l9g1;
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chen and Karmis 1988; Tsang and Peng 1989; Kicher and park 19g6). This is bec¿use

most of the observations are of measured room closure at the initial stages of pillar

deformation during mining excavation. l,ong-term pillar deformation has not been

documented.

The phenomenon of long-term deformation in potash yield pillars is addresæd in

this chapter through the examination of yield pillars in which 8 years of deformation has

taken place. The objectives of this study are: l. Documentation and interpretation of

mesoscopic deformational features observed within yield pillars; 2. Documentation and

interpretation of microfabric anisotropy as an indicator of ductile strain in the yietd

pillars; and 3. Development of a hypothesis of progressive pillar failure.

E.2 Background

In the Cominco Mine at Vanscoy, Saskatchewan, a series of potash openings was

completsd in 1977 as S-entry mining systems, with an original yield pillar width of 6.7

metres and height of 3.35 metres, Eight years later, in 1985, a cross-cut was excâvated

at right angles to the original openings (Figure 8. 1), revealing the details of deformation

in the upper paru ofthe original yield pillars and the haliæ back (Figure 3.3), providing

Figure 8.1. cross section showing the original 5-entry potash openings and the later cross
cut, Mining sequence of the original openings is shown by numbers.
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a rare opportunity to study highly deformed yield pillars. Detailed investigations were

ca¡ried out on three rep¡esentative yield pillars in 1990.

Although 5 years had passed since the exc¿vation of the new cross-cut to the time

when this study was ca¡ried out, the deformation observed is believed to be mainly due

to the original opening. The effect of making the new cross-cut is negligible. In fact, the

maximum sfess conc€ntmtion a¡ound underground openings is inside the wall. Near the

pillar surface, stress is relieved and the pillar rock forms s/cås ruptured by successive

extensional failure parallel to the wall or bloclcs isolated by diagonal shea¡ zones. These

slabs or blocks behave in a rather elastic ma¡ner and do not undergo large amount of

internal ductile deformation. This has been observed iz slø (Kaiser 19g7, lggg), by

physical modelling @wy and Cook 1990), by stress analysis (Hoek and Brown l9g0) and

through numerical simulations (Pietruszczak and Mroz 1980). It is demonstrated further

in this study by the existence of shear wedges at pillar margins.

8.3 Study Methods

The study methods included photography, mapping and determination of

microfabric anisotropy. Pillar s€ctions were photographed first and then mapped in detail

with an emphasis on macroscopic structural features. oriented samples were collected

from key locations in the pillar walls and prepared for microfabric studies. These samples

were collected from the walls of the new crosscut where extensional fractures and

diagonal shear zones parallel to the new opening isolate the wall f¡om longer term ductile

deformation related to the new cross-cut,
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Visual inspection ofthe fabric a¡isotropy within oriented samples from the interior

of the pillars was the basis for specifying two perpendicular surfaces used in the analyses

of microfabrics; both surfaces were vertical, one parallel to the original mine openings

and the other perpendicular to the openings. These two surfaces were cut and polished

in all samples, and were subjected to microscopic mapping of grain location and grain

shapes, and digitization of grain boundaries. Fabric anisotropy was determined using

INSTRAIN (Erslev 1989), a computer program for integrated fabric aaalysis. The

program evaluates fabric anisotropy according to two methods, the centre-to-c€ntre

method and the object shape method @rslev 1988). The former measures fabric

anisotropy based on grain position of multiple grains, and the latter determines the shape

and orientation of individual grains. INSTRAIN determines and evaluates the best fitting

shape ellipses, computes ellipticity and determines the inclination of the major axis of the

ellipses with respect to the horizontal. The ellipses from the two surfaces we¡e combined

to produce a three dimensional fabric anisotropy ellipsoid.

Fabric anisotropies are a consequence of ductile pillar deformation. consequently,

the magnitudes of fabric anisotropies can be used as an estimation of the accumulated

finite strains and the fabric anisotropy ellipsoid axes cân be used to mark the orientations

of the principal strains, In modem structural geology, various techniques and procedures

have been developed to help visualize strain and to permit direct measurement of strains

in rock using certain naturally occurring objects, such as pebbles and fossils @amsay

1983). The object shape and centre-to-centre methods used in this study are most

powerful among strain measuring techniques for two dimensional strain analyses.
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E.3.1 Object shape method

The object shape method determines fabric anisotropy using objects that had

initially circular, sub-circular, sub-elliptical or elliptical shapes, by measuring the

elliptical shape (ny) and the orientation ({) of the long axis of the deformed objects and

by constructing a Rf/$ data graph (Ramsay, 1983).

On a two-dimensional cut through the rock, the initial shape factor, R, is changed

to the finally observed axial ratio, R" The orientation of the long axis of the ellipse is

changed from á in undeformed state to d after defo¡mation. Cloos (1947) used the

arithmetic me¿n of Ry to determine the shape of the finite strain ellipse (,(") from

deformed oolites that had an initial spherical shape 14=1¡¡

^=++ry
(8,1)

where ¿ is the number of markers. The arithmetic mean was found to be a satisfactory

estimation of R", For markers with initially elliptical shapes, Lisle (1977) examined the

accur¿rcy of various means of ì?rin determining R" and found that the following harmonic

mean gave a closer approximation to R"..

H=n

åt-
(8.2)

Generally, various means gave values that are larger than R" and A> G> H, where ;f is

the arithmetic mean defined by Equation 8. 1, F/ is the harmonic mean given by Equation

8.2, and G is the geometric mean defined by:

(8.3)

Lisle (1977) found that as R" increâses, the percentage enor in the mean values decreaæs,
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esp€cially for rl (Figure 8,2). If & is greater than 2, there is generally less than 10

percent er¡or in strain estimates using the harmonic mean. IfR" is greater than 3, enors

are very small. Thus the harmonic mean should provide good strain estimates where

initial axial ratios a¡e small to moderate and where R" is reasonably large. The method,

however, also requires that the strain was homogeneous and that there was no preferred

orientation of long axes of ma¡kers prior to deformation. Lisle (1927) applied the

hæmonic mean to pebbles in a deformed conglomerate and further compared the results

to those obtained by R/ô te*hniques fo¡ strain analysis using theta-curves (Lisle 1977).

He found that at high srains, the harmonic mean would seem to be a more definitive and

simpler method for obtaining valuable strain estimates.

In INSTRAIN, a new method - the mean object eltipse method is implemented

and is utilized in the object strain analysis

in this study, It gave better estimates of

object strain than simple arithmetic mean

or harmonic mean of all the objects. The

method determines the least-squa¡es best-

fit ellipse defined by the shape of any

selected number (n) of neighboring

objects. This best-fit ellipse is than plotted

in a Ry'ô diagram and the harmonic mean

of ellipticity (Ry) -d the orient¿tion (d)

are calculated. In addition, an ASCII file

1.0 2.O 3.0 4.0 5.0

strain ratio R"
Figure 8.2 The mean axial ratio of
deformed elliptical markers as determined
using 1, G and H compared to the tectonic
strain ratio (after Lisle 1977).

È
Ê(!
q)
d

arith metic mean

geometric mea

harmon ic mea
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containing the centre location of object, object volume, object dimensions and mean

object ellipse (the least-squares best-fit ellipse determined by neighboring objects) can be

written to disk . This data file can then be used to evaluate strain va¡iation versus location

and mineral types, etc.

8.3.2 Centre-to-centre method

when a body of rock conraining uniformly distributed particles is strained, the

particle centres are displaced relative to one another such that the centres of particles that

are adjacent in the undeformed rock come to lie closer together in the shoræned direction

of the deformed rock and farther apart in the extended direction.

Ramsay (1967) utilized this phenomenon to dete¡mine the shape and orientation

of the finite shain ellipse. The method, which has become known as the cewre-to-cewre

method, is applied by measuring the distance between initially adjacent particle centres

(d) and the orientation of a line joining the two centres with respect to a reference

direction (ø), and then plotting dvs. a for many pairs of measu¡ements. The strain ratio

and the orientation of the maximum and minimum principal strain can then be determined

from the d vs, a plot for the deformed ¡ock,

F.amsay developed the centre-to-centre method for ¡ocks in which pressure

solution is evident. Grain shape analysis is unsuitable in such rocla due to the dissolution

of parts of grains along pressure solution surfaces (Figure 8.3). In addition, the cent¡e-to-

centle methd provides a more realistic estimate of rock strain than grain shape

measurements in situations where dispersed particles in a matrix have not deformed
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homogeneously with their matrix since both the strain of grains and the matrix between

grains is taken into account by the grain c€ntre-to-centre meåsurements,

The method, however, is limited to aggregates with uniformly distributed particles

in the undeformed state and where the nearest neighboring grains of the undeformed rock

can be identified easily in the deformed state. Fry (1979) proposed the all object-to-object

separation method based on the same principle as the cent¡e-to-cenre method. Fry's

method eliminates the problem of identifying objects which were neårest neighbors before

deformation. The centre-to-centre distances sepa$ting every objert from every other

object define the shape of the finite strain ellipæ. The relative positions of grains are

directly plotted by sequentially putting the origin of an overlay on each grain centre and

recording the position of other grain centres as points. As a result, a point vacant areå

or a very low point density area will occur around the central overlay reference point.

The vacancy arises from the fact that any two original particles cånnot come to lie closer

than the sum of their radii. A¡ound the vacancy high concentration of points will occur.

Figure E.3 Section through a deformed aggregate, The partially deformed spheres have
undergone partial pressure solution along their mutual contacts'(after Ramsay 1967),
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This concentration has either a circular or an elliptical form like that of the c€ntral

vacancy that reflects the shape of the strain ellipse.

The method requires that the strain is homogeneous and that the objects originally

have an isotropic and homogeneous distribution. In addition, the method is severely

affected by three dimensional clustering of object centres and the size va¡iations. The

definition of strain ellipse is often weak and ambiguous. Erslev (198g) normalized the Fry

diagram by dividing the centre-to-centre distance between t!ilo objects by the sum of their

average radii, which eliminaæs variations due to object size and sorting. Therefore,

normalized Fry diagrams fo¡m much better defined vacant flrelds and sharper rims of

maximum point density regardless of the original sorting and anti-clustering in the

aggregate, Figure 8.4 provides an example of Fry centre-to-centre plot (a) and normalized

Fry centre-to-c€ntre plot (b).

The normalized Fry method does not correct for initial ellipticity or preferred

orientation any better than the Fry method. It does not improve the accuracy of centre-to-

(a) Fry ( 1979) method (b) normalized Fry method

Ftgure E.4 Examples of Fry c€ntre-to-cenhe plot (a) and normalized Fry centre-to-centre
plot @).
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cenre analyses in unpacked aggregates. The assumption of homogeneous st¡ain holds

effective for the normalized Fry method, The three main constraints of the Fry methods

are: edge effects, sample size and visual interpretation. The normalized Fry method

overcomes the constraint due to sample size variation and improves visual interpretation

by increased resolution. However, it does not improve the constraint associated with edge

effects, resulting from the limited size of the original plot, As each point of the original

plot is to be used as the cent¡e of the derived plot, a problem may arise whereby apparent

point density on the plot falls away with distance.

8.3.3 Evaluation of three.dimensional strain

Both the object shape method and the c€ntre-to-centre method evaluate two

dimensional strains. By combining strains measured from two surfaces that are

perpendicular to each other, three dimensional strains can be calculated based on the

assumption of no volume changes.

The coo¡dinate system in Figure 8.5 is selected in such a way that the ¡-axis is

"ù

Figure E.5 Geometry of the original
dimensional strains.

b. strain ellipsoid
sphere and the deformed ellipsoid for deriving three

a. initial sp h ere
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perpendicular to the original opening, y-axis is parallel the original opening and the e-axis

¡epresents the verticål direction, i.e., x-z plane represents sample surface perpendicular

to the original openings and y-z plane represents surface parallel to the original openings.

An initial sphere with the radius of r is deformed to an ellipsoid with semlaxis a, b and

c. Hence, strains along x, y and e directions (eo, eu and e") can be defined as:

- _(a-r) _a ,o----- - t"rr
^ _(b-r) -b ,oÀ-- -- - ¡'rt
^ _(c-r) _c ,
'rr

(8.+¡

(8.5)

(8.6)

therefore,

a=¡\l +e") I
þ=¡\1 +e r) I

"=41+e") )

Lær e1 and e2 represent the ellipticity (R¡) of the strain ellipse obtained from sample

surfaces perpendicular to and parallel to the original openings resp€ctively, by definition,

,r=l elipticity in r-.lf*. 
I

,r=l elipticity in y-z nrane 
J

Since the volume of the initial sphere equals:

vo=+"r

and the volume of the strain ellipsoid equals:

v=â"abc = I" f(1 +eo)(1 +er)(1 +e")



letting yo : 7, yields:

Compare (8.5) and (8.ó):

Where

(1+e,)(1+er)(1+e")=1
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(8.7)

(8.8)

a Q+e,)
- =- =e,c (1+e")

¿ (1+er)

ã-¡l¡;-"'
Solving equations (8.7) and (8.8), e,, e, and e. can be obtained as:

(e,-k)
"k

(e"-k)
"a---T-
. _ (1-¿)
'c---

I

¡ç=1ere2)5

(8,9)

8.4 Results from Pillar 1

Figure 8.6 is the photograph of the cross section of pillar 1. There is one metre

between every two black dots. Black circles are sample loc¿tions. Figure 8.7 is the

mapped section of the same pillar. It also shows fabric anisotropy ellipsoids based on

both sylviæ shape method (a) and centre-to-centre method (b). The ellipsoids were drawn

to scale according to the magnitude of fabric anisotropy and centred at sample locations.

8.4,1 Dimensional changes and mesoscopic structures

The deformation in this pillar is manifest by a change in dimensions and
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(a) shape method (sylvite)

(b) centre-to-centre method
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Figure 8.7 Mapped cross section of Pillar l. A-halite unit; B-first clay layer; C-potash;
D-second clay layer; E-potash; F-third clay layer; G-potash. (a) Fabric anisotropy
ellipsoids f¡om the shape method for sylvite grains. (b) Fabric anisotropy ellipsoids from
the cen[e-to-centre method. All the ellipsoids are c€nted at sample locations. see Table
I for the ellipsoid dimensions.
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development of structures that overall, indicate horizontal extension and vertic¿l

shortening. The magnitude of horizontal extension can be determined by the difference

between the curent pillar width (9 metres) and the original piltar width (6.7 metres).

Determination of the magnitude of any vertical shortening, based on original and

deformed thicknesses, is more problematic because spatial variations in original

thicknesses of clay seams and interbedded potash layers are not well understood,

However, the fabric study presented below confirms the presence of vertical shortening

in the interbedded potash and piovides some idea of its magnitude. small shear zones

have developed in the corner areas of the pillar. These she¿r zones are characterized

primarily by ductile effects, although discrete dislocations and other brittle phenomena

occur also.

The ¡oom to the right of Pillar I (Figure 8.7) is still stable. The shear zone that

extends f¡om the upper comer of the room into the pillar contains several small fractures

parallel to the zone on which normal displacements of rock layers have occurred. Also

present are sigmoidal tension frssu¡es and drag flexures of clay seams. The details of the

structures suggest that the she¿¡ zone initiated at the roof corner, propagated diagonally

downward into the middle height of the pillar, and that the displacement was hangingwall

down. Although the base of the pillar is not revealed, it can be suggested that a similar

she¿¡ zone was also initiated at the floor comer, propagated diagonally up into the middle

height of the pillar, and had a similar sense of movement. such shear zones have been

revealed in some other yield pillars at the Cominco Mine (Figure 8.8).

The comer she¿r zones may extend sufficiently to isolate a wedge area at the pillar
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margin - shear wedge (Figure 8.8). shear wedges may be detached from the pillar and

pushed into the adjacent openings as pillar deformation increases. similar effects have

been noticed by Feder (1978) in tunnel walls and have been refened to as the chzrry

stonc effæt.

Broken potash and salt in the room to the left of pillar 1 (Figure g.7) indicates

that the shear wedge on the left side of the pillar has moved out into this room and

disintegrated, and that the ¡esulting increase in roof span has caused the salt unit to

collapse to some degree. Furthermore, a subsequent set of shears with normal

displacement has developed, extending down from the salt unit above the pillar into the

cent¡al area of the pillar, indicating the possible development of a second-generation shear

wedge (Figure 8.7).

From the foregoing discussion, it can be concluded that, on a mesoscopic scale,

pillar deformation involves both bulk rock flattening and repeated development of

localized shear wedges at pillü margins.

8.4.2 Microfabric

Study of microfabric anisotropies from selected locations within this pillar provide

additional insight into the characteristics ofthe induced deformation. The ellipsoids shown

in Figures 8.7(a) and 8,7(b) are based on sylvite shape analysis and centre-to-cen[e

analysis, respectively. Table 8. 1 presents ellipsoid axial dimensions with the dimension

in the vertical direction (Q being normalized to unity, Table 8.2 shows the evaluation of

the corresponding thre€ dimensional st¡ains. The ellipsoids have axes which coincide with



Sample
Number

X Y z ö
(degree)

shape method
(sylvite)

2.26 2.07 0

2 2.47 2.æ 0

3 2.35 2.29 0

4 3.02 2.8s f +8

5 2.52 2.28 I 0

6 2.55 2.38 I +14

7 2.61 2.57 I +3

I 2.75 2.18 1 0

9 1.94 1.90 +15

10 1.73 1.61 +10

11 2.20 2.05 +5

centle-to-
centre method

t.71 1.31 0

2 I .89 t.69 I 0

3 1.67 1.52 1 0

4 2.18 t.93 I +13

5 1.91 1.66 1 0

6 1.93 1.66 I +12

7 1.96 1.59 I +5

8 L91 1.83 0

9 1.46 r.33 +23

10 t.32 1,27 +20

t1 1.68 1.65 +8

t69

Table 8.1 Ellipsoid dimensions of Pillar L with Z normalized to unity

Note: X-long axis; Y-intermediate axis; Z-short axis; ô-inclination of X from the
horizontal, positive for plunging down towards the pillar.



Table 8.2 Three dimensional strain of Pillar i
Sample Number e" (%) e6 (Vo) e" (%)

shape method
(sylvite)

1 35 24 -40

2 43 21 -42

3 J+ 3l -43

4 49 38 -51

5 4I 27 -44

6 40 30 -45

7 38 36 -47

8 5l 20 -45

9 25 ¿-'\ -35

t0 ¿-) T4 -29

11 33 24 -39

cenre-to-centfe
method

I 3L -24

2 28 15 -32

3 22 L2 -27

4 35 20 -38

5 30 13 -32

6 31 t2 -32

7 34 9 -32

8 26 21 -34

9 t7 7 -20

t0 11 7 -t6

tl l9 17 -29

Note: eu - sub-ho¡izontal strain perpendicular to the original openings (X direction);
e¡ - sub-horizontal strain parallel to the originat openings (y direction);
e" - sub-vertical strain (Z direction).
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the principal strains in the pillar, namely vertical to subvertic¿l shortening and horizontal

to subhorizontal extension in the other two dire¡tions. Horizontal extension perp€ndicular

to the original openings exceeds that parallel to the original openings. Fabric ellipsoids

with the highest dimensional ratios are located near the upp€r-corner shear zones, and

those with the lowest dimensional mtios are in the middle of the isolated shear wedge

adjacent to the room to the right. Intermediate ratios characterize the central portion of

the pillar,

Further understanding of the nature ofthe deformation is obtained by plotting the

fabric anisotropies on a standard Flinn diagram (Figure 8.9). The ratio of the major axis

k=inf k=1

k=(Rxv - 1)/(Rvz

1 
R vz =(L+Y)/(!+Z) k=o

Figure E.9 The Flinn diagram for repreænting the shape of strain ellipsoids (after
Ramsay 1983). inf=infiniæ.
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to intermediate axis of the strain ellipsoid (Rxy) is plotted against the ratio of the

inte¡mediate axis to minor axis (R/. A parameter É is used to describe the position of

an ellipsoid on the Flinn diagram. ,t is equal ro (Rxr l) over (Ro-l). Ellipsoids with &

values between zero ud unity have oblate forms and the strain producing them is referred

to as flattening. one principal strain axis has been shortened and the other two elongated.

Ellipsoids with k values between unity and infinity have prolate forms and the strain is

¡eferred to as constriction. one principal strain axis has been elongated and the other two

shortened. The distance from the origin on the Flinn diagram represents the fabric

anisofopy magnitude.

Figure 8.10 shows the Flinn plot for both the centre-to-cenhe method and sylviæ

grain shapes (shape method) for Pillar 1. Most of the ellipsoids of pillar I on the Flinn

plot are located close to the horizontal axis, signifying flattening. The results from sylvite

grains show larger dimensional ratios than the centre-to-centre method, indicating that the

fabric anisotropies, as determined by the two methods, may be revealing different

components of deformation. This will be discussed further in section 8.7 later in this

chapter.

8.5 Results from Pillsr 2

Figure 8,l1 is the photograph of the cross section of pillar 2. Figure 8.12 shows

the results of mapping, microfabric analyæs and the interpretation of defo¡mation for the

upp€r part of Pillar 2. Tables 8.3 and 8.4 present axial dimensions of ellipsoids and the

corresponding three dimensional strains, resp€ctively.
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2.

constriction k= 1

a shape method ( s ylvite )
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Figure E.10 Flinn diagram for strain measured in Pillar 1. Most ellipsoids a¡e loc¿ted
very close to the horizontal axis, signifying apparent flattening, inf=infinite.

8.5.1 Dimensional changæ and mesoscopic structures

The current width of this pillar is 6.5 m, a value slightly less than the original

pillar width (6.7 m), in spite of the fact that ductile horizontal extension of the pillar has

taken place (as illustrated below). Rooms on both sides of this pillar have collapsed and

contain fragmented potash and salt. The salt roof has deformed and sagged into the
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(a) shape method (sylvite)

\- 
-3-

(b) centre-to-centre method

012m

l:----3-\\, -s*:J'-iÆ-\<rú\l '\\
-,,È

f7-l r,^"tu," lEl ff,låi,l- F.r"y,.",n q@tub.,".,,1;.i;,oj""0,

Figure 8.12 Mapped cross section of Pilla¡ 2. A-hatite unit; B-first clay layer; C-potash;
D-second clay layer; E-potash; F-third clay layer; G-potash. (a) Fabric anisotropy
ellipsoids from the shape method for sylvite grains. (b) Fabric anisotropy ellipsoids from
the centre-to-c€nt¡e method. All the ellipsoids are c€ntred at sample locations, see Table
3 for the ellipsoid dimensions,
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Table 8.3 Ellipsoid dimensions of Pillar 2 with Z normalized to unity

Note: X-long axis; Y-intermediate axis; Z-short axis; g-inclination of X from the
horizontal, positive for plunging down towards the pillar.

Sample
Number

X Y Z ô
(degree)

shape method
(sylvite)

t3 2.r7 2.01 I +3

t4 2.25 2.t1 1 +2

15 2,M 2.æ 1 +2

t7 2.41 2.43 +2

18 2.37 2.18 +4

t9 2.38 2.34 +5

26 2.38 2.08 +15

27 1.76 1.65 +1

28 2.38 2.34 +2

29 2.48 2.55 I -4

centfe-to-
centre method

13 1.60 t.44 I +t4
L4 1.46 1.40 I 0

t5 1.47 1.43 I +10

t7 1.90 1.73 I +3

18 1.93 t.62 1 0

19 t.73 1.61 +10

26 1.75 1.74 +t4
27 L.2t l. 19 0

28 1.81 1.59 +8

29 t.73 1.65 -19



Table 8.4 Three dimensional strain of Pilla¡ 2

Note: e" - sub-horizontal srain perpendicula¡ to the original openings (X direction);
eo - sub-horizontal strain parallel to the original openings (y direction);
e" - sub-vertical strain (Z direction).

Sample Number e, (Vo) e,o (70) e. (%)

shape metho'd
(sylvite)

13 33 23 -39

t4 34 25 -40

15 26 29 -38

l7 34 35 -44

l8 JI 26 -42

t9 J+ 32 -44

26 40 '),) -41

27 23 t6 -30

28 34 32 -44

29 33 39 -46

c€ntre-to-centre
method

13 21 9 -24

l4 t5 10 -21

l5 t5 t2 aa

t7 30 16 -33

18 32 l1 -32

t9 23 T4 -29

26 21 20 -31

27 7 5 11

28 27 12 -30

29 22 t6 -29
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rooms. In the yield pillar, the three clay seams have been pinched together neã the upper

comer areas. In the upper left portion of Figure 8.12, a series of diagonal fractures has

developed in the sait unit above the pillar and extended diagonaily downwa¡d towards the

pillar. Some of these show normal displacement of salt layers. In the upper right portion,

a single diagonal fracture has developed in the salt unit. This merges with the zone of

clay layer pinching and extends downward into the pillar as a series of small, indistinct

and discontinuous fractures.

These structures and pillar dimensions suggest that initiat shear wedges on either

side of Pillar 2 have collapsed into adjacent rooms, that some roof collapse has occurred

as well, and that s€cond generation shear wedges have developed subsequently.

8.5.2 Microfabric

The pattem of microfabric anisotropy in Pillar 2 is similar to that observed in

Pillar l. The greatest anisotropy is close to where she¿r zones have developed;

intermediate values characterize the central part of the pillar, and the lowest value is

isolated in the shear wedge close to the room on the right. The Flinn diagram for this

pillar @igure 8.13) shows that the fabric anisotropies indicate flattening, and that again

there is a significant diffe¡ence between the results f¡om the centre-to-centre method and

the sylviæ grain shapes.

8.6 Results from Pillar 3

Only one side of Pilla¡ 3 was studied. Figure 8.14 is the photograph of the pillar



k=inf
2.5 k=1
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constriction

shape method (sylvite) 
_....
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flattening

k=0
1.1) 2.0 2.5

Rvz =(1+Y)/(1+Z)

Figure 8.13 Flinn diagram for Pillar 2. Most of the strain ellipsoids are located very
close to the horizontal axis, signifying apparent flattening. inf=infinite.

section. Figure 8.15 shows the mapped pillar section together with fabric anisotropy

ellipsoids at each sample location. Tables 8.5 and 8.6 present ellipsoid axial dimensions

and the corresponding three dimensional strains.

8.6.1 Dimensional changes and mesoscopic structures

Fragments of potash and salt in the room to the left indicate collapse of at least

one shear wedge and ¡oof, Brittle fractures have developed in the salt unit above the pillar

and extended diagonally downward towa¡ds the pillar. The clay seams and inte¡bedded

+

X z.o.l

3.01.0
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(b) centre-to-centre method

ol

f,fru"tor" lEl potaeh layering Felay seam @ 
t"ott":,, 

î;rt;¡uttoot

Figure 8.15 Mapped cross section of Pillar 3. A-halite unit; B-first clay layer; C-potash;
D-second clay layer; E-potash; F-third clay layer; G-potash. (a) Fabric anisotropy
ellipsoids from the shape method for sylvite grains. (b) Fabric anisotopy ellipsoids from
the centre-to-centre method. All the ellipsoids are centred at sample locations, See Table
5 for the ellipsoid dimensions,

(a) shape method (sylvite )
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Table 8.5 Ellipsoid dimensions of Pilla¡ 3 with Z normalized to unity

Note: XJong axis; Y-intermediate axis; Z-short axis; <þ-inclination of X from the
horizontal, positive for plunging down tol ards the pillar,

potash units show severe pinching near the upper pillar comer. These features may

indicate the initial development of another shear wedge.

8.6.2 Microfabric

The Flinn diagram for this pillar (Figure 8.16) indicates a fabric anisotropy

distribution similar to the other two pillars. once again the results from the centre-to-

cen[e method a¡e lower than those based on sylvite shapes (shape method),

Sample
Number

X Y Z 0
(degree)

shape method
(sylvite)

20 2,5t 2.49 +5

2t 3.09 2.80 +5

22 3.08 2.71 -20

23 2.50 2.52 +6

24 2_47 2.54 +9

25 2,38 2.35 1 +3

c€ntfe-to-
centre method

20 1 .68 l.64 I +12

2t 1.88 1,78 1 0

22 t.75 1 .68 I -18

23 1.87 1.82 I +2

24 t.70 1.68 I +18

25 r .83 r.69 +12



Sample Number (%)e- eu (%) (%)ec

shape method
(sylvite)

20 36 35 -46

2t 5t 36 -51

), 52 33 -51

23 35 36 -46

24 34 38 -46

25 34 33 -44

centfe-to-centre
method

20 20 t7 -29

21 23 23 -34

22 )') T7 -30

23 24 2T -33

24 20 18 -29

25 26 16 -31
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Table 8.6 Three dimensional strain of Pillar 3

Note: e" - sub-horizontal strain perpendicula¡ to the original openings (X direction);
eo -sub-horizontal strain parallel to the original openings (y direction);
e" - sub-vertical strain (Z direction).

8.7 Strain partitioning, Deforrnational Mechanisrns and Finite strain Measurement

E.7.1 Mineral components and strain partitioning

By mapping the magnitude of fabric anisotropy based on the shape changes of

individual sylvite and halite grains with respect to grain types, it can be shown that the

magnitude of shape change has be€n partitioned according to mineral types. Figures 8. 17,

8.18 and 8.19 illustrate this partitioning for thre¿ rock samples from piltar I by

comparing spatial variations in the magnitude of shape anisotropy on a grain by grain

basis. Figure 8.17 represents a sample from near the upper right comer ductile shear
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constriction

O shape change (sylvite)

E centre-to-centre

k=1

flattening

Figure E.16 Flinn diagram for Pillar 3. Most strain ellipsoids are located very close to
the horizontal axis, signifying apparent flattening of rock. inf=infinite,

zone, Figure 8.18 is a sample from the central part of the pillar, and Figure 8.19 is a

sample from the middle of the shea¡ wedge at the right end of Pillar 1. Each of these

figures represents three images of a vertical polished surface perpendicular to the original

openings: (a) shows a tracing of grain shapes and locations, (b) plots contours showing

the variation of dimensional tatio based on both sylvite and halite grains, and (c) is a

relief diagram showing the variation of dimensional ratios. These figures illustrate that

low dimensional ratio (lower ductile defo¡mation in individual grain) coincide with

+

X z.o

e.

Ry¿ =(l +Y)/(1+Z)
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s

I ^-
r-

Figure 8.17 strain partitioning results from sample 4, from near corner ductile shea¡
zone in Pilla¡ 1. (a) Tracing of grain shapes, darker grains are sylvite, lighter grains are
haliæ; (b) Contour map of dimensional ratios of grains, contour interval e4uals l; (c)
Relief map of dimensional ratios of grains. peals correspond to areas of sylvite
concentration, valleys correspond to areas of halite grains.
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5cm

-

Figure E.lE Strain partitioning results from Sample 3, This sample is located in the
central part of pillar 1. (a) Tracing of grain shapes, darker grains are sylvite, lighter
grains are haliæ; (b) contour map of dimensional ratios of grains, contour inærval equals
1; (c) Relief map of dimensional ratios of grains. pea}s correspond to areas of sylvite
concentration, valleys correspond to a¡eas of halite grains.
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5cm
¡¡E-

Figure E.19 strain partitioning results from Sample 10, locating at the centre of shear
wedge in Pilla¡ 1, (a) Tracing of grain shapes, darker grains are sylvite, lighter grains
are halite; (b) Contour map of dimensional ¡atios of grains, contour interval e4uals 1; (c)
Relief map of dimensional ratios of grains. peala conespond to aÍeâs of sylvite
concentration, valleys correspond to areâs of halite grains.
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aggregation of halite grains and higher dimensional ratios (higher ductile deformation)

coincide with sylvite grains. This phenomenon is due to the fact that sylvite grains and

halite grains have behaved in quite different mechanisms during deformation and have

resulted in different manifestation of deformation.

8.7.2 Fabric anisotropy, deformational mechanisms and finite strain measurement

The different deformational mechanisms of sylvite grains and halite grains can be

illustrated by comparing Figures 8.20 and 8.21. Figure 8.20 shows an undeformed potash

sample taken from a f¡esh mining surface. Grains of sylvite and halite are equant in shape

and show an interlocking crystalline texture. Halite has a grain size slightly coarse¡ than

sylvite. Grain boundaries a¡e characterized by thin coatings of clay. The fabric of the

undeformed potash is isotropic at this sc¿le.

In contrast, Figure 8.21 shows two samples from yield pillars that have undergone

8 years of deformation. The sylvite grains a¡e lenticular and are aligned. They have been

flattened without visible loss of continuity. Halite grains, on the other hand, have

deformed in a brittle fashion by fracturing. Rotation and displacement of the broken halite

fragments are consistent with the direction of flattening observed in the sylvite. In total,

the deformed potash ore has some of the properties of an augen mylonite, wherein the

halite constitutes the augen. The fabric anisotropy in theæ rocks is clearly a consequenc€

of the deformation produced in the yield pillar after mining the initial rooms,

Deformational mechanisms in halite include fracturing and the displacement and

rotation of fragments. Original halite grains are reduced to fractured aggregates, The



Figure 8.20 A sample of undefonned potash collected from a fresh mining surface. The
scale is centimetres.
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Figure 8.21 Samples of deformed potâsh collected from yield pillars after I years of
deformation. Sylvite is dark and flattened; halite occurs as light and broken aggregates
in the shape of augen. The scale is centimetres. (a) Deformed potâsh equivalent in grain
size to Figure 8.20; þ) Deformed potash coarser grained than Figure 8.20.
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sylvite is not fractured, but undergoes shape change without loss of continuity,

Deformational mechanisms within sylvite are problematic although some that could apply

have been discussed by Hansen and Senseny (1983) and Senseny (1992). These include

polygonization and recrystallization. The fact that sylvite is optically isotropic meåns that

a methodology such as TEM is required to identify specific mechanisms. An altemative

mechanism for sylvite strain is pressure solution, although no positive evidence to this

effect has been observed. Finally, grain boundary sliding has occurred between halite and

sylvite grains, between halite fragments, and along contacts between neighboring sylvite

grains. The last type of grain boundary sliding is indicated by the accentuated curviplanar

distribution of sheared clay around flattened sylvite.

Although there is cle¿¡ evidence that the fabric anisotropies are a consequence of

deformation, and that the fabric anisotropy ellipsoid axes ma¡k the orientations of the

principal strain axes, it is equally clear that the fabric ellipsoids, as determined by the b,vo

methods, indicate different components of the strain experienced by the potash pillars.

The total strain at this scale is a complex mixtu¡e of several components, including the

brittle deformation of halite, the ductile grain shape changes of sylvite and grain boundary

sliding, The centre-to-centre anisotropy appears to register the combined deformational

responses of both halite and sylvite. The shape method measures the shape changes in

sylvite alone, Neither method measures the grain boundary sliding component.

Consequently, neither method provides a measure of total or bulk rock strain.

Nevertheless it is possible to track the progress of one of the components of strain,

namely the ductile defo¡mation of sylvite grains, during progressive pillar deformation.
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In the following interpretation of pillar failure, the shape anisotropy ellipsoids based on

the sylvite shape method have been equated to finite strain ellipsoids.

8.8 Interpretation of Progressive Pillar Failure

Pillar dimensional changes, mesoscopic structures and fabric anisotropies indicate

that pillar deformation involves ductile flattening of pillæ interiors, development of shear

zones and sheaf wedges at pillar margins, and the detachment or collapse of shear wedges

and salt roof into rooms. Furthermore, the study suggests that these effects are sequential

and may be repetitive. Figure 8.22 presents an interpretation of progressive pillar failure

based on these processes; four stages of deformation are postulated, starting with an

original pillar width of 6.7 metres and height of 3.35 metres.

a) Stage 1

This stage of pillar deformation is cha¡acterized by ductile strain and the initial

development of the fabric anisotropy throughout the piuar. We interpret the central pillar

sylvite strain in this stage as represented by values in the shear wedge at the right end of

pillar 1, i.e., approximately 29Vo shortening in the subverti cal dirætton, 23Vo

subhorizontal elongation perpendicular to the original openings, and l4Vo horizontal

elongation parallel to the original openings.

b) Stage 2

With further flattening of the pillar, ductile shear zones develop at the pillar
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undeformed

-29%

i

-42%

stase 1
ductile- strain

stase 2
shear lvedges

stase 3
wedge äd roof

collapse

stase 4
2nd geñeration
shear wedges

Figure 8.22 Proposed model of progressive pillar deformation. c marks the centre line
of the pillar and parallel vertical lines ma¡k the position of the original pillar width. The
principal strain values are based on shape changes in sylvite and represent interpretation
of sylvite strain in the centre of the pillars,
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comers. As the she¿r zones propagate diagonally into the pillar and meet, they form a

shear wedge which becomes isolated from further signif,rcant flattening. Sylvite strain in

the centre of the pillü during this stage appears to have been approximately 39Vo

shortening in the subvertical direction, 33% subhorizontal elongation perpendicular to the

original openings, ætd 247o horizontal elongation parallel to the original openings. During

this stage, the pillar width increases due to bulk rock flattening and due to outward

movement of the shear wedges into the adjacent rooms.

c) Stage 3

As the shear wedges move progressively into adjacent rooms, they collapse or

disintegrate. This stage may be accompanied by failure of the salt roof and by floor

heave. The latter was not observed because the base of the pillar was not exposed,

however, it is a ¡easonable supposition, given that 80% of room convergence in mining

entries is derived from upward floor movement (Cominco Ltd. 1985). Although flattening

continues to increase pillar width, the loss of the shear wedges may lead to a pillar width

less than the original. Pillar 2 represents the beginning of this stage. The sylvite strain

values in the centre of the pillar during this stage are estimated as 42% shortening in the

subvertic¿l direclton,3T Vo subhorizontal elongation perpendicular to the original openings

and 25% horizontal elongation parallel to the original openings.

d) Stage 4

With further flattening of the pillar, a second generation of she¿r zones may
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develop. The second generation shears may be initiated by diagonal cracks in the salt unit

above the pillar due to collapse and bending of roof strata related to the earlier shear

wedge fragmentation. The shea¡ zones at the left end of Pillar l, at both ends of pilla¡

2 and at the left end of Pillar 3, may be examples of developing second generation shear

zones. The pillar width at this stage may increase slightly over that in Stâge 3, until the

second generation shear wedges collapse.

E.9 Chapter Sumrnary

1, Pillar defo¡mation at the Vanscoy Mine ove¡ a period of 8 years has been shown

to involve bulk rock flattening, the development of shear zones at pillar corners,

the development of she¿r wedges at pillar margins, and the detâchment of those

shear wedges into adjacent ¡ooms. Furthermore, these effects appear to be

sequential and repetitive.

2. Buik rock stmin in pillars has been achieved through a combination of brittle

defo¡mation of halite, plastic deformation of sylvite and grain boundary sliding.

3. Deformational mechanisms in halite include fracturing and displacement and

rotation of fragments, Sylvite deforms continuously through mechanisms yet to

be determined.

4. The bulk rock strain has led to the development of a fabric anisotropy that c¿n be

detected by the centre-to-centre method or by the grain shape method. The fabric

anisotropy ellipsoids determined by the two methods have similar orientations but

different dimensional ratios.
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Both types of ellipsoids indicate flattening according to rhe Flinn classification

system. Shortening has occuned in the vertical to subvertical orientation, greatest

elongation has taken place in the horizontal to subhorizontal direction normal to

the original openings, and lesser elongation has taken place parallel to the original

openings.

Neither type of fabric anisotropy ellipsoid is fully sensitive to strains produced by

grain boundary sliding, consequently neither registers bulk rock strain. However,

the shape ellipsoids a¡e useful in tracking sylvite strain variations during

progressive pillar failure.
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9. NI,JMERICAL SIMULATION OF DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE IN

POTASH YIELD PILLARS

9.1 Introduction

Due to complicated boundary conditions, loading histories, and inelastic and time-

dependent deformational þroperties, rock behavior in the underground mining

environment is usually analyzed numerically. In fact, as stated by Zienktewlcz (1992),

"Computational me¡hanics is today the base on which most of the achievements of

engineering and physics are built". Without numerical tools, the t¡anslation of complex

mathematical theories that describe the mechanics of deformation into practical artifacts

would be impossible. The first steps were taken early this century by the pioneering work

ofRichardson (1910), who introduced finite difference approximations. Subæquently, the

escalation of the power of electronic digital computers ma¡ked a turning point and

allowed the rapid development of various numerical approaches. With this development,

the focus of attention in rock mechanics has shifted from laboratory a¡d field

measurements to computation. Traditional field and laboratory measurements and

experiments on rock, especially in rock masses, are usually costly and difficult to

perform. It follows that modelling, as an altemative form of experimentation, becomes

an essential ingredient of both the science of rock mechanics and rock engineering design.

A proper numerical modelling procedure would provide valuable information more

economically and more reliably if "the modelling exercise is performed in the same way

as one would p€rform a laboratory experiment" (Starfield and Cundall 1988).
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Zienl<tewicz (1992) summarizeÅ five apparently distinct approximation

methodologies as: finite differences, finite elements, f,rnite volumes, spectral methods a¡d

boundary solutions. Although each has its proponents and reâl and imaginary benehts,

and each has its legitimate f,reld of application, there is a common thread that runs

through all the approximation procedures and the reason for choosing a method for a

particular problem is often dictated by availability of computer software and personal

preference. All the approximation procedures can be regarded as particular cases of the

weighted residual (or generaliz€d Galerkin) method (Zienkiewicz 1992).

In studying progressive deformation within yield pillars and around deep

underground openings, numerical modelling techniques have been used extensively.

Several approaches have been suggested by various authors. For example, Kripakov's

analys€s on the stability of coal yield pillars (Iftipakov 1981); Kripakov and Melvin's

discussion on rock failure around coal mines (Kripakov and Melvin 1983); and Pa¡k and

Ash's studies on the stability of deep coal mines (Park and Ash 1985). In most of these

works, the finite element method was used and non{ineâr behavio¡ was simulated by

gradually altering the elastic modulus of the yielding materials, i.e., using a quasi-elastic

approach. later studies, such as Dawson and Munson (1983), Yu et al. (1988), and Chen

and Karmis (1988), incorporated viscoelastic and/or viscoplastic solutions. However, the

applicâtion of numerical modelling with long te¡m field and laboratory documentation as

calib¡ation is still sporadic,

In this chapter, a finite element program, SIMEX (Ayari 1991, 1992) is uæd to

simulate potash yield pillar deformation and failure as described in Chapter 8. First, the
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initiation and propagation ofcorner shear zones are modeled based on the theory of linear

elastic f¡acture mechanics. Then, a viscoplastic approach is used to model progressive

potash yield pillar deformation and failure processes, including the initiation and

extension of comer ductile she¿¡ zones in terms of strain localization bands (or shear

bands, Papanastasiou and vardoulakis 1992). A brief introduction of the computer code,

SIMEX, is given. The relevant concepts and formulae in linear elastic fracture mechanics

(LEFM), elasto-plasticity, elasto-viscoplasticity, and strain localization are reviewed.

simuiation procedures and results are presented. Finafly, long-term pillar stability is

discussed.

9.2 Introduction to SIMEX (Slmulation of Mining EXcavation)

SIMEX is a user-friendly, menu-driven, finite element program developed by Dr.

M.L. Ayari (1991,1992). TheprogramiswritteninNDpFortran. IremploysthepHAR

LAP tools for extended memory management, uses the HALO graphics package for

graphical displays, and runs on 386 or 486 IBM compatible personal computers. The

program includes an elastic version and a viscoplastic version. In the elastic ve¡sion of

the program, a discrete crack propagation model is incorporated based on the theory of

LEFM. With its remeshing ability, SIMEX can be used to nucleate and propagate

fractures without exiting the modelling procedure. låter extensions to the elastic part of

sIMEx include a new fracture and failure criterion, süess averaging, and local solutions

(Yuan and i¿j tai 1991). The viscoplastic part of SIMEX, in its present form, is a

continuous model based on general elasto-viscoplastic theory (Ay arl 1992).It incorporates
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yield functions such as Von-Mises, Mohr-Coulomb, Drucker-Prager, Tresca, and a user-

defined failure function. SIMEX can also model strain hardening/softening behavior by

fitting a non-linear, experimental stress-strain curve with a piece-wise linear

approximation. Although the viscoplastic version of SIMEX includes only a basic,

continuous viscoplastic model, bands of highly loc¿lized strains often occur during

progressive simulation, depending on the nature of the problem simulated, its boundary

conditions, and mesh geometry (size and orientation). Such strain localiz¿tion

phenomenon is a result of progressive failure of ductile materials (Needleman and

Tvergaard 1984; Papanastasiou and Va¡doulakis 1992) nd can be used as an indication

of failu¡e history and failure pattem.

9.3 Basic Concepts

Most of the fracture related numerical models a¡e based on the theory of linear

elastic fracture mechanics. For elasto-plastic and elasto-viscoplastic problems,

considerable discussion still exists on appropriate fracture criteria although some

commónly accepted numerical solutions do exist, such as the J-integral approach (Owen

and Fawkes 1983). The phenomenon of strain localization in progressively deformed

viscoplastic materials is, probably, an alternative way of describing failure behavior. In

this section, some basic concepts and formulae in linear elastic fracture mecha¡ics, elasto-

plasticity, elasto-viscoplasticity, and strain localization are briefly ¡eviewed,
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9.3.1 Basic concepts in Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFA{)

In line¿r elastic fracture mechanics, the stability of an existing fracture is

chæacteflzed by r/ress iwensity factors that a¡e defined in 2D as:

(e.1)

where øU are the sfesses neã the crack tip, and K,, K, are the stress intensity factors in

mode I and mode II respectively (Figure 9.1),

In SIMEX, K, and Ku are calculated using nodal displacements neår the crack tip

from a special quarter-point triangular crack-tip element (Barsoum 1978; Ingraffea 1983)

(Figure 9.2):

(9,2)

where Z is the radial length of the speciat crack tip element, u, and v, are the

displacements in.r and y directions at node i (i=2,3,4 or 5, as shown by the numbers in

Figure 9.2), G is the shear modulus, and r is a measure of Poisson's ratio (u) and

depends on the conditions of plane strain or plane stress:

orrl
o,r),=o

lK,l- ,H, E t4(,,-,J-(%-Ðl I
lK,l- <r?91 ff v<u,-u)_(u,-u)J 

I

{:;} ,* ,-

J,*"
r=13-u

t_
[1*v

plane strain

plane stress

Once the stress intensity factors (K, and K/) are numerically computed and the
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Figure 9.1 Fundamental modes of fracture in 2D, (a) Mode I (Opening Mode), (b) Mode
II (Shearing Mode).

Figure 9.2 Crack tip coordinates, stresses, and node numbers.
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material fracture toughness (Kr") is experimentally determin eÁ (Kb"0.34 Mpa y'm for

potash, carter et aJ. 199La), fracture propagation criteria c¿n be formulated encompassing

these variables, which will determine (a) the angle of incipient crack propagation with

respect to the crack axis, and (b) whether the stress intensity facto¡s are in such a critical

combination as to cause the crack to propagate.

In the case of mode I, fracture extension occurs when

K,' K," (9.3)

and the crack will extend along its own direction.

For mixed mode fractures (combination of modes I and tI), crack propagation

criteria have not yet been well developed. The¡e exist three major criteria fo¡ the mixed

mode fractures: maximum circumferential tensile st¡ess criterion @rdogan and Sih 1963),

maximum energy release rate criterion (Hussian et ù,. 1974), and minimum strain energy

density criterion (sih 1973). Among them, the maximum circumferential tensile stress

criterion is most widely used. According to this criterion, the angle of crack propagation

(0) measured anti+lockwise f¡om the crack direction (Figure 9.2) is:

ano=+r5*å( *Lr,,, t,,

,t 
* r 13, - lþcos 1 j ) - si n e = r

(9.4)

and crack propagates when the following combination of K,, Ko and Kr" is reached:

(e,5)

In case of pure mode II (Kr=O), crack propagation occurs when K,,>0,87 K," and

the angle of crack propagation is 7t32'to the initial axis of the crack according to

Equations 9.4 and 9,5.
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9.3.2 Basic concepts of elastû.plasticity

In practice, beyond a certain stress level, material behavior is inelastic. If time

dependency is absent, this inelastic property is called elasto-plasticiry and is represented

by the rheological analogue ofa spring and a slider in series as shown in Figure 9.3. The

spring represents elastic behavior. The slider represents plastic behavior as it does not

move unless the stress on it exceeds a threshold limit and it does not tetum to its original

position after stress is removed. This rheologicai model suggests that total strains in the

material are composed of elastic strains in the spring and plastic strains in the slide¡:

e =ee+eP (e.6)

where e=[e*,er,er,lry,ly¿,Tolr, the vector of strain components. I represents the

hanspose and superscripts ¿ and p denote elastic and plastic components,

respectively. The elastic component of strain is related to stress by

oU =lJ¡u€ u o.7\

where Di¡u is the elastic matrix defined by Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. The

initiation of the plastic strain component is defined by a yield crircrton in the fo¡m of

F(o,,)=O (9.8)

Some of the commonly utilized yield criteria are Tresca, Von-Mises, Huber-Hencþ,

Mohr-Coulomb, Drucker-Prager, and Hoek-Brown.

The plastic strain is related to stress by a flow rule:

deP=¿199(o)
ôa

where dep is the vector of plastic strain increments, d,t is a positive sc¿la¡ and

Q(o) =constant is the plastic potential Íunctíon that defines the direction of the plastic

(9.9)
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stfain increment. When Q=F, the plastic strain increment vector is normal to the yield

surface and the flow rule is called an associated flow rule. otherwise it is caJleÅ a non-

associated flow rule. The post-yield behavior is defined by the dependence of the yield

surface (F) on the accumulated plastic strain (cP, refened to as strain hardening), or

plastic work done (lIr', refer¡ed to as work hardening) and is usually described by a

function of the yield function (F):

ö=ôG){13 ii:l F=. 3 l3,Ji;J,iilJliff"," (e.10)

F=0 represents a closed surface (yield surface) in stress space. If the yield surface

expands as the accumulated plastic strain incre¿ses, the material behavior is called

hardzning; if the yield surface shrinks as the accumulated st¡ain increases, the behavior

is called sofiening; and if the yield surface remains unchanged during plastic deformation,

it is called perfectly plastic. F <0 corresponds to elastic deformation and F)0 has no

meaning in elasto-plasticity.

9.3.3 Basic concepts of elasto-viscoplasticity

The theory of elasto-plasticity does not consider time effect. In the theory of

elasto-viscoplasticity, plastic strains are called viscoplastic strains and are assumed to

accrue with time. The rheological analogue of an elasto-viscoplastic material consists of

a spring in series with a viscoplastic unit formed by a slider and a viscous dashpot in

parallel (Figure 9.4). When the slider fails, the plastic strains will take place with time

as the viscous dashpot does not respond instantaneously. The concepts of yield function,
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Figure 9.3 Rheologicai analogue of elasto-plastic material.
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Figure 9.4 Rheological analogue of elasto-viscoplastic material.
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flow rule and hardening/softening developed for the theory of elasto-plasticity are valid

for the theory of elasto-viscoplasticity as well, except that the plastic strain is time

dependent and is described as the plastic strain rate with respe¡t to the true time as

é"p=Y<ôG)>*
dC

(9. i 1)

where 7 is calred thefluídity paroneter. It is a material constant involving units of l/time

and is usually obtained from experimental tests. g(F) is defined as

ô=ôG){ :3 iffil F:3 I'ji[,i:',HT** (9.r2)

In elasto-viscoplasticity, F<0 represents elastic deformation and F>0 is admissible and

corresponds to time dependent plastic strain change.

SIMEX follows an associated flow rule:

e"e=Y < Ó€)

where $(F) c¿n be either an exponential law

>ôF
ôo

(9.13)

(e.14)

(9.15)

or a power law:

ô6¡=exp¡rra1f¡¡-r

ôG)=(?)N

where M and lf are constants that should be determined from laboratory or field testing

results. Fo is the initial failure surface that indicates the initiation of plastic deformation,

Post-yield hardening and/or softening behavior is described through a hardening

parameter, Hn, defined by:
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(9.16)¡¡ n=1 ô=é*¡n

do

whe¡e n repres€nts the number of the current time step. SIMEX incorporates Hn by

inputting an experimental stress-strain curve consisting of a set of linear s,egments. since

the number of such linear segments is unlimited as long as the computer memory is

sufficient, such approximation could be accurate. In this study, a complete potåsh stress-

strain curve shown in Figure 9.5 is used to calibrate the post-yield hardening and

softening behavior,

9.3.4 Strain localization and instability

A phenomenon that frequently accompanies large plastic deformations is the

concentration of shea¡ strain into one or more nar¡ow bands, This process is called s¡rajn

plastic strain ( ew )

Figure 9.5 Axial st¡ess-axial plastic strain curve of saskatchewan potash for calibrating
post yield hardening and softening behavior. It is from a conventional triaxial
compression test with 0.5 MPa confining pressure and a strain rate of 1.75 pe,s-r. The
specimen was cylindrical with diameter of 5 cm and height of l0 cm (after Duncan
1990).
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localization. Although the physical mechanisms triggering such localization vary widely,

the locaiized strains in shea¡ bands often precipitate shear fractures and lead to instability.

In other circumstances, she¿r bands do not le¿d to fractures, but localized shearing

becomes an important mecha¡ism for subsequent plastic deformation. Hence, shear bands

have a dual significance as a precursor to fracture and as a mechanism of large plastic

strain. Consequently, numerous efforts have been made to study localization phenomena

during the last two decades. Major theoretical contributions that enhanced the

understanding of shear bands are due to the theory of equilibriurn bi.furcation, following

the wo¡k ofThomas (1961), Hill (1962), Mandel (1966), Rudnicki and Rice (1975), Rice

(1976), Vardoulakis et al. (1978), Vardoulakis (1980, 1981, 1984), and Vermeer (1982).

The experiments by Vardoulakis et ai. (1978) and Arthur et ú. (197?.) provided detailed

info¡mation about the inclination angle of shea¡ bands in biaxial testing devices.

For infinite-domain problems, analytical expressions for the critical hardening

modulus and the orientation of localization bands at bifurcation have been derived. A

comprehensive review can be found in Molenkamp (1985).

Fo¡ more complicated boundary problems and post-localization studies, the

analyses of she¿r bands can only be done numerically. In this case, a few approaches can

be identified from the available publications. Needleman and TVergaard (1984) triggered

localizÊd necking and shear banding through initial imperfections in the form of

strategically placed weak elements. Prevost (1984), Griffiths (1981), Bardet and

Mortaz¿vi (1987), Shuttle and Smith (1988) and Cundall (1989) followed rhe same

approach to trigger localization in soil plasticity problems. In the study of Ortiz et al.
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(i986), the onset of localiz¿tion was detected by the failure of Mandel's material stability

criterion (existence of zero eigenvalues of the acoustic tensor) cârried out at the element

level; the element interpolation is extended by adding suitably defined base functions that

reproduce the localiz€d defo¡mational modes. De Borst (1988) analyzed the formation of

shear-bands in materials obeying a non-associated flow rule by implementing eigenvalue

analysis of the global stiffness matrix to determine the load at which bifurcations a¡e

possible. Papanastasiou and Vardoulakis (1992) achieved robust post-localization

computations by introducing intemal length (grain size) in a st¡ain-softening material

model and analyzed progressive localization in relation to bo¡ehole stability.

Even without any special reatment, as an objective phenomenon of large plastic

deformation observed in many laboratory tests and geologicat processes, shear bands

occur naturally in many strain hardening/softening related numerical simulations.

Howeve¡ in numerical modelling, their formation and development are influenced to a

læge extent by the artificial conditions imposed by the numerical grids - both the

orientation and the element size.

In many circumstances, she¿r strains are so concentnted that they develop into

true discontinuities or fractures. Therefore, shear band theory is also an altemative way

of studying fracture mechanics in elasto-plastic or elasto-viscoplastic problems, where the

theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics can hardly be applied.

9.4 LEFM Simulation of Corner Shear Zones

Finite element analyæs of initiation and propagation of comer shear zones have
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been ca¡ried out with the elastic version of SIMEX based on the general assumptions of

the Linea¡ Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). However, the direction of fracture

propagation predicted by LEFM is erroneous in a compression dominated stress field.

Consequently, the assumption that fracture propagates along the direction of the

maximum compressive stress was adopted (Carter 1992å).

Since fracture intensity factors only provide a critical value for fracture

propagation from existing flaws, a criterion that predicts fracture initiation in a continuous

medium is required before applying the theory of LEFM. In this study, the Mohr-

Coulomb yield criterion is adapted to predict fracture initiation (c= 10 MPa and ô:15')

and then the theory of LEFM is followed to propagate fractures.

In SIMEX, the process of nucleating and propagating a crack is accomplished by

a build-in fracture propagator that can be invoked by simply clicking the mouse on the

pull-down menu. A crack path must first be traced along element boundaries and crack

tips must be specified. Mesh at the crack tips can then be refined and singularity can be

imposed by changing crack tip elements to special quarter-point triangular elements. The

new mesh can then be reanalyzed. Stress intensity factors at the existing crack tips and

súess state at various nodes can be viewed to check the possibility of further cncking at

the cur¡ent load, or otherwise, the load can be increased to produce new cracks or to

propagate the existing cracks.

Figure 9.ó shows the mesh geometry, supports and loading conditions. One

quarter of a 5m x5m opening was assumed to be excavated in an isotropic elastic potash

medium with Young's modulus E:20 GPa, Poisson's ¡atio v=0.32, and fracture
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toughness Kr" =0.34 MPay'm. The comer fracture simulated was, therefore, in an

abutment pillar. Roller supports were placed along the axes of symmetry and on the right

side, fa¡-field boundary. A uniformly distributed edge load was gradually applied on the

top boundary to nucleate and propagate cracks. As load increased, a stress concentration

occurred at the pillar corner (Figure 9.Ð. When the load increased to 16 MPa,

combination of the maximum and minimum principal stresses reached the Mohr-Coulomb

yield criterion at the pillar comer (or=56.56 MPa, or= 11.84 MPa) with the maximum

compressive s[ess oriented at 120 degrees from the horizontal direction. Consequently,

a comer crack was nucleated f¡om the comer along this direction down into the pillar

based on the field observations (Figure 9.8). The mesh was refined at the øack tip and

singularity was imposed. Under the same load, the crack propagated in mode II ¡X,=9,

Ku=15.5), indicating a she¿r effect as shown by the arrows along the crack path in

Figure 9.8. The comer fracture continued to propagate as the load increased. At a load

of 25 MPa, the corner fracture almost extended to the middle height of the pillar (Figure

9.9). A zone on the pillar edge was isolated by the fracture and st¡esses in this a¡ea were

relieved (Figure 9.10). By symmetry, a simila¡ crack also initiated at the lower comer

of the pillar and propagated upward into the pillar. When the roof corner fracture and the

floor corner fracture met, a shear wedge formed that was isolated from further

deformation, similar to the shear wedge or Cherry Stone described in Chapter 8.

Although the above described simulation reproduced the initiation and propagation

of corner shear zones, various assumptions in linear elastic fracture mechanics do not

describe the mechanical behavior of potash. First of all, potash behaves in a highly non-
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Figure 9.6 Finite element mesh geometry, supports and loading conditions of pillar
model for simulating corne¡ shear zones based on the theory of line¿¡ elastic fracture
mechanics. l¡ad was applied æ distributed edge load shown by the arrows at the top.

Figure 9.7 Principal stress distribution showing sfess conc€ntration at ¡oom comer.
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Figure 9.8 Generation of comer diagonal crack with ¡efined mesh and imposed
singularity elements (special quarter point triangular elements, their nodes are shown by
black dots).

Figurc 9.9 At a load of 25 MPa, the corner fracture extÊnded to the middle height of the
pillar.
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Figure 9.10 Principal stress distribution after corner diagonal crack extended to the
middle height of the pillar. A zone was isolated by the corner fracture and stresses in this
isolated are¿ were relieved,

linea¡ and inelastic way that cannot be describ€d by linear elastic theory. Secondly, shear

zones at pillar corners show considerable ductile effects and app€ff as a complex zone

of ductile shain, r,vhich cannot be described by a simple mathematical fracture. Finally,

corner ductile shea¡ zones are a cons€quence of progressive deformation of the potash

yield pillar and thei¡ formation, in turn, affects the subæquent pillar deformation and

stability, This process cannot be considered using elastic analysis. Therefore, in the

following sections, pillar behavior is modeled based on viscoplastic theory,
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9.5 Viscoplastic Modelling Procedure with SIMEX

A simple conceptual yield pillar model ì.vas constructed based on the three-entry

mining system of the parallel room mining technique shown in Figure 3.5. The model

was analyzed with the viscoplastic version of SIMEX. The opening and pillar dimensions

were s€lected according to the opening geometry at the Cominco Mine (Figure 8.1).

Figure 9. 1l shows the finite element model configuration, including dimensions, supports

and loading conditions. Plane st¡ain was assumed. The model was simplified to include

only two materials. The overlying and underlying strata were assumed to be a weak,

elastic material (A in Figure 9.11) with Young's modulus 4=30 fUpa and Poisson's

ratio vl:0.3. The potash ore zone was modeled as a weaker, viscoplastic layer that

obeyed the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, with a Young's modulus Ez=20 MPa,

Poisson's r^úo v2:0,32, cohesion c=2 MPa, angle of inærnal friction d= 15' and a

fluidity parameær Z=5.5 x 10-2, These parameters were chosen on the basis of previously

published data and experimental results from earlier Chapters in this thesis, The

hardening parameter was calibrated according to the experimental axial stress-axial plastic

strain curve shown in Figure 9.5. The initial time increment, 
^t0, 

was 10 days. Only half

of the 3-entry model was analyzed due to symmetry. Roller supports were used along the

symmetric axis and on the bottom far-boundary. A uniformly distributed edge load (25

MPa) was applied to the top boundary and to the right-hand side, far-boundary, placing

the opening panel in a hydrostatic sEess ståte similar to the in siru sFess state in

Saskatchewan potash mines.

Generation of the finite element mesh in SIMEX is achieved by using a few
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Figure 9.11 Finite element model confliguration for simulating viscoplastic pillar
deformation and fracturing, including dimensions, supports and loading conditions. (A)
Weak, elastic layer representing overlying and underlying stmta. (B) \Veak, viscoplastic
potash layer.
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super-elements. Once the element mesh is generated, the required material p¿uameters,

yield surfaces, post-yield characteristics, solving algorithms and loading curves can then

be inputted. Details of these steps a¡e described by Ayari (1992).

Excâvation of openings or removal of failed elements during analysis is a simple

process with SIMEX, using its mouse-controlled excavation feature. The code also allows

a fully user-controlled analyzing process. Ouþut results can be checked at any time

during the analysis. Opening geometry can then be adjusted accordingly and analysis can

continue. In this study, each tiÍie incremental step is def,ined as 10 days. However, due

to the complex interaction between viscous and gradual plastic deformation and the lack

of time related meâsurements for calibrations, the time given in days in the following

presentation should be considered as a relative or reference time only. Another limitation

of this simplified finite element model is the assumption that the roof and floor materials

are elastic. The effects of plastic roof and floor will be discussed later.

9.6 Results of Viscoplastic Simulation

The analysis started by performing an initial step prior to excavation to achieve

N in situ st¡ess state. Openings were then excavated. Figure 9. 12 shows the finite

element mesh of the yield pillar, abutment pillar and surrounding rocks.

9.6.1 Fracture pattern

Plastic strain occu¡red immediately after room excavation, initiating at room

comers and extending into both yield pillar and abutment (Figure 9.13), 60 days afær the
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Figure 9.12 Finite element mesh showing opening, yield pillar, abutment pillar and
sunounding strata. Numbers and letters show the loc¿tions of stress and convergence
histories in Figures 9.20 and 9.26, respectively.
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excavation, the entire pillar yielded and the area of plastic deformation extended further

into the abutment. Plastic strain did not uniformly distribute, but locaiized along diagonal

directions near pillar edges (Figure 9.14), similar to the fracture pattem observed from

field mapping (comer-ductile shear zones) in Chapter L As strain localization bands (or

shear bands) developed from the roof and floor comers extended towards each other, a

wedge of rock fo¡med in which stresses were relieved, particularly in a zone adjacent to

the strain localization bands (Figure 9. 15), signifying complete failure at these locations.

Besides strain localization zones along diagonal directions that symbolize comer ductile

shear zones, zones of highly localized plastic strain also occur¡ed at pillü edges in the

vertical direction, parallel to the opening walls. As tensile cracls are usually observed i¡,

Jiru parallel to opening walls, the natu¡e of failure in these areas could be similar to the

tensile cracking or buckling in uniaxial tests. Once formed, the cracked material in these

areas would fall into the openings and should not contribute to furthe¡ ductile pillar

deformation. Diagonal st¡ain localiz¿tion bands isolated shear wedges mechanically from

furthe¡ ductile deformation and physically from the rest of the pillar. As pillar

deformation continued and the lateral displacement towards the openings increased, the

isolaûed wedges could detach from the pillar and be squeezed into the openings. Therefore

the isolated wedges on both sides of the yield pillar and on the abutment were removed

after 60 days and the analysis continued. Figure 9,16 shows the plastic strain distribution

70 days after room excâvation. Strain localization occurred near the collapsed opening

walls in both the yield pillar and abutment, as well as at the top and bottom of the yield

pillar. The newly isolated wedges on both sides of the yield pillar and at the abutment
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Figure 9.13 Plastic strain distribution immediateiy after room excavation, signifying the
initiation of comer ductile shear zones. The size of black dots is proportional to the
magnitude of plastic strain at the Gauss points.
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Figure 9.14 l¡calizations of plastic strain along diagonal directions at pillæ edges 60
days after room excavation, symbolizing the failure pattem of comer ductile shear zones
observed from field observations in Chapter 8,
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Figure 9.15 Principal stress distribution (green lines) in the yield pillar and accumulated
plastic strain (red dots).



l'igure 9.16 Second generation of plastic strain localization (70 days after room
excavation).
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pillar were removed after 90 days. Continued anaiysis after this second removal of the

detached blocks did not induce further strain localization in the remaining yield pillar,

although a third generation localization zone was induced in the abutment (Figure 9.17).

In the yield pillar, the localization bands at the top and bottom were enhanced as pillar

deformation increased. The pillar was relatively st¿ble although deformation was

increasing. The fracture or strain localization pattern in the yield pillar did not change any

further with time. The yield pillar functioned as a stable, sofi-suppon through out the rest

of the analysis. However, the process of localization and formation of isolated wedges

might continue in the abutment. To study this process, a f,iner mesh and larger model

would need to be set up and analyzed.

9.ó.2 Stress distribution

Figures 9.18 and 9.19 show the va¡iation of vertical stress (oy) along the central

height of the potash zone. Immediately after room excavation and before formation of

apparent strain localization bands (Figure 9. 18a), peak stresses were located at the

boundaries of the openings and stresses gradually reduced to the in situ sress in the

abutments away from the openings. As deformation increased (30 days after excavation,

Figure 9.18å), stresses in the yield pillars increased and the locations of the peâk stresses

gradually moved into the pillars due to yield of material at pillar edges. After 60 days

(Figure 9.18c), the two isolated piliars yielded and exhibited a single stress peak at their

centres; stresses dropped considerably nea¡ the locations of strain iocalized bands due to

stress redistribution (Figure 9.15). In the abutments, the locations of peak stresses
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Figure 9.17 Third generation of plastic strain localiz¿tion. Fracture pattem appears to
be stable in the yield pillar (110 days after initial room excavation),
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Figure 9.18 variation of vertical stress (or) distribution along the central height of the
potash zone, (a) 10 days after excavation, (b) 30 days after excavation, (c) 60 days after
exc¿vation.
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moved further away from the openings. The magnitude of peak stresses in both yield

pillars and abutments increased. With the removal of the first shear wedges at the pillar

boundaries (Figure 9.16), verticai stress in both yield pillars and abutments increased

again (Figure 9.19a). Similar changes were observed immediately after ¡emoval of the

second generation of shear wedges (Figure 9.19å). As deformation inc¡eaæd without

additional changes in opening geometry (i.e., no more elements were removed), stresses

in yield pillars and near the edges of the abutments gradually reached a constant state and

stabilized. However, vertical strèss continued to increase in the interior of the abutments

and the locations of these peak stresses moved from the openings with time, indicating

an increase in the area of yielded ground (Figure 9.19c),

Figure 9.20 shows the stress history at various locations shown by the numbers

in Figure 9. 12. Stress at most locations near openings stabilized (i.e., reached a constânt

value) or kept decreasing, while stresses continued to increase in the interior of the

abutments.

Figures 9.21-9.25 show a set of contour maps of vertical stress around openings

which further indicates stress changes during progressive pillar deformation. Figure 9.21

illust¡ates the uniform i¿ sit¿ stress state prior to room excavation. Yellow repreænts

virgin stress levels, blues represent lower compressive stresses less than virgin in situ

stress, while greens are higher than virgin levels. Figure 9.22 shows that the vertical

stress increased in the pillars immediately after excavation. Shortly after excavation, two

peak stresses developed in the yield pillar, and stresses near pillar edges dropped to about

the pre-mining stress level (Figure 9,23). Figure9.24 shows that later a single peak stress
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Figure 9.21 Contour nrap of vertical stress prior to room excavation, showing uniform
l/r .rl/r stress of around 25 MPa (equals to the applied boundary stress).

Figule 9.22 Contour map of vertical stress inlmediately after room excavation (after 10
days). Vertical st¡ess increased in the pillars and decreased at roof and floor.



Figure 9.23 Contour map of vertical stress 30 days after room excavation. Two peak
stresses occurred in the yield pillar, stresses near pillar edges dropped due to yield.

Figure 9.24 As pillar deformation increased (60 days after room excavation), the entire
pillar yielded, forming a single peak stress at pillar centre.
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formed at the pillar cent¡e. As pillar deformation increased, the zone of yielded ground

increaæd further, with stress ¡elieved ground around all three openings. Also, the

location of peak compressive stress moved from the yield pillar into the abutments and

kept moving away from the openings with time (Figure 9.25),

The changes in vertical stress distribution indicate that yielding around the

openings results in ransfer of load onto the abutments. It is also of interest to note that

horizontal tensile st¡ess in the roofs of openings did not occur until the yield pillar

reached a stable state (>110 days). Therefore, it is not likely that vertical tensile

cracking would occur in the roof. Shear displacement along weak layers due to sagging

of roof (and floor) into the openings are likely.

9.6.3 Convergence

Figure 9,26 shows the history of convergence between roof and floor at the 6

pairs of locations shown by the letters in Figure 9.12. At all the locations, the rate of

convergence was decreasing when the analysis terminated after 280 days of simulation.

9.7 Discussion

9.7.1 Effect of clay layers

As observed in Chapter 8, there are a few clay layers in the polash zone (Figures

8.6, 8,7 and 3.3), The thickness of these clay layers varies from place to place but

averages 2-3 cm, Since the visco-plastic version of SIMEX, in its present form, is a

general continuous model without the capability of including slipping interfaces, the effect
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Figure 9.25 As pillar deformation increased further (120 days after excavation), zone
of yielding ground increased, stress relieved ground over all three openings, and the
location of peak compressive stress moved away from the openings.
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Figure 9.26 History of convergence between roof and floor at various pairs of locations
shown by letters in Figure 9. 12.
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of clay layers on yield pillar deformation was not considered in the analysis of yield pillar

deformation. However, trial modelling has been conducted in which a clay layer has been

included by using a weak layer of elements at both the top and bottom of the potash zone

(with Young's modulus E:2.5 GPa, Poisson's ratio v=0.3, cohesion c=0.1 MPa,

friction angle /=20" and fluidity parameter 7=5.5 
" 

1O'2, Figure 9,27). No slip is

permitted between this layer and the potash. Figure 9.28 shows the distribution of

viscoplastic strain 60 days after ¡oom excavation. Comparing this figure to Figure 9.14,

it may be stâted that the magnitude of plastic strain neff the top and bottom of the pillar

reduced due to the existence of the clay layers. Figure 9,29 shows the plastic st¡ain 70

days after room excavation. Strain localization bands that occur at the top and bottom of

the yield pillar without clay layers (Figure 9.16) are vanishingly small when the clay

layers are present,

9.7.2 Discrepancies between field observations and FEM results

Bands of strain localization at pillar edges parallel to the opening walls (Figure

9.14 and 9.16) appeared in the FEM modelling, contrary to what has been observed i¿

sirø (an isolated shear wedge, Figure 8.8 and Stâge 2 in Figure 8.22). There are two

possibilities for such incompatibility between the FEM modelling results and in silu

observations: (1) stress analysis shows that high stress did occur at pillar edges

immediately after room excavation (Figure 9.18ø). This stress level may cause brittle

cracking (for example slabbing) parallel to the opening wall. In reality, when such cracks

form, slabs will soon fall into the opening and will not contribute to further pillar
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Figure 9.27 Finite element mesh showing clay layers, openings, yield pillar, abutment
and surrounding rock.
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Figure 9.28 l¡c¿lization of plastic strain 60 days after room excavation in the yield
pillar model that includes clay layers at the top and bottom of the potash ore zone (See

Figure 9.27). Compared to Figure 9.14, the plastic strain near top and bottom reduced
due to the presence of clay layers.
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Figure 9.29 Distribution of plastic srain 70 days after the initial room excavation in the
yield pillar model that includes the effe¡t of clay layers at the top and bottom of the
potash zone.
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deformation. These complex cracking and collapsing processes could not be taken into

account by the SIMEX code. (2) the FEM results also reflect the use of infinitesimal

strain to model a plastic deformational process that generates finite deformations and the

disadvantages of using the l:-ngrangian description (displacement of a point is described

by its initial position and time) instead of the Eulerian description (displacement of a

point is described by its current position and time), especially for large deformation

problems. If the langrangian description is used, the finite element mesh for the next

time step should be updated by the deformations resulting from the previous time step.

This is because the geometry of the original finite element mesh could be very different

f¡om the current geometry of the pillar after the accumulation of viscoplastic strains over

time. For example, the geometry of the yield pillar in Figure 9.16 should represent the

geometry of the yield pillar at Stage 3 in Figure 9.22. This clearly is not the case and

cannot be unless the deformed mesh is used as the cunent finite element mesh at each

time step.

9.7.3 Effects of viscoplastic roof and floor

To simplify the analysis, the overlying and underlying strata were assumed to be

a weak, linear elastic material in the viscoplastic numerical modelling with SIMEX

(Figure 9. 1 1). It was shown that these simulations replicated the observed pillar behavior

quite well. However, the roof and floor in the Saskatchewan potash mines are not linear

elastic materials. At the Cominco Mine the immediate roof is a salt layer (about 1 metre

thick) followed by 15 metres of potash and potash rubble with clay layers. The
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underlying strata are also potash with clay layers (Figure 3.2 and 3.3). The effects of the

viscoplasticity of roof and floor on the progressive failure of the yield pillar have been

examined by modelling a viscoplastic roof and floor in the numerical model used earlier

(Figure 9.11). A few trial runs suggested that only the cohesion of the overlying and

underlying rocks will significantly influence the distribution ofviscoplastic strain. Friction

angle was shown to have a smaller role. More detailed simulations were therefore caried

out with various cohesion values for the roof and floor, while fixing the other properties

as follows: angle of internal friction, ö=20', fluidity parameter /=5.5 x 10-2 (similar

to that of the potash ore zone), Young's modulus, Er=30 GPa, and Poisson's ratio

vr =0.3. The material parameters for the potash ore zone (B in Figure 9.11) were the

same as in the previous simulation with an elastic roof and floor.

At very low values of cohesion (e.9., cr-) MPa, similar to that of the potash ore

zone), plastic strain occuÍed in both roof and floor. Figure 9.30 shows that plastic strain

occurred at room comers in the yield pillar immediately after room excavation, as well

as in the roof and floor. Figures 9.31 shows the distribution ofplastic strain ó0 days aft€r

room excavation. Compared to Figures 9.14, in which the roof and floor a¡e line¿r

elastic, the pattern of localized plastic strains within the yield pillar did not change when

a viscoplastic roof and floor was simulated. However, with the viscoplastic roof and

floor, yielding also occurred in the roof and floor.

The isolated wedges on both sides of the yield pillar and in the abutment as well

as a layer of ¡oof and floor, where plastic strain occurred, were removed in the "60-day"

simulation and the analysis continued. Figure 9.32 shows that the yield pillar stabilized
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Figure 9.30 Plastic strain distribution immediately after room excavation in the model
with viscoplastic roof and floo¡. It signifies the initiation of comer ductile shear zones.
Local plastic strain also occurs in the roof and floor.
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tr'igurc 931 l¡calization of plastic strain in diagonal directions at pillar edges 60 days
after room excavation in the model with viscoplastic roof and floo¡, Failure also occurs
in the roof and floor areas,
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Figure 9.32 Third generation of plastic localization for the model with viscoplastic roof
and floor. Fracture patûern app€års to be stable in the yield pillar (110 days after initial
room excåvation).
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following the formation of the shailowly inclined strain localization bands at the top and

bottom of the yield pillar. This state is similar to that shown in Figure 9.17 for an elastic

roof and floor. Plastic strain occurred in the roof and floor and extended gradually with

time. These figures show that the failure pattern and failure process within the yield pillar

and abutment pillar obtained with a viscoplastic roof and floor a¡e similar to those

obtained with an elastic roof a¡d floor, except that failure also occurred in the roof and

floor for the viscoplastic case. The magnitude of plastic strain in the roof and floor

depends largely on the cohesion ofthe material. It decreases significantly as the cohesion

inc¡eases. For example, plastic strain in the roof and floor vanishes completely when the

cohesion increases to 5 MPa.

Using viscoplastic roof and floor materials instead of line¿r elastic properties

changes the distribution of stress around the op€nings and local stress histories. With the

viscoplastic roof and floor, the extension of the de-stressed area (shown in Figures 9.21 -

9.25 for the elastic case) occurs at a lower rate. The rate depends on the material

parameters (cohesion, angie of internal friction, and fluidity parameter). However, stress

distribution within the yield pillar itself is not affected significantly (compare Figures

9.33,9.34, and 9.35 with Figure 9.18, f.i9, a;ú9.20 respectively).

9.8 Chapter $rmm¿ry

The following conclusions can be drawn from the numerical simulation of pillar

deformation and fracturing:

(1) The initiation and propagation of corner shear zones can be simulated on the
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Figure 9.33 Vertic¿l stress (oy) distribution along the central height of the potash zone
for the model with viscoplastic roof and floor. (a) 10 days after excavation, (b) 30 days
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for the model with viscoplastic roof and floor. (a) 70 days after exc¿vation, @) 1 10 days
after excavation, (c) 690 days after excavation.
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Figure 9.12 for the model with viscoplastic roof and floor. I - Removal of first set of
shear wedges, ii - Removal of second generation of shear wedges.
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basis of the theory of linear elastic fracture mecha¡ics. Finite element modelling indicated

that the corner fractures are mode II fractures (shear). Howeve¡, LEFM does not provide

a conect prediction for the direction of crack propagation. Therefore, in determining the

direction of fracture propagation, the assumption that fractures propagate along the

direction of the maximum compressive stress was followed. Once corner fractures

propagated to the middle height of the pillil, stess€s were relieved in the isolated wedges

or shear wedges that developed at the edges of the pillar.

(2) Simulation of progressive, viscoplastic pillar deformation reproduced all four

stages of the yield pillar deformational model proposed in Chapter 8 (Figure 8,22). The

computer mdelling reproduced the initiation and extension of corner ductile shear zones

in terms of the development of plastic strain localiz¿tion bands. After collapse of the

s€cond generation of sheâr wedges, stresses around the openings re¿ched quasi-stable

levels while displacements continued to increase. No further st¡ain localization developed

at the sides of the yield pillar at this stage, Instead, strain loc¿lization occurred at pillar

top and bottom and formed a relatively stable failure mode. This observation suggest an

additional pillar deformational stage (Stage 5) should be included in the yield pillar

deformational model (Figure 9.36). The proc€ss€s of failure through strain localization

bands, isolated wedges, and wedge collapse may continue at the edges of the abutment

pillar after the yield pillar has reached "stabilized". Stress analysis shows that as

deformation of the yield pillar progresses, the location of the peak stress transfers from

the yield pillar to the abutment pillar, and that the peak stress over the abutment moves

away from the opening with time. This signifies the progressive extension of yielding
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around the openings.

(3) The failure pattern in both yield and abutment pillars is highly sensitive to

material prop€rties (cohesion and friction), opening dimensions, clay layers, sequencing

of excavation, and deformational rates (as expressed by the fluidity parameter). Failure

pattern within the yield pillar is not very sensitive to the viscoplasticity of roof and floor.

However, a viscoplastic roof and floo¡ induce plastic strains in the roof and floor and

slow down the extension of the de-stressed area a¡ound the openings.



10. DISCUSSTON, CONCLUSTONS AND FUTIIRE \ryORK

10.1 Discussion

The overall goal of this thesis was a selective study of in situ and laboratory

potash behavior, with special reference to mining induced deformation in Saskatchewan

potash mines. Under this overall goal, five major rese¿rch objectives were identified

through a critical examination of the existing potash literature in Chapter 2 and a realistic

consideration of the specific problems in potash mining in Saskatchewan in Chapter 3.

These objectives were then addressed in Chapters 5-9 by means of laboratory

experiments, in Jir¡l observations, and analytical/numerical simulations. Each chapter

heated a sp€cific problem conceming either laboratory or in situ deformational

characteristics of Saskatchewan potash and salt roc}s. Together, these 5 chapters

contribute to a better understanding of the behavior of mine openings in salt rocks. The

following is a general critique of the deformational properties of salt, underground

excavation in salt, and numerical modelling of salt excavation in the light of the results

from the research described in this thesis.

10.1.1 Deformational properties of salt

Salt rocks in this study include halite and potash. Halite is composed mainly of

pure halite crystals (sodium chloride) with grain sizes ranging from 2 to 20 mm in

diameter, has an average uniaxial tensile strength of 1-2 MPa, and an average

compressive strength of about 30 MPa. Potash is compoæd predominantly of medium to
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coarse grained sylvite (potassium chloride) and halite (sodium chloride), with some

carnallite and interstitial clay. The grain size of potash is similar to that of halite. The

average uniaxial tensile strength is also 1-2 MPa and the average uniaxial compressive

strength is around 25 MPa.

Elastic defonnation

Various studies indicate that most salt ¡ocks show approximately linear and

isotropic elastic deformation prior to yield. The elastic constants are nearly independent

of salt types and their sources (Senseny et aL. 1992; Hansen and Carter 1984), but are

dependent on loading rate and to a lesser degree on confining pressure. While these

statements app€år to be true for the initial elastic response of Saskatchewan potash in

compression, the elastic deformation is very limited (only up to 30Vo of the ultimate

strength in compression, Table 5.I and Figure 5.4). Halite from the Cominco Mine

shows an apparent bi-linear elastic response with a Young's modulus in tension being

only half of the Young's modulus in compression (Tables 6.2-6.4). This is a rather

interesting finding, especially for Saskatchewan potåsh mines where halite forms the

immediate roof of the potash openings. As a result of bimodularity, roof deflection is

actually larger than predicted by assuming unimodularity (Figures 7, 18 and 7.29), and

the possibility of vertic¿l tensile cracking on the exposed roof surface is reduced (Figure

7.30). For potash from the Cominco Mine, the assumption of unimodularity appears to

be correct, However, potash behaves linear elastically to failure in tension, while plastic

deformation dominates in compression (Figure 6. 11).
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Bimodularity has also been me¿sured on granite and limestone (Iables 6.8 and

6.9), on marble, quartzite, sandstone (Haimson and Tharp 1974), and on many other

materials such as bone (Simkin and Robin 1973), composites (Jeness ad Iüine 1974), and

concrete (Guo and Zhang 1987).

Bimodula¡ elasticity should be considered where the state of stress is tension or

mixed compression and tension because it influences stress distribution and displacements.

Such effe¡ts have been demonstrated in indirect rock tensiie strength tests (Figures 7.23,

7.24, 7.26 and 7.27), in beam behavior (Figures 7.10-7.13, 7.17 and 7.18), in roof

failure and floor heave (Figve 7.29 and 7.30), and in hydraulic fracturing from

boreholes for in situ stress determination and reservoir stimulation (Haimson and Tharp

1974). Effects of bimodular elasticity should also be considered in underground

gas/compressed air storage, hydro-power tunnels, fragmentation or cutting by blasting,

drilling, TBM's, roadheaders, and allowable mud pressures in wellbores, etc.

St¡ess relaxation tests on Saskatchewan potash suggest that potash may not have

a creep limit, i.e. its long-term strength might be zero (Chapter 5). Therefore, potash

cre€ps at any load. The elastic deformation of potash is time dependent.

Inelastic deformation

Potash and salt usually show a large amount ofpermanent deformation, depending

on temperature, stresæs (both mean stress a¡d deviatoric stress), moisture, deformational

rate, and stress history (Senseny et al, 1992). The magnitude of accumulated plastic strain

in a conventional uniaxial compression test can reåch 12% @igure 9,5), In potash yield
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pillars at the Cominco Mine, permanent strains over.8 years of deformation were

estimated at more than 40Vo from rock fabric analyses (Iables 8.2, 8.4 and 8.6).

Deformation of solids is commonly viewed as govemed by physical processes at

the atomistic scales through a variety of deþrmational mechanisms. The deformational

mechanisms of a particular solid depend largely on the crystallographic system of its

major mineral components. Both halite and sylvite form isometric crystals. Their

identif,red mechanisms include glide along {110}<110> systems that can produce a

transient (strain hardening) phenomenon; cross slip that corresponds to the brittle-to-

ductile transition; diffusion controlled mechanisms (climb and diffusion) that are

responsible for steady-state cre€p at high temperature; and dynamic recrystallization that

might conespond to a softening process (Senseny et al. i992). While these mechanisms

and their speculated deformational phenomena maybe applicable to the plastic deformation

of pure halite or pure sylvite, potash shows a much more complicated deformational

mechanism due to the fact that sylvite grains and halite deform very differently during

deformation. Fabric analyses and visual inspection of deformed polash surfaces show that

sylvite grains deform in a ductile fashion without loss of continuity, while halite grains

deform in a brittle fashion by fracturing and rotation and displacement among the broken

fragments (Se¿tion 8.7.2, Figures 8.20 and 8.21). The overall permanent sfain in potash,

therefore, includes a combined results of brittle deformation of halite, plastic deformation

of sylvite and grain boundary sliding. Deformational mechanisms of halite grains include

fracturing and displacement and rotation of fragments. Sylvite deformational mechanisms

are yet to be determined.
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The different deformational mechanisms of sylvite and halite grains in potash

make the application of constitutive laws based on deformational mechanisms for single

minerais difficult, although such constitutive laws have been accepted as superior over

other constitutive models, including various empirical and rheological models, as

reviewed in Section 2.2.2.

Both elastic and inelastic properties of salt rocks are highly loading rate and load

dependent. While much effort has been put on creep properties, stress relaxation has been

ove¡looked. As illustrated in Chapter 5, stress relaxation tests have many advantages over

creep tests in addressing time dependent properties at various stages of deformation. The

present situation is that a huge body of creep data has been accumulated with limited

progress in our understanding. Diverting some of the reseãch attention from creep to

relaxation may result in a milestone in salt ¡esearch.

10.1.2 Underground excavation in sâlt

Due to the unique/ow properties of salt rocks, deep underground excavations in

such ¡ocks are typically associated with gradual closure. This gradual closure could result

in loss of access to mine entries, loss of storage volume in storage cavems, borehole

closure, subsidence and its associated effects on overburden hydrology @aar 1966 and

1970). However, the Jlow prop€rties can be advantage in mine planning and layout to

ensure safety during the service period and inc¡ease extraction.

An example of such design methodology is the s¡ress control technique that has

been developed over the last three de¡¿des. In addition to the fact that the technique
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improves extraction ratios and achieves the necessary safety, it is also economic because

it utilizes the existing ground to stabilize mine openings rather than by the use of artihcial

ground supports. However, the successful application of the stress control technique

largely depends on understanding the in situ behavior (deformation and fracture) of the

host rocks and surrounding strata. In situ documentation ofdeformational feâtures at both

a mesoscopic scale and a microscopic scale is therefore of utmost importånce.

The deformation and failure process of a yield pillar can be controlled by proper

selection of design parameters, inöluding geometry and dimensions of rooms and pillars,

sequence and speed of excavation, and probably most importantly, by using back fill. The

yield pillar study in Chapters 8 and 9 indicates that pillar defo¡mation involves ductile

flattening of pillar interiors, rep€âted development of shear zones and shear wedges at

pillar margins and the detachment or collapse of these shear wedges. This deformational

process reduces the thickness of yield pillæs, enlarges the area of yield around the

openings, incre¿ses the possibility of separation of roof and floor strata along bedding

surfaces, and may ¡esult in long-term, although slow, surface subsidence. Ultimately,

fracture of the overlying Downson Bay limestone formation, induced seismicity, and

pathways for water inflow (Yuan and lajtai 1991) may develop. However, these are

matters of some complexity and conjecture.

Yield pillars should be designed in such a way that they can yield at a designed

rate while excavating the proterted rooms and on the other hand, they should be able to

achieve long-term stability to reduce long-term subsidence. Placing salt tailings as backfill

in mined-out openings can provide confinement to yield pillars and, together with the
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yield pillars, support the overburden. Returning salt tailings back underground also

reduces the environmental problems associated with surface tailing piles. Because backfill

salt tails can become solid over time due to crystallization, backfilling may also allow

second-pass mining to extract some or all the pillars left after the hrst-pass mining (Van

Sambeek 1992; Kaskiw et al. 1989)

The proper design needs accurate estimations of the progressive deformation of

salt, including strain rate, convergence, stress changes, failure processes around openings,

and the consolidation of backfill. Such estimations require numerical simulations that are

based on both in situ and laboratory data for calib¡ation.

10.1.3 Numerical modelling in salt excavation

Numerical tools a¡e essential in most rock mechanics and rock engineering

problems. For excavation in salt rocks, the indispensability of numerical tools is notable

due to the complex nonJinear, viscoplastic stress-strain relationships of these materials,

As physical modelling experiments are usually costly and difficult to pe¡form, numerical

simulation becomes an essential ingredient for providing valuable info¡mation more

economically. However, numerical simulation should be complemented by laboratory

tests and i¿ sitø observations. Numerical simulation might not be a precise, quantitative

tool, but is, at least, more valuable as a qualitative tool, to reproduce sp€cific features

of defo¡mation and failure, to help understanding of the mechanisms of deformation and

to explore potential t¡ade offs and alternatives in mine layouts, This limitation of

numerical modelling is due to the fact that simulation in rock mechanics and rock
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engine€ring usually falls into a data limited category where models can not be validated

and used with confidence, because one seldom knows enough about a rock medium to

model it unambiguously (Starfield and Cundall 1988).

Such a modelling philosophy was a guideline in modelling yield pillar behavior

in Chapter 9, The modelling provided a better understanding of progressive pillr

deformation and failure and the associated st¡ess redistribution and convergence of mine

openings. The results can be used to guide future pillar design.

A comprehensive research approach that combines the results oflaboratory testing,

in si¡u observations and analytical/numerical simulation has been followed in this thesis.

Such a comprehensive, three-step research methodology seems to be essential for most

rock engineering projects. l:boratory tests provide basic mechanical models and

necessary pammeters and in situ documentation provides essential data for

theoretical/numerical modelling. The modelling results, in tum, contribute to better

understanding and more realistic mine design.

10.2 Conclusions

(1) The general nature of potash deformation reflected by axial stress vs. axial,

lateral and volumetric strain curves in a reve¡se loading test is simila¡ to that of

conventional compression tests obtained by lajtai et al. (1991a), i.e., composed of pre-

fractured, yielding, microfracture propagation, dilatancy and post failure stages,

(2) Potash behavio¡ under a reverse loading path is strongly rate dependent, as

reflected by the dependence of initial axial deformational moduli, the ductile yield point,
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and post-p€¿k behavior on the rate at which the deviatoric stress was applied to the

specimens. The initial axial defo¡mational moduli ranged from 29 GPa at the fastest stress

nte To 12 GPa at the iowest stress rate; the deviatoric stress at the ductile yield point

ranged from 7.6 MPa at the fastest stÍess rate to 2.3 MPa at the slowest stress rate, and

the lowest stress rate induced the largest amount of ductile strain after yield, while the

highest stress rate induced the smallest amount of ductile strain before the ultimate failure

point,

(3) The general nature of the axial stress-axial strain curve from multiple-stage

repeated relaxation tests is similar to those obtained from direct reve¡se loading tests. The

inserted relaxation phases do not have a significant effect on the stress-strain curve. This

phenomenon indicates a potential advantage in using inserted relaxation tests to investigate

time dependent behavior at various stages of deformation during a single test. The same

task by creep testing would be extremely time consuming and several tests would be

required instead of one.

(4) The relationship between normalized stress drop (o/o) and logarithm of time

is line¿r. This suggests that the stress rate may not become zero before stress becomes

zero, and therefo¡e, that knigan potash has no creep limit, i.e. its longterm strength is

zero. The Bingham model that has been well-accepted for salt rock analysis may not be

valid for lanigan potash since in this model the longterm strength is equivalent to the

yield stress.

(5) The relaxation behavior of l¿nigan potash before failure can be approximated

by a strain-hardening constitutive law postulated by Haupt, with the effect of confrning
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pressure incorporated.

(6) The new combined compression-tension testing technique allows the direct

measurement of deformational moduli in tension and in compression of ¡ocks from the

same sample in the same compression frame. Using this test, bimodularity has been

demonstrated in halite, granite, and limestone.

(7) The bimodular constitutive model MWCM has been incorporated into the

finite element program SIMEX. The program's accuracy has been validated against

analytical solutions.

(8) Some aspects of the practical signif,rcance of rock bimodularity have been

investigated analytically and numericaily. It has been shown that rock bimodularity has

significant effects on the interpretation of indirect rock tensile tests and roof behavior

around underground openings. For rocks in which Young's modulus in tension is less

than that in compression, the tensile strength derived from the beam bending, hydraulic

extension, Brazilian and ring tests is overestimated if bimodularity is ignored. The actual

tensile strength can be estimated only if the ratio of Young's moduli in tension and in

compression is known. Ignoring bimodularity underestimates roof deflection and

overestimates the possibility of tensile cracking in the roof at low horizontal sÍesses.

(9) Pillar deformation at the Cominco Mine over a period of 8 years has been

shown to involve bulk rock flattening, development of shear zones at pillar comers,

development of shear wedges at pillar margins, and the detachment of those shear wedges

into adjacent rooms.

(10) Bulk rock strain in pillars has been achieved through a combination of brittle
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deformation of halite, plastic deformation of sylvite and grain boundary sliding.

(11) Deformational me¡ha¡isms in halite include fracturing and displacement and

rotation of fragments. Sylvite deforms continuously through mechanisms yet to be

determined.

(12) The bulk rock strain has led to the development of a fabric anisotropy that

can be detected by the cenEe-to-centre method or by the grain shape method, The fabric

anisotropy ellipsoids determined by the two methods have similar orientations but

different dimensional ratios.

(13) Both types ofellipsoids indicate flattening according to the Flinn classification

system, Shortening has occurred in the vertical to subvertical orientation, greatest

elongation has taken place in the horizontal to subhorizontal direction normal to the

original openings, and lesser elongation has taken place parallel to the original openings,

(14) Neither type of fabric anisotropy ellipsoid is fully sensitive to strain produced

by grain boundary sliding, consequently neither registers total bulk rock strain. However,

the shape ellipsoids are useful in tracking sylvite strain variations during progressive pillar

failure and have been included in the proposed progressive yield pillar deformation

model.

(15) The initiation and propagation of comer shear zones observed in potash yield

pillars can be simulated numerically on the basis of the theory of linea¡ elastic f¡acture

mechanics. Finite element modelling indicated that the corner fractures are pure mode II

fractures (under shear stress). However, LEFM does not provide a correct prediction for

the di¡ection of crack propagation. In determining the direction of fracture propagation,
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the assumption that fracture propagates along the direction of the maximum compressive

stress direction was followed. Once corner fractures propagated to the middle height of

the pillar, stresses were relieved in the isolated wedges or shear wedges at the margins

of the pillar.

(16) Simulation ofprogressive, viscoplastic pillar deformation reproduced all four

stages of the conceptual yield pillar deformational model proposed in Chapter 8 (Figure

8.22). The computer model demonstrated the inítiation and extension of comer ductile

shea¡ zones through the development of narrow bands of plastic strain locaiization. Stress

analysis also showed that as yield pillar deformation increased, the location of the peak

stress tmnsfened from the yield pillar to the abutment pillar, and continued to move into

the abutment with time, signifying the progressive extension of yielding around openings.

10.3 Recommendation for Future Research

Although considerable progress has been made in understanding salt mechanics

and related engineering problems, there are many aspects that remain unknown. It is

probably fair enough to say that what we have not understood yet is much more than

what we have come to understand. The topics for research range from basic me¡hanic¿l

to engineering related problems. Furthermore, new topics reve¿l themselves as resea¡ch

progresses. Following is a list of some of the remaining problems relating to this study,

which appear to be interesting and worth further resea¡ch:

1, Multiple-stage, repeated relaxation tests have many advantages over creep tests

or single stage relaxation tests. More such tests would be very useful for confirming the
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non-existence of a cre€p limit in potash and to validate and modify the stress-strain

equations propoæd in Chapter 5 and other existing constitutive models. The development

of any valuable constitutive models should actually be based on both sufficient creep and

relaxation data. Constitutive equations and their derivation should include both a creep

term and a relaxation term independently. Furthermore, any relaxation as well as creep

tests would be more meaningful if they are accompanied by microfabric analyses of

deformed rock samples to identify deformational mechanisms dominating at various ståges

of deformation.

2. All the repeâted-relaxation tests in this study were performed along the pre-

failure part of the stress-strain curve. Some relaxation tests along the unloading part of

the stress-strain curve (after failure) would be very useful for studying post-failure time

dependent characteristics. In order to do this, the initial hydrostatic stress in the tests

should be higher, say at leâst 35 MPa.

3. It would be useful to apply the new combined compression-tension testing

technique to other rock types to build a data base on rock bimodularity and to accumulate

rock elastic parameters in tension. These data are still not available for most rocks.

4. The general characteristics of a compressive stress-strain curve for potash

appear similar to that of halite. However, potash deforms quite differently in tension than

in compression. Its behavior in tension is also very different from halite deformation in

tension. Potash tensile stress-strain curves show a linear-elastic response up to the final

failure. Exploring the reason for these differences would be very useful because it raises

questions as to the common belief that elastic properties of salt rocks are independent of
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location and type of salt. In the author's opinion, this should be carried out by micro-

fabric analyses to identify the deformational mechanisms that might account for such

differences.

5. Studies of the influence of material bimodularity in other rock engineering

problems, such as in hydraulic fracture and rock fragmentation, would have both

theoretic¿l and practical value.

6. Deformational mechanisms in potash are still not clear, especially in sylvite

crystals. The fact that both sylvite and halite are optically isotropic means that a

methodology such as TEM will be required to identify specihc mechanisms. Estimation

of grain boundary sliding and strain accumulated in other mineral components, including

interstitial clay, would help in understanding the representation ofobject strain results and

centre-to-centre strain results and thei¡ relation to overall bulk rock strains.

7, The numerical simulation in this study broadly reproduced the phenomena

observed ìrvithin yield pillar s€ctions in the Cominco Mine. Further resea¡ch could include

the effects of material parameters (fluidity, angle of intemal friction, and cohesion),

opening and pillar geometry, sequence of excavation, neighboring panels, and fufher

consideration of the effect of clay layers.

8, In modelling corner ductile shear zones, the phenomenon of strain localization

was utilized. However, the development of strain loc¿lization in the present form of

SIMEX largely depends on mesh size and orientation. Incorporating various theories of

strain localization phenomena would be most desirable in order to improve simulation

models.
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9. Finally, simulation of yield piilars wittr backftlling would yield very interesting

information for controlling subsidence and increasing extraction ratios.
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